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ABSTRACT
MINIATURIZATION METHODS FOR MODULAR ROBOTICS: EXTERNAL
ACTUATION AND DIELECTRIC ELASTOMER ACTUATION
Paul Joseph White
Mark Yim
A conventional robot with fixed form cannot change its morphology to respond to
changes in its environment or suit a specific task. In contrast, a self-reconfigurable
modular robot can rearrange its modules to adapt to a task or its environment.
Module miniaturization would enable applications requiring fine resolution such as
dexterous manipulation and accurate three-dimensional physical representation. As
the module’s actuators limit its minimum size, we present two novel methods for
enabling module miniaturization: external actuation and dielectric elastomer actuation.
With external actuation, modules reconfigure using forces provided by a controlled environment rather than internal actuators. The environment imposes deterministic forces on the modules, enabling reliable reconfiguration in known time.
This thesis presents two external actuation methods: inertial forces and forces due
to gravity. In the inertial case, we prove that using experimentally verified module
motion primitives allows a configuration discretized into module groups to realize
arbitrary configurations. In the gravity case, we demonstrate a system with 14mm
length-scale units using external actuation for module motion and bonding.
External actuation is suitable for arbitrary shape formation in the presence forces
from a controlled environment. Achieving field modular robots comprising miniature
modules requires an efficient actuation technology with scale-invariant performance.
We investigate dielectric elastomer actuation as it has the potential to achieve large
actuation strain and large work and torque output per mass. We present the design
and empirical characterization of a dielectric elastomer actuated antagonistic bender
module and demonstrate several modular robot arm configurations.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Problem Statement

A robot’s ability to interact with and adapt to its environment depend upon its form.
A conventional robot has a single form designed to accomplish a predetermined set
of tasks. These types of robots work well in structured environments, such as a
factory floor, where the range of possible tasks is known a priori. In unstructured
environments, however, a conventional robot can only adapt to an unpredicted task
through software, but its hardware form constrains it. For example, in a search and
rescue scenario, the robot’s form can prevent it from moving through debris to access
victims. If the wheel on a planetary exploration vehicle breaks, mission controllers
can compensate through software but the hardware functionality is permanently
diminished.
A modular self-reconfigurable robot is potentially more extensible: it can change
its form to adapt to a task or environmental condition. It comprises many basic
units called modules that can be reconfigured to a robot morphology that best suits
the situation. For example, in a search and rescue scenario, a modular robot might
approach the scene as a four legged walking robot and then reconfigure by concatenating its legs to form a snake to traverse through debris. Module redundancy allows
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a modular robot to repair itself by discarding and replacing malfunctioned modules.
However, module size limits the functionality of the modular robot. In the search
and rescue example, module size limits the minimum space the robot can access in
the cluttered environment. In the following section, we further motivate module
miniaturization. In Section 1.3, we argue that the method for actuating a module
in part limits its minimum size. Finally, we propose two novel module actuation
methods (Section 1.4) and summarize the structure of this thesis (Section 1.5).

1.2

Miniaturization Motivation

The potential benefits of mesoscale (having a length scale from hundreds of microns
to tens of millimeters) modules depend on the size of the modular robot they form.
This section discusses the potential benefits of miniature modules with respect to
macroscale and mesoscale modular robots.

1.2.1

Macroscale Modular Robots

For a given macroscale modular robot size, decreasing the module size increases the
number of modules in the robot known as module density. Higher module density
increases the robot’s robustness to failure by redundancy. With a sufficiently large
number of modules, the robot can discard malfunctioned modules while maintaining functionality of the entire robot. Also, increasing module density exponentially
expands the diversity of shapes and behaviors the robot can achieve.
Smaller modules could increase the functionality of the robot components (e.g.
arms) formed from modules. State of the art modular robots have 50-100mm length
scale modules. These systems have demonstrated self-reconfiguration, novel modes
of locomotion, and distributed manipulation. In order to realize grasping, researchers
have added special gripping modules. However this increases the number of module
types, reducing redundancy. With a smaller module, the robot could form fingers,
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enabling dexterous manipulation.
Miniature modules are also necessary for high resolution programmable matter.
Here, the term programmable matter [43, 186] refers to objects formed from small,
intelligent, active units. The units can be programmed to form a desired shape,
change a bulk material property, or adapt to changes in the environment.
Goldstein and Mowry [44] introduced the term pario, a type of programmable
matter comprising sub-millimeter units capable of dynamic three dimensional physical rendering (i.e. the three dimensional analog of television). Visualization applications for this technology include physical telepresence and dynamic prototypes. In
the same way that pixel size limits video resolution, the size of a pario unit limits
the spatial resolution of the three dimensional facsimile.
The objective of the DARPA programmable matter project [186] is to realize
functional macroscale objects formed from mesoscale units. Similar to a module in a
modular robot, a programmable matter unit can communicate and connect to other
units. With intelligent units, a programmable matter object could adapt its shape or
effective bulk material property in response to the environment. Achieving this type
of programmable matter requires small units to realize typical tools. Sufficiently
strong and rigid modules could enable a universal tool capable of morphing, for
example, from a hammer to a wrench.

1.2.2

Mesoscale Modular Robots

In addition to enabling higher resolution macroscale modular robots, smaller modules
enable smaller modular robots. The type of environment a modular robot can access
is limited by its size. Smaller modules enable smaller modular robots capable of
covert surveillance and accessing confined spaces, such as search and rescue scenes,
pipes, and the human body.
Miniature modules have the potential to enable higher complexity in millimeter and micrometer scale robots [1]. In addition to accessing small environments,
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millirobots/microrobots have promise in micromanipulation for microassembly and
biology. State of the art microrobots have limited complexity due to fabrication
challenges. A modular robot of many small, simple units can potentially achieve a
higher degree of functionality than individual units through self-assembly and selfreconfiguration.
Scaling laws (see Section 5.3) provide an approximate comparison of the performance of a miniature modular robot compared to a macro scale modular robot.
For a module length scale s, the torque required to support a cantilever of modules
scales as s4 and its moment of inertia scales as s5 . Thus reducing module size can
potentially increase reconfiguration and robot speed given an actuation method that
scales better than s4 . In addition, the bond strength to module weight ratio will
potentially increase, as bond strength can scale with surface area (s2 ) and module
mass scales with volume (s3 ). While the maximum size and mass of the payload
will also decrease as s decreases, a group of miniature modules can cooperate for
increased payload ability.

1.3

Miniaturization Challenges

While the benefits of module miniaturization seem promising, there are several critical miniaturization challenges. The challenges depend on three factors: the module
size, the modular robot size, and the desired functionality. We propose to study
methods for realizing macroscale modular robots formed from mesoscale modules
with applications to programmable shape formation and typical modular robot behavior (e.g. self-reconfiguration, locomotion, manipulation).
To determine the critical miniaturization challenge, consider the requirements of
a mesoscale module. A module requires typical components found in a conventional
robot: structural frame, the ability to communicate and process information, and
a method to sense the environment. To form large, passively stable structure, the
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module frame should be stiff. In the case of programmable matter, modules must
have sufficient communication and processing hardware to accept user instructions
(e.g. desired shape) and to execute a control algorithm. In the case of a field modular robot, modules require the ability to sense changes in the environment and
autonomously choose and form an appropriate robot configuration.
A mesoscale module also requires components particular to a reconfigurable modular system: a bonding method and a reconfiguration method. The complexity of
each of these methods depends on the level of external intervention: full, partial,
or autonomous. With full intervention, a user assembles an appropriate modular
robot configuration and applies it to his or her task. In these systems, modules can
connect with permanent fasteners, and the internal actuator requirements depend
on the range of desired of robotic behaviors.
In partial intervention, the modular structure is formed in a controlled environment. The environment provides external energy to move the modules where the
quality of the energy ranges from perfectly random to directed to pick-and-place.
The modules in a partial intervention systems require a bonding mechanism that
is reversible yet rigid. The environment can also provide the energy to make and
break these bonds. This energy can be transmitted either through the modular
structure (e.g. electrically) or through the medium in which the structure is formed
(e.g. hydrodynamically).
Modules in a completely autonomous modular system require internal actuation
and bonding methods. These allow the system to both change its shape and perform
robotic action. To have high performance, the module’s actuators should be significantly stronger than its weight. To self-reconfigure, the module must have sufficient
range of motion and precision to reposition itself or a neighbor on the modular structure. The bonding mechanism must be able to tolerate misalignment in addition to
being reversible and rigid. All of these actions must be performed efficiently in order
to maximize the lifetime of a battery powered modular robot.
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In each case, the mesoscale module requires some method of actuation for assembly, reconfiguration, or robotic action. Packing actuation components within a
mesoscale robot is challenging because of power and size constraints [64, 31]. In
addition, a module’s actuator performance is recognized as a significant challenge in
self-reconfigurable modular robotics [176].
The bonding method also requires some form of actuation (e.g. user fastening
screws, autonomous mechanical latch). The required energy and mechanisms for
bonding actuation within the module volume depends on the level of intervention.
Achieving a mesoscale module with partial intervention or full autonomy requires
addressing the bonding actuation challenge.
Thus we argue that actuation is the critical challenge to realizing a miniature
module because promising solutions exist for other module components. Structural
components can be fabricated from rigid materials (e.g. rigid plastics, carbon composites, metals) with sub-millimeter resolution using techniques such as etching [36],
laser micro-machining [169, 88], molding [2], shape deposition manufacturing [91]
and stereolithography [142]. Prismatic and revolute joints can be realized using
compliant mechanisms [58]. Microcontrollers with 2mm maximum dimension are
commercially available [3]. Sensors and communication (e.g. infra-red photoemitters and photodiodes) technologies are also available in millimeter scale packages.
Batteries are available in 5mm scale packages [62].
System level challenges must be addressed as well. Constructing a miniature
module requires integration and assembly of the miniature components. Because
the goal is to realize macroscale modules from many (100s to 1000s) of miniature
modules, modules should be manufactured using batch fabrication to minimize cost
and assembly time. In addition, the module system complexity affects the complexity
of the modular robot system.
This thesis focuses on the actuation challenge, as it is one of the major limitations
in realizing mesoscale modules. In addition, our experimental work addresses cost,
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mechanical complexity, fabrication, and macroscale robot performance.

1.4

Hypotheses

We hypothesize that using novel actuation methods: (1) external actuation and (2)
dielectric elastomer actuation will enable modular robots or programmable matter
with mesoscale units. Further, we expect that the module design simplifications
due to these methods will decrease module cost and complexity, and increase its
reliability.

1.4.1

External Actuation

Because the actuator in part limits the size of the module, our first hypothesis
proposes to develop systems that require no internal actuator to move a module
during self-reconfiguration. Rather, the system will use external energy directed in a
specific pattern to provide deterministic external forces to move modules in a known
time. To achieve desired local reconfiguration behavior, each module should have
a small, simple mechanism to rectify the external energy to module reconfiguration
motion when desired. By controlling the bonds between modules and the pattern of
the external actuation energy, we hypothesize the system can achieve deterministic
self-assembly and self-reconfiguration.
The appropriate external force method depends on the scale of the module. As
the focus of this thesis is the development of mesoscale modules, we design and
experiment with systems that utilize body forces (volume dependent) as they tend
to dominate surface forces at this scale. Thus, we hypothesize that inertial forces
or the force due to gravity can be used to actuate modules during reconfiguration.
At the microscale, surface dependent forces (e.g. electrostatic) will dominate more
dominate volume dependent forces.
External actuation is suitable for achieving reconfigurable shape formation with
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miniature modules. Enabling reconfigurable systems with robotic functionality (i.e.
articulated) comprising small modules, however, would benefit from advances in
internal module actuator technology. Thus the second hypothesis explores the use
of active materials for module actuation.

1.4.2

Dielectric Elastomer Actuation

Active materials actuators do mechanical work when stimulated with an energy
source such as heat (e.g. shape memory alloys), electric field (e.g. piezoelectrics), or
light (e.g. photostrictives). The force, work, and power capabilities of many active
materials per unit mass (e.g. specific power) scale more favorably than electromagnetic actuator performance upon downscaling.
Dielectric elastomers have several beneficial properties over other active materials. Compared with shape memory alloy, used in the smallest internally actuated
module to date, dielectric elastomers have beneficial traits for untethered dynamic
modular robots: higher efficiency, higher specific stall torque (see Section 5.4), and
higher actuation strain. Compared with piezoelectric devices, dielectric elastomers
exhibit higher actuation strain, higher fracture toughness, and higher specific work.
However, compared to shape memory alloy and piezoelectric actuators, dielectric
elastomers have a relatively low elastic modulus. Thus forming large, stiff modular robots using dielectric elastomers requires coupling the actuator to a stiff module
frame. However, we hypothesize that the large deformation, high specific stall torque,
and high specific work merits of dielectric elastomers will enable a mesoscale module.
In addition, the high degree of compliance of dielectric elastomers may enable
modules to effectively cooperate to increase the system force output beyond the
capability of a single module. For a given modular robot size, preserving the absolute
force/torque output upon module downscaling requires a module capable of working
in parallel with others. Unlike a conventional position controlled electromagnetic
motor driven module, a highly flexible dielectric elastomer actuated module may be
8

able to easily act in parallel with other modules.
The overall functionality of a modular robot must be sufficiently versatile and
flexible in order to both change its shape and do useful work. Dielectric elastomers
exhibit moderate to good performance by several metrics. For a given performance
metric, such as high frequency specific power or high actuation stress, other solid
state technologies (e.g. piezoelectrics and shape memory alloys, respectively) outperform dielectric elastomers. However, we hypothesize the overall good performance
metrics of dielectric elastomers will enable a simple, solid state, functional mesoscale
module.

1.5

Thesis Structure

The primary methodology for this thesis is experimental verification of miniaturization principles expected to work according to theory. Therefore, the objective is to
design, fabricate, and experimentally demonstrate systems proving in principle the
hypothesized methods enable miniature modules.
Chapter 2 presents a review of state of the art advances in modular robotics. It
begins with a survey of macroscale modular robot designs and capabilities. Then it
presents current methods for module miniaturization including the use of external
forces and active materials.
Chapters 3 and 4 present systems that demonstrate the method of external actuation can successfully cause reconfiguration of a modular robot. In Chapter 3, we
show that a modular system on a movable table can reconfigure using inertial forces
caused by moving the table. By moving the table in a specific pattern and enabling
a module to free itself to rotate, we demonstrate reliable, deterministic reconfiguration. In addition, we prove that forming configurations from groups of modules
allows an arbitrary configuration to reconfigure to any other configuration. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate that the force due to gravity can be used to fold a chain of
9

right angle tetrahedron modules into desired shapes. We present a method that uses
external actuation to both move modules and actuate their bonding mechanisms.
This method enables a system with a 14mm length scale module to demonstrate
self-assembly and self-reconfiguration.
Chapter 5 discusses the study of dielectric elastomer actuators to enable miniaturization of the module mobility actuator. The chapter begins by defining performance
metrics for the mobility actuator and compares actuation technologies to justify selection of dielectric elastomer actuators. We present a batch fabrication method
capable of realizing several dielectric elastomer actuators at once. We demonstrate
several modular robot arm configurations with 30mm length scale modules. We show
that modules acting in parallel can effectively increase the payload the arm can lift
beyond the capability of a single module.
In addition to miniaturization methods, this thesis presents a method for analyzing the stiffness of a modular robot or programmable matter structure in Chapter
6. Forming programmable matter tools from mesoscale modules would benefit from
a fast tool for approximating the stiffness of the structure under load. We extend a
method based on six degree-of-freedom stiffness matrices which are general enough
to represent arbitrary stiffnesses within or between modules. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method with three systems. We show that the method can fit to
and predict experimental data with CKBot modular robot structures. In addition,
we show that choosing the arrangement of two types of bonds within a programmable
matter structure enables programming of the apparent elasticity.
Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and offers suggestions for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This review begins by highlighting the capabilities of state of the art macroscale
modular robots as a benchmark for future systems. The review continues by examining state of the art methods for miniaturizing the module including the use of
external energy and active materials.

2.1

Macroscale Modular Robots

In the late 1980s, Fukuda et al. [39, 38] proposed the concept of a “Dynamically
Reconfigurable Robotic Structure” comprising robotic cells capable of changing the
robot shape to adapt to its environment. In addition to enabling flexible functionality, composing a robot from many basic, intelligent units allows for distributed
decision making and fault tolerance by relocating damaged modules. The field has
progressed significantly with the design of new more functional systems and design of
scalable control algorithms. Within the last five years, modular robotics researchers
produced extensive reviews in journals [176, 95, 51] and in a book [139].
To date, the majority of modular robot platforms demonstrate a particular set of
abilities, such as reliable self-reconfiguration or multiple locomotion modes. These
11

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: Lattice style modular robots with deformable units: (a) the Metamorphic
system [108, 110] ( c 1997 IEEE), (b) Crystalline [129], (c) Telecube [140], and (d)
Odin [89] ( c 2008 IEEE).

systems typically comprise macroscale modules having characteristic length of approximately 50-100mm. A modular robot can be classified as a: lattice, chain,
hybrid or mobile style system. The following sections, organized by these classifications, review the design and capabilities of the state of the art in macroscale modular
robotics.
The majority of modular robotic systems comprise homogeneous modules as this
can potentially reduce cost by mass production and enable self-repair by replacement of faulty modules. However, several researchers explore the merits of two or
more types of modules that typically climb on the robot surface to reconfigure. The
cellular robot principle of Fukuda et al. [39] includes several cell types (for actuating,
branching, end-effectors) and experiments involved a mobile type and an object type.
The Molecule system [77] uses two types of modules shown in Figure 2.2b. Ünsal
et al. [152] demonstrated the bipartite I-Cubes system (Figure 2.2c) consisting of
active three degree-of-freedom linkages capable of reconfiguring passive cube modules. Terada and Murata [143] developed a similar system, but the design removes
the constraint on the number of active linkages and passive cubes in the assembled
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structure. The Shady3D system (Figure 2.2d) [181, 28] uses active three degreeof-freedom modules to grip, climb along, and reconfigure passive truss members.
The Odin (Figure 2.1d) project advocates module heterogeneity, and experiments
demonstrate a configuration of telescoping and node modules can deform to a desired
planar shape [89]. The CKBot system (Figure 2.3e) can achieve increased functionality with the use of other module types including a continuous rotation motor module,
a camera module, a gripper module, compliant legs, and wheels [131, 177, 111]. Several other modular robot systems extend the functionality of the system with the
addition of other module types.

2.1.1

Lattice Style

A lattice style modular robot comprises units each occupying a discrete position in a
two or three dimensional lattice analogous to the way atoms arrange in a crystal. The
lattice architecture facilitates self-reconfiguration because transitioning between adjacent lattice sites reduces possible module poses and thus reduces the possibility of
misalignment. The discrete number of positions simplifies self-reconfiguration planning by limiting the possible states of the system. These systems achieve locomotion
and manipulation through self-reconfiguration.
The system design including lattice type (e.g. cubic close packed), neighbor connection method, and the kinematics of self-reconfiguration greatly affects the complexity of self-reconfiguration. Design types include deformable modules, heterogeneous module types (as discussed above), and modules that move on surface of the
robot.
Tanie et al. first introduced the concept of a deformable module in their patent
[141]. Modules in the Metamorphic system (Figure 2.1a) proposed by Chirikjian et
al. [15] and later demonstrated and studied by Pamecha et al. [108, 110] are six bar
hexagon mechanisms that deform to move on the robot surface to reconfigure. Rus
et al. [129] demonstrated the Crystalline system (Figure 2.1b) comprising square
13

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2: Lattice style modular robots with units that climb on surface structure
during self-reconfiguration: (a) Fracta [96] and (b) Molecule [77] and systems using
active and passive units: (c) I-Cube [152] ( c 2001 IEEE) and (d) Shady3D [28] ( c
2007 IEEE).

units that expand and contract to reconfigure in the plane. Suh et al. [140] demonstrated self-reconfiguration in three dimensions using compressible cube units with
the Telecube system (Figure 2.1c). Systems based on a tetrahedron lattice [52, 89]
typically use prismatic actuator modules where each module can vary its length to
deform the structure (e.g. Odin [89] - Figure 2.1d).
Several systems utilize modules that maintain their shape and reconfigure by
climbing on the robot surface. Murata et al. [96] introduced the Fracta system
(Figure 2.2a) comprising hexagonal units on an open lattice that reconfigure using
electromagnets. Yoshida et al. [183] developed a miniature module using shape memory alloy (SMA) to enable the square module to rotate about a neighbor. Kirby et
al. [69] introduced the cylindrical shaped Catom module that uses electromagnets on
it surface to roll around its neighbors to reconfigure. Murata et al. presented Fracta
3D [97], the first self-reconfigurable system capable of forming 3D shapes. Kotay
et al. [77] developed Molecule modules (Figure 2.2b) that consist of two cube units
connected by a 90◦ linkage capable of concave, convex, and translation transitions
along the 3D robotic surface.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 2.3: Chain style modular robots: (a) PolyPod segment [171], (b) Polybot
spider [173], (c) CONRO legged robot [133], (d) Molecube system demonstrating
self-replication [193], and (e) CKBot dynamic rolling loop [131].

2.1.2

Chain Style

While lattice systems are capable of robotic actions, experiments with these systems primarily study self-reconfiguration. In contrast, demonstrations with chain
style modular robots exhibit various robotic functionalities from multiple modes of
locomotion to manipulation.
Chain style modular robots can achieve mobility in various morphologies; in his
thesis, Yim [171] studied many modes of locomotion with the PolyPod system (Figure 2.3a). The PolyBot system (Figure 2.3b) demonstrated various functionalities
including locomotion as an earthworm, rolling track, legged walker as well as object
transportation and manipulation [173]. Sastra et al. [131] demonstrated the fastest
modular robot (23 unit-lengths/second) with a dynamically rolling loop of CKBot
modules (Figure 2.3e). Sproewitz et al. [136] used central pattern generators for
distributed, adaptive control of the YaMoR modular robot.
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Self-reconfiguration by a chain style system is difficult, requiring an inverse kinematics solution for a chain of several modules or docking modules in the field. Experiments with the CONRO system (Figure 2.3c) showed the effectiveness of distributed
inverse kinematics solutions and other techniques for docking in 2D [133]. Using infrared sensor feedback, chains of PolyBot modules accomplished docking in full 6D
[179]. The Molecube system (Figure 2.3d) demonstrated self-replication: a chain of
four modules receive and position specially placed modules to create a copy of itself
[193].
Researchers have also shown self-assembly and self-reconfiguration of disconnected module chains in the environment. Rubenstein et al. demonstrated docking
of two clusters of CONRO modules on a plane using infrared sensing [127]. Yim et
al. showed that clusters of CKBot modules can self-assemble using camera sensors
after a connected group of clusters breaks apart due to an external impact [177].

2.1.3

Hybrid Style

Hybrid style modular robots combine the positive traits of lattice and chain style
systems. During self-reconfiguration, modules transition between discrete lattice positions without solving complex inverse kinematics or using long range sensors. During locomotion or manipulation, modules actuate their internal degrees-of-freedom
and move as a chain style modular robot.
The M-TRAN system [100, 99] is the first hybrid style modular robot and has
demonstrated both reliable self-reconfiguration and robotic action. Each M-TRAN
module (Figure 2.4a) comprises two cubes connected by a link. M-TRAN configurations consist of modules arranged on a simple cubic lattice.

During self-

reconfiguration, modules transition between lattice sites. The M-TRAN II system
uses a magnetic connection mechanism and demonstrates self-reconfiguration and
two modes of locomotion (crawling and walking) [98]. The M-TRAN III [80] systems
uses a mechanical connection method which provides higher connection rigidity while
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.4: Hybrid style modules: (a) M-TRAN III [80], (b) ATRON [65, 20] ( c
2006 IEEE), and (c) Superbot [130]

sacrificing misalignment tolerance of magnetic connection. The M-TRAN III system
demonstrated robustness, performing self-reconfiguration and locomotion more than
200 times over 11 days [95].
The ATRON system [65] design combines the mobility of CONRO with the effective lattice style self-reconfiguration of M-TRAN. Each module (Figure 2.4b) consists
of two hemispheres connected by a continuous revolution joint. Modules connect using hooks; each hemisphere of a module has two active hooks and two passive sets
of bars to receive the hooks. Configurations consist of modules arranged in a lattice
each with rotation axis along the x, y, or z axis. Experiments with the ATRON system have demonstrated reliable self-reconfiguration [132], multiple locomotion and
manipulation configurations [9], fault tolerance [17], and distributed learning for fast
locomotion [18].
The SuperBot module (Figure 2.4c) adopts the M-TRAN module form and adds
a degree-of-freedom along the link connecting each cube [130]. This added degreeof-freedom increases mobility. For example, a rolling loop of SuperBot modules can
recover from tip over. The system demonstrated robustness by traveling on average
0.6m/s over 1km as a rolling loop [135]. Combining features of CONRO, M-TRAN,
and ATRON, a physical SuperBot module demonstrated crawling and turning and
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simulated configurations demonstrated rolling, snake, and legged locomotion modes.
Coordinated behavior of SuperBot modules in a configuration arises from a distributed control method inspired by hormone behavior in nature [134].

2.1.4

Mobile Style

Mobile style modular robots traverse the environment during reconfiguration and
typically self-assemble to chain style configurations. For example, the self-assembly
after external impact experiment of Yim et al. [177] used individually mobile CKBot
clusters each capable of moving on carpet and docking with others.
Fukuda and Nakagawa [37], inspired by the cellular composition of complex organisms, introduce dynamically reconfigurable robots. Many cell types (e.g. joint,
branching, work, mobile) make up a robot that can reorganize to optimize its morphology for the task. Experiments with the CEBOT system demonstrated approach
and docking of a mobile cell with a target cell [39].
Kawakami et al. [56] presented the development of a planetary rover with detachable wheel units. An individual UniRover unit comprises a wheel and an arm
enabling locomotion and manipulation. Using their arms, several UniRovers can
connect to a main body to form a rover. Demonstrations showed that UniRover is
capable of grasping and transporting objects, transitioning between locomotion and
manipulation modes, and cooperating with other units to transport a rover body.
In the Swarm-Bot [94] system, several tracked mobile units with manipulators
(S-Bots) cooperate to handle complex tasks or environments. For example, a chain
of S-Bots can traverse a gap wider than a single S-Bot [94], and a group can drag an
object heavier than one S-Bot can [106]. S-Bots form a swarm-bot configuration by
self-assembly [50], using decentralized control and local sensing and action.
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Largest Dimension

Reconfiguration

Bond

System

Ref.

[mm]

Force1

Force

Silicon Tiles

[78]

0.5

hydrodynamic (E)

TRF

Magnetic Mobile

[112]

0.9

Electrostatic, Magnetic (E)

Magnetic

Catoms (Tube)

[68]

4

Electrostatic (I)

Electrostatic

Robot Pebbles

[41]

10

SA, gravity (E)

Magnetic

ARES

[102]

14, 36.5

3D Stochastic

[104]

Miniature

[183]

1

2

2

SA (E, I)

Magnetic

29

hydrodynamic (E)

LMPA, TRF

50

SMA (I)

SMA

Source of force is either internal (I) to module or combination of internal and external (E)
to module.

2

Self-assembled prototype had max dimension of 14mm; DC motor articulated prototype
had max dimension of 36.5mm.

Table 2.1: Projects working towards self-reconfigurable modular systems with miniature units. Abbreviations used: self-assembly (SA), shape memory alloy (SMA), low
melting point alloy (LMPA), thermorheological fluid (TRF).

2.2

Module Miniaturization Methods

Many researchers conjecture module miniaturization will open the door to new applications and increase the functionality of state of the art modular robots. Smaller
module size enables access to the human body [53], inspection of hazardous or narrow
environments [182], higher spatial resolution (e.g. for grasping) [121, 82], micromanipulation [182], covert surveillance [103], accurate 3D physical rendering [45], and
programmable matter [186, 146, 112, 41]. Indeed, early studies of modular robotics
[40] recognized that modularity, unit simplicity, and decentralized control facilitate
the development of microrobots.
However, module miniaturization is challenging. Fabrication and actuation of
miniature modules require unconventional methods as macroscale methods become
ineffective. Manufacturing thousands of small modules requires batch fabrication for
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cost and time feasibility. The power to weight ratio of an electromagnetic motor,
a typical module actuator, decreases significantly with miniaturization. Prominent
trends in the study of module miniaturization include: active material for actuation, external forces for module transport, and collective actuation for scalable
force output. Table 2.1 summarizes efforts towards module miniaturization of selfreconfigurable modular systems.

2.2.1

Solid State Actuation

A module typically has two types of actuators: a bond actuator to provide a reversible
connection to a neighboring module and a reconfiguration actuator to relocate the
module during self-reconfiguration. Solid state actuation using active materials provides a compact, low part count alternative to traditional electromagnetic motor
actuation.
Many groups use an active material to reversibly bond modules. Magnetics provide self-alignment and attraction from a distance. For example, electromagnetic
bonds [76, 160] can disengage the bond without moving parts, yet have lower force
to weight ratio than electro-permanent magnets [41]. Permanent magnets also provide high bond force to weight ratio, but require another actuator such as a motor
[160, 7, 42] or shape memory alloy (SMA) [140, 98] to break the bond. Researchers
also use SMAs to actuate the latch of a mechanical bond [37, 173, 133]. Low melting point alloy bonds provide a fused metal bond activated by internal [104] heat
source. Other researchers use external energy for fusing modules together with low
melting point alloy, but the bond is not reversible [46]. Modules in stochastic fluidic
self-assembly systems (discussed below) control the flow rate through module faces
using heaters to change the local viscosity of the thermorheological fluid [78, 104].
Researchers also use solid state actuation for module mobility or reconfiguration.
Hawkes et al. [55] used shape memory alloy films to fold a tessellated sheet into
a three dimensional shape. Ishihara et al. [64], working towards a microrobotic
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CEBOT, demonstrated two types 10mm of mobile microrobots: one that used
electromagnetics and one that used piezoelectrics.
There are several systems where both the bond and the reconfiguration actuators use active materials. In theses systems, the force used to make a new bond also
transports the module. The Fracta [96] and planar Catoms [69] modules used electromagnets to roll around a neighbor module during reconfiguration. The spatial,
spherical Catoms module will use electrostatics to roll around a neighbor; Karagozler
et al. [68] demonstrated rolling of a 1mm diameter tube using electrostatic forces.
Yoshida et al. [182, 183] used shape memory alloy coil springs to actuate the mechanical latch bond and drive a ±90◦ rotational actuator for lattice style reconfiguration.

2.2.2

External Forces

As the reconfiguration actuator typically comprises a majority of the size, weight and
cost of a module, researchers study methods for using external forces to transport
modules during self-assembly. Indeed structures that form by self-assembly are found
many places in nature, spanning many length scales [166].
In robotic reconfigurable self-assembly, modules float randomly in an agitated
Brownian environment. Modules form structure when a module randomly collides
with and bonds to another module in the structure and if it desires it can break
the connection. Typical bonding methods include magnetic [160, 7] and fluid pressure [159]. Using this principle, researchers have achieved further miniaturization of
reconfigurable self-assembled robotic systems in 2D (sub-millimeter) [145, 146] and
in 3D (centimeter) [104, 147]. This method of stochastic self-assembly also enables
self-replication [48].
Researchers have demonstrated self-assembly at smaller length scales (from millimeters to nanometers), however, the processes form shapes that are not selfreconfigurable, susceptible to defects, and not reprogrammable as assembly instructions are permanently set at fabrication time. Further, the process typically forms
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regular, crystalline structures with limited complexity. Researchers encode assembly
instructions by patterning the faces of each unit such that it mates with another
unit.
At these scales, self-assembly researchers study many methods for transporting
and bonding units. Units in these systems move randomly [57, 46] or guided by a
rail [21] often in a fluid. Bonding force methods include low melting point alloy [46,
107, 47], capillary [8, 144, 125, 23, 22], surface tension [57], and chemical [168, 126].
While the modules in self-assembled systems move stochastically in the environment before bonding to the structure, other systems use external forces to move
modules deterministically. Pawashe et al. used a magnetic field and an electrostatic
floor to assemble and disassemble passive magnetic tiles [112]. Gilpin et al. demonstrated self-assembly by disassembly using the force of gravity to form shape from
an initial bulk of modules [42]. And Donald et al. showed that microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabricated microrobots can independently move on an active
substrate and form desired shape [29].

2.2.3

Collective Actuation

In addition to exploiting configurations that best suit a task (e.g. loop for locomotion
on flat terrain; hexapod for uneven terrain), modules can cooperate in parallel to
increase force or torque output of the robot. Fukuda et al. [37] proposed that modules
acting parallel could increase the torque output of the modular robot. Yim et al.
[172] demonstrated that Polybot modules configured in a closed chain (Figure 2.5a)
can exploit joint singularities to maintain high mechanical advantage over a large
range of motion. Using the Deformatron system, Støy showed that modules with
prismatic actuators (Figure 2.5b) can actuate in parallel to lift a load heavier than
a single module’s force limit. Campbell et al. [12] presented the concept of collective
actuation (Figure 2.5c) where many curved units in a lattice style system can roll
on neighbors to deform the entire robotic structure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: Collective actuation: (a) closed Polybot chain configurations exploit
joint singularities [172] ( c 2001 IEEE), (b) Deformatron modules act in parallel to
increase load capacity, [137] ( c 2006 IEEE), and (c) a collective actuation cell of
eight units that roll to achieve linear motion [12].

2.3

Discussion

The literature review highlights several approaches to module design and module
miniaturization. As of 2007, the 50mm unit of Yoshida et al. [183] was the smallest
reported self-reconfigurable modular robot [176]. However, progress using external
energy and active materials has enabled further miniaturization.
Using external forces for shape formation is a scalable method researchers demonstrate over a wide range of length scales. At sub-millimeter length scales, units
typically form crystalline structures with limited complexity. Robotic self-assembly
with units ranging from 0.5mm to 100mm in size achieve self-assembly and selfreconfiguration using external force. The level of stochasticity varies from systems
using random agitation to systems directly using external forces deterministically.
The external actuation systems we present differ in that modules remain a single connected component during reconfiguration. Additionally, the external force transmits
to a reconfiguring module through movement of the entire structure. This enables
reliable, deterministic self-assembly and self-reconfiguration in known time.
Solid state actuation is a common method for achieving internal actuation and
is typically used for the bonding mechanism for miniature modules. There are,
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however, some examples of solid state actuation for module motion such as the
shape memory alloy system of Yoshida et al. [183]. However, shape memory alloy
wires are inefficient and difficult to position control. The electrostatic method used
in the silicon based Catoms project [68] is another example of solid state actuation
for module mobility. The active material portion of this thesis focuses on dielectric
elastomer actuators as they have higher efficiency and higher specific stall torque
than shape memory alloys and higher flexibility than silicon.
Module design is an active area of research, as there are numerous design tradeoffs. The module complexity ranges from independently mobile units to systems that
are simply active material (e.g. a magnet). It is apparent that module complexity
typically decreases with the size of the module for practical reasons. For robotic
applications, increased module complexity can increase system functionality. However, it is not clear what the appropriate level of module functionality should be to
achieve cost effective, reliable, high performance systems. Techniques such as collective actuation seem promising in order to maintain force output using robots with
smaller, weaker modules. Projects that focus on reconfigurable self-assembly applications typically use simple units actuated by sophisticated external systems. As
the goal of this thesis is module miniaturization, we design low complexity modules
and experimentally determine if they reliably achieve self-reconfiguration or desired
robotic behavior.
The number of module types also varies ranging from systems with a one or
two module types to truly heterogeneous systems. Indeed, several systems with
one or two module types later added gripper and wheel components to increase
functionality. It is possible that as the module size decreases, the number of module
types will increase in order to distribute packaging of actuation, energy storage,
computation and structure. We propose a dielectric elastomer system that will
likely require a heterogeneous approach as the required electrical components and
batteries may not fit in a miniature module volume.
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Chapter 3
External Actuation by Inertia:
XBot System
3.1

Introduction

This chapter begins by introducing the principle of external actuation and defines
the inertia based method. We then present the design of the XBot module. Next, we
experimentally validate the principle of inertia based external actuation by demonstrating reliable module motion primitives. Finally, we prove that these experimentally verified motion primitives enable configurations of groups of modules to
reconfigure to arbitrary shapes.
The principle of external actuation is to utilize forces from the environment (i.e.
external to module) rather internal actuators in order to achieve self-reconfiguration.
Furthermore, the external forces are transmitted to the module in a deterministic
manner in contrast to stochastic modular robotic systems [160]. There are several
physical methods for transmitting actuation force to a module including inertia,
gravity, electrostatic, magnetic and hydrodynamic. This chapter describes an inertia
based system and Chapter 4 discusses a gravity based system.
Figure 3.1a shows the principle of inertia based external actuation. A single
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Table Motion Profile
Relocating Module

Table Fixed Module
(a)

Table

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Concept illustration: a 3D modular self-reconfigurable robotic system
driven by external actuation. (b) Example of reconfiguring 2D XBot system. Moving
the table and table fixed module in the gray motion profile causes inertial forces to
rotate the relocating module to a new lattice position, reconfiguring the system.

connected group of modules rests on a an actuated substrate with one or more
modules fixed to the substrate. By releasing one of its edge connections to a neighbor,
a module is free to use the externally provided energy to relocate to a new lattice
position causing self-reconfiguration.
This chapter focuses on two dimensional inertia based external actuation for
self-reconfiguration of the XBot system. When viewing an XBot configuration from
above as exemplified in Figure 3.1b, each XBot module appears to be an X. XBots
form square lattice configurations: each XBot resides in a discrete position on a
square grid. XBots sit on a movable table with one module fixed to the table (indicated by the heavy square on center module in Figure 3.1b) and the others that
stem out from it forming one connected component. By accelerating the table in a
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specific pattern (indicated by the gray profile in Figure 3.1b), inertial forces cause
an XBot module to rotate about a neighboring module, reconfiguring the structure.
By releasing one of its vertex connections to its neighbor and using the other as a
hinge, the motion of an individual XBot can be constrained to rotate from one lattice
position to a neighboring lattice position.

3.2
3.2.1

Module Design
Requirements

To realize the concept illustrated in Figure 3.1b, the XBot module must satisfy
four requirements. (1) The module requires a vertex connection method capable
of acting as both a joint and a breakable bond. (2) The module requires electrical
components including a microprocessor to run the reconfiguration algorithm and
supporting components for communication and bond actuation control. (3) The
system needs a communication protocol in order to distribute information during
reconfiguration. (4) Finally, the module requires a frame in order to support the
vertex connections and electrical hardware.
While not required to achieve reconfiguration by external actuation, there are
several other metrics of a good module design. The module and its components
should be simple in order to maximize reliability. As the goal of the project is to
realize a system with many modules, the per module cost should be low. Where
possible, the module components should be made in batch and the overall module
assembly should be simple.

3.2.2

Model

To understand critical module design aspects, we model inertia based reconfiguration
of a single module rotating about another. The equations of motion contain key
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Figure 3.2: Free body diagram for a module. World Frame: î, ĵ; Table Frame:
t̂x , t̂y ; Module Frame: êx , êy . The top and bottom on right define the position of
module’s feet relative to the Table Frame origin and relative to module’s center of
mass, respectively.

physical parameters that can be optimized to maximize performance.
Consider a module rotating about its upper left vertex connection to its neighbor
as illustrated in Figure 3.2 (neighbor module not shown). To rotate the module to a
new position (from θ = 0 to θ = 180◦ ), the table frame (t̂x , t̂y ) moves in some motion
profile r(t) = [x y]T relative to an inertial frame (î, ĵ). Given the acceleration of the
table frame r̈(t) = [ẍ ÿ]T , the module acceleration written in its module frame (êx ,
êy ) is given by:

r̈c =


ẍcos(θ) + ÿsin(θ) + Lθ̈ − Lθ̇2 êx


+ −ẍsin(θ) + ÿcos(θ) + Lθ̈ + Lθ̇2 êy



(3.1)

As the module rotates, it experiences forces due to its vertex connection to its
neighbor and due to friction on its feet each located at one of it vertices. Assuming
Coulomb friction, the force of friction at the ith foot is given by
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F fi = −

µmg ρ̇i
4 |ρ̇i |

(3.2)

where for a single module rotating about another ρ̇i = ω × ρi where ρi is the position
of the ith foot with respect to the joint (defined in Figure 3.2).
The constraint force Fc and the angular acceleration of the module can be found
by solving the linear and angular momentum balance

2

m(ẍcos(θ) + ÿsin(θ) + Lθ̈ − Lθ̇ ) = Fcx +

4
X

Ffi · êx

i=1

√
µmg θ̇
2
= F cx −
)
(1 +
4 |θ̇|
2
2

m(−ẍsin(θ) + ÿcos(θ) + Lθ̈ + Lθ̇ ) = Fcy +

4
X

(3.3)

Ffi · êy

i=1

√
µmg θ̇
2
= F cy −
(1 +
)
4 |θ̇|
2

(3.4)

and

c
Izz
θ̈ =

−ρc × Fc +

4
X

!
ri × Ffi

· êz

i=1

= −Fcx L − Fcy L −

√
µmgL θ̇
(2 + 2)
4 |θ̇|

(3.5)

which can be collected into the following matrix representation



L


L

c
Izz


√ 
µg θ̇
2
−ẍcos(θ) − ÿsin(θ) + Lθ̇ − 4 |θ̇| (1 + 22 )
−1/m
0
θ̈
  

√
  

µg θ̇
2
2
0
−1/m Fcx  =  ẍsin(θ) − ÿcos(θ) − Lθ̇ − 4 |θ̇| (1 + 2 )  (3.6)
  

√
µmgL θ̇
L
L
Fcy
− 4 |θ̇| (2 + 2)




The speed of reconfiguration is one important metric as the benefit of external
actuation over stochastic methods is fast, known time reconfiguration. For a single
module rotating about another, the angular acceleration measures the rate at which
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the speed of rotation increases. Consider a circular motion profile given by [ẍ ÿ]T =
−A[cos(θ) sin(θ)]T . Also, assume the module is a uniform density rectangular prism
c
=
with side length 2L and Izz

2mL2
.
3

Solving Equation 3.6, the angular acceleration

of the module is given by
3
θ̈ =
8L

√ !!
2
A − µgsgn(θ̇) 1 +
2

(3.7)

Thus, to maximize the angular acceleration, the module length scale L and coefficient
of friction µ should be minimized. Also, the table acceleration magnitude A should
be maximized, though it is limited by the maximum force the breakable vertex
connection can withstand.
In addition to speed, the maximum vertex connection force, in part, determines
the reliability of reconfiguration. A reliable reconfiguration is one in which a given
motion profile rotates the module completely despite variations the motion profile.
The energy of the table motion affects reliability. If the energy of the profile is too
low, the friction will cause the module to not complete the rotation. However, if the
energy is too high the inertial forces will exceed the vertex connection force. Again,
we assume a circular motion profile as before. To simplify the force expression, we
assume no friction. Solving Equation 3.6, the zero friction constraint force magnitude
is given by:
√ r

m 2 
2
4
2
2
|Fc | =
17 A + 64 θ̇ LA + 64 L θ̇
8

(3.8)

To minimize the constraint force on the vertex connection, the module’s mass m
and length scale L should be minimized. Indeed, solving Equation 3.6 with nominal
values for all variables except the coefficient of friction shows that the constraint
force also increases with increased friction, and thus friction should be minimized
also. The mass and length scale can generalize to the case where a group of modules
attach to the rotating module. In this case, the maximum vertex connection force
also limits the total number of modules in the group.
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between magnet size (cylinder with diameter equal to height
h) and force to break bond (of two cylindrical magnets connected by their cylindrical
faces). The slope of the log-log plot gives the approximate power law relationship.

3.2.3

Downscaling

The model can also be used to predict whether the principle of external actuation will
continue to work as the module length scale decreases. The experiments discussed
in this chapter demonstrate that 100mm length scale modules can reconfigure using
inertia based external actuation. Thus, we can see how the governing equations
change with reduction in module scale to predict whether the method will continue
to work. The analysis presented here assumes that Coulomb friction applies. The
following analysis considers downscaling to the mesoscale and thus ignores surface
forces (e.g. electrostatic, van der Waals, surface tension [35]) that would dominate
with microscale units.
In order for the external actuation based reconfiguration to be successful, a module must rotate from θ = 0 to θ = 180◦ . This is guaranteed to occur if θ̈ > 0
throughout the entire rotation. Using a circular motion profile as previously defined
removes the dependence on θ from θ̈. Thus, according to Equation 3.7, in order for

√ 
θ̈ > 0 the acceleration magnitude A must be such that A > µgsgn(θ̇) 1 + 22 .
However, the maximum joint (constraint) force limits the acceleration magnitude.
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The modules presented in this chapter use permanent magnets as the joint. Since we
will show that the system works with 100mm length scale modules, we can expect
the method to work at smaller scales if the rate at which the magnetic force scales is
less than or equal to the constraint force. Assume the coefficient of friction remains
nearly constant upon downscaling. Thus, the required acceleration magnitude A will
remain constant and the constraint force scaling will not depend on friction (thus
Equation 3.8 applies). As the length scale L decreases the first term under the radical
in Equation 3.8 will dominate (i.e. it remains constant for a change in L). Thus, the
right-hand-side of Equation 3.8 will scale with m which scales with L3 .
Now we must determine how the magnet force will scale upon decreasing L. The
solution to the force between two cylindrical magnets connected by their cylindrical
faces is complex. As such, we measured the force required to break two cylindrical
magnets connected by their cylindrical faces for several different magnet sizes. We
used four magnets with diameter equal to height ranging from 4.8mm to 11.1mm.
Figure 3.3 plots the log of the force required to break the bond versus the log of the
height of the magnet. A linear fit of the data yields a slope of 2.8. Rounding up, the
magnet force apparently scales as approximately L3 . The magnet force scales at the
same rate as the required constraint force and thus we expect inertia based external
actuation will work as the module size further decreases to the mesoscale.

3.2.4

First Generation

Figure 3.4 shows a pair of first generation XBots [164]. This section discusses the design of the vertex connection mechanism, the integration of mechanical and electrical
components, and the communication protocol.
Vertex Connection
There are several possible methods for realizing a breakable vertex connection. A
mechanical solution could use a peg in hole that could separate to break the joint.
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Figure 3.4: First generation XBots

While this would provide a strong maximum constraint force, this method would
require precise alignment when making new connections. An electromagnet could be
used by either having cylindrical face sliding contact or a mechanical swivel. However, electromagnets have poor force to weight ratio and require power to maintain a
connection. Permanent magnets have high force to weight ratio however they require
a mechanism for moving the magnet to break the bond. We choose permanent magnets for their high force and simplicity of connection. In addition, magnetic force
acts at a distance and this may be beneficial in making a module connection when
two joints are nearly connected.
The permanent magnet solution requires some method for moving the magnet
while adhering to the design principles laid out in Section 3.2.1. We choose solid
state actuation for simplicity and to minimize the part count. Thus, the magnet
(Neodymium Iron Boron, K&J Magnetics, Inc.) attaches to a compliant arm that
is moved by a shape memory alloy (SMA) wire (381µm diameter Flexinol, Dynalloy, Inc.). Using finite element analysis, we design the compliant arm such that it
displaces far enough to break the magnetic connection while not reaching the yield
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Figure 3.5: Finite element analysis plot of displacement caused by SMA wire actuation force. Image shows maximum strain until points on compliant arm reach yield
of approximately 40MPa.

stress of the material. Figure 3.5 shows the stress in the compliant arms of one design iteration between the first and second generation modules. We limit the SMA
wire actuation strain to approximately 4% in order achieve many cycles.
The vertex connection compliant bonding mechanism (Figure 3.4) consists of a
pair of bonding magnets each attached to a compliant arm. To break the magnetic
bond, a module actuates the SMA retracting the compliant arm and detaching the
magnets as shown with a pair of second generation modules in Figure 3.6c. Note
that during actuation, one magnet pulls down on its neighboring magnet while the
other pulls up. The vertical components of the forces tend to cancel out so that the
neighboring module is not pulled up by the retracting magnet.

System
Figure 3.4 shows the system integration of two first generation XBots. The structure
of the module consists of two laser cut Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) frames
glued (Loctite, McMaster-Carr) into an ‘X’ shape. An SMA wire stretches between
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Table 3.1: Cost per module at limited quantity.

item

cost in USD

SMA

$8.00

ABS plastic

$2.00

Printed circuit board

$10.00

CPU (pic18F2680)

$8.00

Drivers

$8.00

Other electronics

$8.00

total

$44.00

each compliant arm and a point on the ABS frame (Figure 3.5 shows the forces
acting equally and oppositely on the arm and frame.) Laser cut acetal feet mount
to the bottom of each vertex to minimize friction to the table. A lithium polymer
battery powers the module and rests at the bottom of the module helping to maintain
the center of mass of the module near the geometric center to avoid tipping during
rotation. Atop the module sits the electrical components. Table 3.1 summarizes the
cost of the module components. Module assembly takes approximately eight to ten
hours.

Electrical
The electrical subsystem consists of a printed circuit board holding the necessary
electrical components as well as the SMA and the magnets. Each module has an
18F2680 PIC microprocessor that runs the high level reconfiguration algorithm, handles inter-module serial communication, and controls SMA wire actuation.
Modules communicate via the electrical connections provided by the nickel coated
magnets. Of the eight magnets on a module, the four lower magnets provide a
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common ground for all modules while the upper four magnets alternate between
serial transmit and receive. The arrangement of the magnets on a module is such
that each leg of the module is the opposite polarity of the adjacent leg. In this way
the north/south magnetic parity matches with the transmit/receive parity required
for serial communication.
The microprocessor controls the actuation of an SMA wire pair using a pulse
width modulation (PWM) signal sent to the gait of a power field-effect transistor
(FET). Running current through the SMA wire causes Joule heating which raises the
wire temperature above the austenite transition temperature, causing contraction.
Using a PWM signal allows tuning of the amount of current passed to the SMA wires
(and thus the amount of contraction) and lowers the energy consumption. The PWM
signal from the microprocessor routes to the gait of the FET via a 4x1 multiplexer
that allows the microprocessor to select the pair of SMA wires to contract. Snubber
diodes across the SMA wires prevent undesired voltage spikes that occur due to the
constant switching of a relatively large amount of current (2A).
One of the significant contributions of this work is that it offers a method for
self-reconfiguration that greatly reduces the energy capacity requirement for the
module. As previously stated, much of the energy of a typical self-reconfigurable
module is used to actuate the mechanism that reconfigures the module from one
point in the structure to another. In the case of an externally actuated system, the
energy required to reconfigure a module is provided by the environment. Thus, the
majority of a module’s energy is used to actuate the switchable bonding mechanism.
The modules use 14W to actuate the compliant arm and break the magnetic bond.
The phase transition for SMA wires is relatively slow in order to maximize cycle
life; it takes 3 seconds to contract the wire approximately 4%. Careful design of
the module and the external actuation system (discussed below) can ensure quick
(less than a second) and reliable reconfigurations minimizing the SMA wire on time
and thus their energy consumption. Thus, the nominal amount of module energy
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required to perform a reconfiguration is 42J. This demonstrates the fact that by
relieving the module of the need to use energy to move along the lattice structure
the total energy requirements for a single module can be greatly reduced. Indeed,
a module’s 730 mWh 7.4V lithium-polymer battery has sufficient capacity for hours
of experimentation.
Communication
The communication scheme is based on strictly local information transfer. Though
there are many methods for establishing a global communication bus, limiting the
communication scheme to neighbor to neighbor data transfer allows for scaling to
arbitrarily large numbers of modules (it is not limited by the fixed bandwidth and
address space of a global bus system). A module uses standard asynchronous serial
communication to determine its local connectivity state.
For the initial prototype testing with just two modules, one module is designated
as a master and the other as the slave. We use a standard master/slave protocol
to handle the communication between modules in a reliable manner. Because the
module is limited to communicating out of one side at a time, it must cycle through
a communication sequence that attempts to communicate at each of the four sides
successively until it finds another module and performs a handshake. The period
for the master module is several times greater than the period of the slave. Thus,
each time the master module attempts to communicate out of a given side the slave
module will cycle several times through its communication sequence. Eventually the
master module and slave module synchronize and perform a handshake.

3.2.5

Second Generation

The second generation XBot module [165] shown in Figure 3.6a implements several
design improvements that follow from the model in Section 3.2.2. Nylon spheres
replace the laser cut acetal feet lowering the friction to the table and making the
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure 3.6: (a) Second generation XBot. Pair of bonded (b) second generation
XBots. When the left module in (c) runs current through shape memory alloy wires,
heating them, they retract the compliant arms holding the magnets, breaking the
bond.

friction isotropic. The decreased length scale L of the module increases the angular
acceleration for a given acceleration and decreases the required vertex connection
force. Stronger magnets increase the maximum external actuation energy as well as
the maximum number of modules in a rotating group. The system integration is
also more compact and easier to assemble.
The communication protocol of the second generation modules can accommodate
a configuration with an arbitrary number of modules. The communication architecture uses a token passing scheme. For all reconfiguration demonstrations, the table
fixed module acts as a hub, receiving and then dispatching the token after each module relocation completes. The table fixed module also communicates with the table
motion planner to coordinate the table motion with the bond break of the relocating
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: External actuation systems: first (a), one degree-of-freedom, and second
(b), two degree-of-freedom, generations.

module.

3.3

External Actuator

The first generation XBots reconfigure on a one degree-of-freedom table mounted to
a linear stage shown in Figure 3.7a. In the figure, the upper right module is fixed to
the table while the other is free to relocate. The table surface is Teflon in order to
minimize friction. An accelerometer mounted to the table measures the acceleration
profile of the table motion. During reconfiguration experiments, we observe the state
of the reconfiguration sequence and execute the appropriate motion profile for a given
relocation rotation. We repeat the motion profiles until the rotation completes.
Figure 3.7b shows five second generation XBots resting on a two degree-offreedom table. The Teflon surface table rides on a custom built XY stage controlled
by a PIC18F2680 microcontroller. We coat the Teflon with oil in order to further
minimize friction.
The power of the external actuation system limits the total number of modules
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Figure 3.8: Frames of Matlab simulation of double pendulum motion primitive
used in the release motion profile experiment (Figure 3.14)

in the configuration. Because the XY stage must accelerate the entire configuration
to reconfigure a module pendulum, the torque specifications of the XY stage’s DC
motors limit the number of modules. Each motor uses a large gear reduction in order
to achieve the torque required to cause a sufficiently large acceleration magnitude.
For example, the upper stage can accelerate 5kg at 4.9 m/s2 and each second generation XBot weighs 240g. The XY stage is designed to handle configurations of up
to 16 XBot modules.
During reconfiguration, the table fixed module selects the appropriate motion
profile for the desired reconfiguration. For each type of rotation, we first model the
dynamics of the module motion primitive in Matlab to determine the appropriate
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Figure 3.9: Sequence of four reconfigurations. The experimental setup can be seen
in the first frame. One module begins attached to the center, table-fixed module and
reconfigures four times caused by the acceleration of linear stage table.
parameters. Figure 3.8 shows an example relocation of one module using a pair of
modules acting as a double pendulum. We pair each table motion profile with a
module motion primitive in the reconfiguration sequence. During a reconfiguration
sequence demonstration, the table fixed module coordinates with the XY stage microcontroller to synchronize the bond break of the relocating module(s) with the
table motion.

3.4
3.4.1

Experimental Results
First Generation

Reconfiguration Demonstration
The first experiment, illustrated in Figure 3.9, demonstrates that external actuation
can enable a modular robot to self-reconfigure. In the experiment, we fix one module
to the center of the linear stage table and place another at one of the four possible
initial conditions. The goal of the experiment is to have the unfixed module ‘walk’
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clockwise around the fixed module; that is, reconfigure four times by swinging about
each leg of the center module successively.
The algorithm to perform this experiment is straightforward and robust. The
table fixed module acts as a slave and enables the reconfiguring master module to
localize itself. The master module continuously checks to see which side is attached
to the slave. When the master determines the side at which it is attached, it breaks
one bond with the slave, freeing itself to rotate about the other bond when the table
executes a motion profile. This routine repeats and the master module reconfigures
four times and returns to its initial position. The algorithm is robust: in a case where
the master does not fully transition to the next state and returns to its starting
position, it will simply start the localization process over and break the appropriate
bond and reattempt to reconfigure.

Robustness to Imprecise External Actuation
In order to make quantitative observations about the degree of variability that the
system can handle, we ran 50 reconfiguration rotations in order to find a mean
acceleration profile and look at the variance in each run. For this experiment, we
used two new modules that have significantly stronger magnetic bonds. We found
through successive design iterations that a module with stronger magnets and smaller
inertia is more robust to variations in the motion profile.
The experimental setup consists of two modules, one fixed to the linear stage
table and one attached to the fixed module at the upper right hand corner. The
goal of the experiment is to generate a motion profile that causes the module to
reconfigure in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the linear stages degree
of freedom. We repeated this experiment 50 times and recorded the acceleration
profile of the table for each reconfiguration. Due to the natural variability due to the
open loop controller, each run can vary significantly enough such that occasionally
the motion will not be sufficient enough to cause reconfiguration. The graph in
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Figure 3.10: Mean, maximum, and minimum acceleration profile for one reconfiguration with stronger magnet modules.

Figure 3.10 shows the mean, maximum, and minimum acceleration profile for the
50 successful reconfiguration runs. The acceleration data consists of 120 samples
taken over the 1 second duration of the reconfiguration. We break the time frame
into 40 discrete samples using linear interpolation and compute the statistics on
these discrete samples. The graph shows that even with the natural variability of
the acceleration profile, the externally actuated modular robotic system can still
successfully reconfigure.

Singularities
Because the external actuation system has only one degree of freedom, it is possible
for a module to be caught in one of two types of singular conditions shown in Figure
3.11. One type (left frame, Figure 3.11) occurs when a module needs to reconfigure
to a position that is in the direction of the table’s degree of freedom. The other case
(right frame, Figure 3.11) occurs when a module is moving in the direction perpendicular to the table’s degree of freedom. Experiments show that a high magnitude
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Figure 3.11: Two possible singularity conditions.

impulses can perturb the module out the first type of singular state. However, if the
module comes to rest halfway through the rotation, it will be caught in a singular
position and impulses cause it to merely oscillate about the singular point.

3.4.2

Second Generation

Basic Motion Profiles
The added degree-of-freedom of the two degree-of-freedom linear stage allows for
reliable reconfiguration of one or two modules. Initial analysis and manual exploration of 2D motion profiles, showed that the centripetal force generated from rapid
circular motions reliably reconfigured simple and rigid pendulums (comprising two
connected modules). Double pendulums of two modules, however, require the additional parameters of elliptical motions: length of the major and minor axis, the
angle of the major axis, and the period of the motion cycle. It is likely that there
are many other motion profile paths, however, circles and ellipses provide a minimal
parameterization of the table motion profile space.
We parameterize circular motion profiles by the radius and angular rate of the
motion. To experimentally determine the lower bound in this space that successfully
reconfigures simple and rigid pendulums, we increased the angular rate for a given
radius in successive trials of decreasing radius until the pendulum reconfigured. For
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Figure 3.12: Empirical exploration of motion profile parameter space. Circular table
motions are used for simple (a) and rigid (b) pendulums. The dots represent the
(radius, angular rate) pairs that reliably cause the simple pendulum and rigid pendulum reconfiguration primitives to occur. Circles indicate the angular rate was too
low for the given radius.

the simple and rigid pendulum cases, for each motion profile radius, we chose an
initial angular rate that was insufficiently large to cause the module pendulum to
reconfigure. For each successive trial, we increased the angular rate until the reconfiguration occurred reliably. For example, the first simple pendulum trial (Figure
3.12a) with a radius of 0.14m and 0.31 rad/s, had insufficient energy to rotate the
module 180◦ . We performed subsequent trials at that radius until the simple pendulum successfully completed a reconfiguration (at 5.0 rad/s). We repeated this
procedure for decreasing radius values in order to find the lower boundary in the
(radius, angular rate) parameter space between successful and unsuccessful motion
profiles. The lower bound for angular rate in each case in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b
√
goes as approximately 1/ R which is consistent with a required constant minimum
centripetal force (Fcentripetal ∝ ω 2 R) at the module’s joint.
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Figure 3.13: Elliptical motions are used for double pendulums (a) (two example
profiles are marked with x’s and arrows indicate corresponding trial point.) Dots
indicate successful reconfigurations and circles indicate unsuccessful reconfigurations
due to insufficient energy or motion profile shape. (b) shows snapshots of a sample
double pendulum reconfiguration where the topmost module is fixed to the table and
the bottom two move.

There exists an upper bound on the parameter space defined by the maximum
bonding force of the magnet pair bond. The x in Figure 3.12b represents a failure
due to inertial forces at the magnet pair joint exceeding the maximum bonding force
limit causing the rigid pendulum to detach from the table fixed module.
We ran several double pendulum trials with varying ellipse parameters (major/minor axis length and rotation) and cycle frequencies. The distribution of successful (dots) and unsuccessful (circles) reconfiguration trials in Figure 3.13a indicates that the added complexity of the double pendulum makes partitioning the
ellipse parameter space difficult. For eccentricity values between 0.95 and 0.98, the
motion profile is sufficient to reconfigure the double pendulum with the exception
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of a few failure cases. By increasing the cycle frequency of the ellipse motion the
average acceleration of the table increases and reduces the number of failed reconfigurations. The 10 consecutive successful reconfigurations indicated in Figure 3.13a
by the cluster of points near eccentricity of 0.96 and average acceleration of 3.2 m/s2
demonstrates the reliability of a valid motion profile.
Figure 3.13b shows a typical double pendulum reconfiguration trial. The table
and the table fixed module (topmost in the figure) move in a counterclockwise ellipse
similar to the one on the right in Figure 3.13a. As the table moves through its motion
cycle, the other two modules rotate about their magnetic bonds and complete the
reconfiguration making new magnetic attachments at t=2.7 seconds.
Therefore, the external actuation of the system can be tuned such that each
type of reconfiguration primitive can occur reliably and deterministically within one
motion profile cycle. If a simple or rigid pendulum reconfiguration failed on the
first attempt, the circular motion profile could be executed again to complete the
reconfiguration. Because the motion of double pendulums is sensitive to initial conditions, the motion profile may need to be modified to handle failed double pendulum
reconfigurations.

Release Motion Profile
The additional motion primitives also allow a module to be released from a landlocked position (located between two modules). Figure 3.14 demonstrates a release
pendulum motion primitive where the inner module (I) rotates partially to allow the
outer, landlocked, module (O) to complete a 180◦ rotation. Release pendulum reconfiguration requires precise timing of the motion profile because the inner module
returns to its original position at the end of the reconfiguration. It breaks its upper
left bond to allow it to rotate but must reattach with the same bond at the end
of reconfiguration. Because reconfiguration takes 0.5 seconds and the SMA wires
require 4 seconds to cool and return to their relaxed length, we time the motion
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Figure 3.14: Demonstration of a release pendulum reconfiguration. Inner module (I)
facilitates the release of the outer module (O) and returns to its original position.
profile to occur while the inner module’s bond relaxes.

Demonstrations
Example reconfiguration sequences demonstrate how external actuation reconfigures
the XBot system. This section discusses three demonstrations consisting of reconfigurations of two, three, and seven modules.
The algorithms for the three demonstrations are similar. All modules run the
same software and store a list of configurations that defines the reconfiguration sequence. The fixed module initiates each reconfiguration by passing a token with the
desired state through the configuration. After passing the token, the fixed module
tells the XY stage controller when to run the motion profile and then waits for the
token to return. Each module stores a copy of the configurations of the reconfiguration sequence. Each motion primitive has a leader module (the inner module for
rigid and double pendulums) that coordinates the reconfiguration. When a module
receives the token, it determines from the current and desired configuration if it
needs to become a reconfiguration leader or pass the token. Using its orientation
and its local connectivity, a leader determines the magnet bonds to break based
on the motion primitive and, if necessary, tells neighboring modules which magnet
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(a)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

(e)

(i)

Figure 3.15: Top module in (a) reconfigures four times about bottom module which
is fixed to the table.

bonds to break. Then, the XY stage executes the motion profile that reconfigures
the module(s). After the leader verifies the reconfiguration has completed, it passes
the token back to the fixed module which initiates the next reconfiguration sequence.
For each reconfiguration, the XY stage controller waits a predetermined amount
of time before running the motion profile, providing time for communication and
unlatching. The waiting period provides sufficient time for the token to reach the
leader module and for the necessary magnet bonds to break.
The first reconfiguration example (Figure 3.15) demonstrates the reliability of
the two degree-of-freedom stage over the one degree-of-freedom stage discussed in
Section 3.4.1. One XBot performs four consecutive simple pendulum reconfigurations
about the table fixed module. The XBot attached to the fixed module determines
its position and breaks the magnet bond such that it rotates counter-clockwise. This
repeats three more times. In contrast to one degree-of-freedom stage, the motions
of the XY stage are sufficient to reliably rotate the module in one revolution of the
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(b)
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Figure 3.16: This reconfiguration sequence demonstrates the three basic motion
primitives: double pendulum (a)-(c), simple pendulum (c)-(e), and rigid pendulum
(e)-(g).

circular profile.

The second example, shown in Figure 3.16 demonstrates the three general types
of motion primitives. The module marked with an F is fixed to the table. The
reconfiguration sequences consist of a double pendulum (DP3) (3.16a-3.16c), a simple
pendulum (3.16c-3.16e), and a rigid pendulum (3.16e-3.16g).

Figure 3.17 demonstrates the extended reachability provided by the added motion
primitives. Without the rigid pendulum primitive (reconfigurations in Figure 3.17a
to 3.17c and in 3.17i to 3.17k), reconfiguring from a ‘U’ to a ‘P’ is not possible.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 3.17: Demonstration of a seven XBot system reconfiguring from a ‘U’ shape
(a) to a ‘P’ shape (k).

3.5

Proof of Reachability

This section discusses a proof that when XBots are arranged in special groups it is
possible to find a sequence of reconfigurations that takes an arbitrary configuration
to any other arbitrary configuration. We define two configurations to be reachable if
a reconfiguration sequence exists that transforms one configuration to the other. A
modular self-reconfigurable system able to achieve an arbitrary configuration has full
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reachability. Having full reachability also facilitates the use of forming task oriented
shapes without having to check whether a goal shape is reachable from the current
state. In the worst case, checking that a sequence of motions will result in getting
from a current configuration to a goal configuration requires exhaustively checking
all possible motions to confirm that no path exists.
The modules in each group or meta-module cooperate using the experimentally
verified motion primitives of Section 3.4.2. They move as a group along the surface
of a lattice configuration where each unit cell contains a group of modules rather
than a single module. Using meta-modules is a common method for overcoming
the degrees of freedom limitations of a single module to achieve full reachability
[19, 90, 105, 152, 154].

3.5.1

XBot System Constraints

As with other lattice style systems, an XBot reconfiguration must adhere to constraints.
1. Collision free: A module cannot move if it would collide with another.
2. One connected component: Reconfiguration of the system must maintain one
connected component.
Because a module rotates 180◦ during reconfiguration, the lattice positions have
a checkerboard parity. Modules start in one color on the checkerboard and can only
move to lattice positions of the same color as shown in Figure 3.18. These constraints
limit the reachable set of configurations an XBot system can achieve.
These constraints lead to several conditions that describe the ability of a module
to reconfigure:
• Landlocked : A module is landlocked if there exists modules occupying lattice
positions on opposing sides (i.e. to its north and south or to its east and west.)
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Figure 3.18: Modules can only reconfigure to positions of the same color. Arrows
indicate only the end two modules can reconfigure in a line of n modules.
A landlocked module cannot move by itself in any direction without colliding.
Figure 3.19g shows one module in white landlocked between one in black and
one labeled ‘m’.
• Mobile: A module is mobile if it can rotate 180◦ without collision into its target
position.
• Non-critical : A module is non-critical if it can be removed from the configuration and still maintain one connected component.
• Free: A module is free if it is mobile and non-critical.
The checkerboard constraint and a module’s need for an opposite parity module
to rotate about motivates the creation of a two module meta-module. Meta-module
moves greatly expand the set of reachable configurations. The full motion primitive
set includes the simple pendulum (Figure 3.19a), the rigid pendulum (Figure 3.19b),
and the double pendulum (Figures 3.19c-3.19h). Modules in white cells can reconfigure to the hatched cells by moving as a simple, rigid, or double pendulum about the
dark support cell if the gray cells are empty. The motion primitives are reversible:
modules in hatched cells can reconfigure to white cells. Cells not shown in each
frame of Figure 3.19 do not matter in determining if a collision free path exists for
the module(s) to reconfigure. The motion primitives shown in Figure 3.19 are the
eight general cases; other cases are symmetric to these by rotation and reflection.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.19: The set of all motion primitives: simple pendulum (SP), rigid pendulum
(RP), the four types of double pendulums (DP1-DP4), and the two types of release
double pendulums (R1-R2). White modules can reconfigure to hatched cells if gray
cells are empty and vice versa. Dark cells are occupied; module pendulum rotates
about support cell (dark ‘s’). Release module (white ‘m’) rotates out and then back
to its starting position.

Figure 3.20 gives examples of the simple pendulum (a) and release pendulum
(R2) (b) motion primitives. For each of the eight motion primitives, there exists a
2D motion profile for the XY stage that rotates the module chain from its initial
to reconfigured state. For a rigid pendulum, the inner module rotates about the
support module (dark ‘s’ cell in Figure 3.19) and the outer maintains its bonds
to the inner module. For a double pendulum, the inner module rotates about the
support module and the outer module rotates about one of its two bonds to the inner
module.

Motion primitives R1 and R2 shown in Figures 3.19g and 3.19h are important
because the white module labeled ‘m’ facilitates the release of the other landlocked
module (e.g. Figure 3.20b) by moving out, then returning to its original position.
The white module in Figures 3.19g and 3.19h cannot use a simple pendulum motion
to reach the hatched position because it is landlocked between the dark cell and the
‘m’ cell.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.20: Simple Pendulum (SP) (a), and Release Pendulum (R2) (b) motion
primitive sequences.

3.5.2

Proof

In a lattice style modular self-reconfigurable system, one module or a group of modules in a specific pattern makes up the unit cell or smallest building block of the
lattice structure. The choice of unit cell is key to proving full reachability. Because
of the checkerboard constraint, a unit cell consisting of a single XBot leads to lattice
structures with limited reachability. This section introduces the Plus Meta-module
(PM) and proves the space of all configurations of PMs is fully reachable using the
eight motion primitives introduced above.
A PM (Figure 3.21c) consists of five groups of four XBots arranged in the shape
of a plus symbol. It comprises a 3 × 3 grid of subcells: five center subcells occupied
by groups of four XBots (Figure 3.21b) and four unoccupied corner subcells. The PM
unit cell (Figure 3.21c) is the smallest building block of a PM lattice configuration.
A PM configuration (e.g. Figure 3.28a) is a connected structure of N PMs formed by
placing each PMi , i ∈ {1, .., N } at a discrete position in the lattice grid (xi , yi ). The
configuration must include a fixed PM with its lattice point defined as the origin.
All 20 XBots in the fixed PM remain fixed throughout reconfiguration. This section
defines how a PM relocates and shows that any PM configuration can be obtained
from any other using the eight motion primitives introduced above.
We choose the PM form because the structure of a PM configuration perimeter
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Ai
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(xi, yi)

Di

(a)

(b)

Ci

(c)

Figure 3.21: Hierarchy of Plus Meta-module (PM) lattice unit cell: four XBots (a)
make up a group of four XBots (b) and five groups of four XBots comprise a PM
lattice unit cell (c) shown with its lattice grid point (xi , yi ) and lattice cell vertices
{Ai , Bi , Ci , Di }.
facilitates relocation and a PM’s mobility can be determined from its four adjacent neighbor cells alone. Using the PM as the unit cell removes the checkerboard
constraint: a PM can occupy any cell in the lattice.
The following subsections present the proof of full reachability by proving the
validity of an algorithm which finds a reconfiguration sequence from any arbitrary
configuration C1 to another configuration C2 . It is sufficient to show that all PM
lattice configurations can reconfigure to a line of PMs to demonstrate reachability
similar to the method of [105, 128, 180]. The general reconfiguration algorithm
involves reconfiguring C1 to a line and C2 to a line then simply reversing the sequence
for C2 and concatenating the two. This algorithm essentially moves PMs around the
perimeter of a shape to form a line.

Traversing the Perimeter
The perimeters which bound a PM configuration are formed along the edges of
occupied lattice cells. In general, a PM configuration has one external perimeter
PE and an arbitrary number of internal perimeters PIi formed along the edges of
occupied lattice cells. The following operations illustrated in Figure 3.22 generate
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.22: The five cases for the four lattice cells that share the center vertex (dark
circle) associated with the gray PM. (a)-(d) are the four perimeter cases for a PM
configuration (e.g. Figure 3.28). In (c), the center vertex is replaced by a pair of
chamfers.
the perimeter vertices that define these perimeters. For any of the four lattice vertices
({Ai , Bi , Ci , Di } in Figure 3.21c) of an occupied cell, there are in general five possible
occupancy types for the surrounding four cells as shown in Figure 3.22. In Figures
3.22a and 3.22d, the vertex becomes an “external corner” or “internal corner” vertex
of the perimeter, respectively. The associated PM is an external corner or internal
corner PM. The vertex in Figure 3.22b is part of a straight portion of the perimeter
and so can be ignored. The vertex in Figure 3.22e is not part of the perimeter
because it is internal to the configuration. In Figure 3.22c, a chamfer edge is added
which is required to produce a valid perimeter curve: every perimeter vertex is the
end point of two perimeter line segments. The perimeter vertices associated with a
lattice cell include any vertices coincident with any of its lattice edges.
This procedure produces a planar shape with one external perimeter PE and
internal perimeters PIi . We form a perimeter from a closed curve of line segments
connecting the perimeter vertices, as in the example in Figure 3.28a.
To relocate to an empty cell on a perimeter, a PM moves each of its five groups
of four XBots along the perimeter. Because of the repeated structure of a PM
configuration, only two types of traversing primitives are required. In both cases in
Figure 3.23, the group of four gray XBots can use the eight motion primitives to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23: Traversing primitives: “flat traversal” (a) and “diagonal traversal” (b).
The group of four gray XBots can relocate to the target subcell T if there are no
XBots in the dashed box subcells.

relocate to the target subcell T if there are no XBots in the dashed box subcells.
The traversing primitives allow a group of four XBots to traverse any perimeter type:
straight or corner (convex, concave, or chamfered) as exemplified by the dotted path
in Figure 3.28a. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the sequence of motion primitives used
to perform the flat and diagonal traversals respectively. The dashed box subcells
must be unoccupied in order for a collision free motion primitive sequence to exist.
In Figure 3.24, the release pendulum R2 is used to go from the third to fourth state
and from the sixth to seventh state because only the dashed box subcells are required
to be empty.
The structure of the PM ensures that a group of four XBots can traverse the
perimeter without collision. Thus, an entire PM can relocate in five steps: relocating
in groups of four XBots at a time. Figure 3.28a illustrates that a group of four XBots
can traverse through a corridor one PM wide and through a chamfer corridor. The
PM form provides clearance for modules to rotate during reconfiguration. The group
of four XBots (Figure 3.21b) is not used as the unit cell because it cannot traverse
through a corridor one cell (i.e. two XBots) wide. The proof requires that a unit cell
of modules be able to traverse the entire perimeter. Using the group of four XBots
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Figure 3.24: This figure shows motion primitive sequence for flat traversal of a
group of four XBots (gray boxes). Annotated arrows indicate motion primitive used
to reach next state.

Figure 3.25: This figure shows motion primitive sequence for diagonal traversal of a
group of four XBots (gray boxes). Annotated arrows indicate motion primitive used
to reach next state.
as the unit cell introduces the possibility of a corridor portion of the perimeter that
the group of four cannot traverse.
Connectivity and Mobility
In order for a PM to relocate to an unoccupied cell on the perimeter, it must be free:
non-critical and mobile. The mobility and connectivity constraints for an individual
XBot can be extended to the PM architecture. A PM is non-critical if all of its
modules can be removed from the configuration while maintaining one connected
component. Since PM cells are treated as a unit, the properties of non-criticality
transfer.
Just as a single XBot is mobile if it can exit its cell without collision, a PM is
mobile if there exists a sequence of motion primitives that can move all XBots in the
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Figure 3.26: The gray PM is landlocked: modules in dashed rectangle can’t move
without collision.
PM out of its cell. The concept of landlocked for determining mobility of a module
also extends to a PM. If a set of modules are collinear, then all modules between
the two end modules are landlocked and cannot move without collision. The 12
modules in the dashed rectangle in Figure 3.26 are landlocked making the entire PM
landlocked. Theorems 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 show that a necessary and sufficient condition
for a PM to be mobile is that it not be landlocked.
Theorem 3.5.1. A mobile PM is not landlocked.
Proof. A landlocked PM cannot move entirely as the 12 modules that are landlocked
remain so as long as the PM is landlocked, thus it cannot be mobile. Proof by
contradiction a mobile PM is not landlocked.
Theorem 3.5.2. A PM that is not landlocked is mobile.
Proof. A non-landlocked PM either has one neighbor (e.g. to the south) or two nonlandlocking neighbors (e.g. one to the south and one to the west). A PM with
three or four neighbors must have one pair opposing and thus be landlocked. We
demonstrate mobility by showing that each group of four XBots can move to an exit
subcell (labeled E in Figures 3.27 and 3.28a.) If the PM has only one neighbor, the
traversing primitives can be applied to relocate each group of four XBots to the exit
subcell.
A PM with two neighbors (e.g. Figure 3.27a) uses the traversing primitives (Figure 3.27a-3.27h) to relocate the first three groups of four XBots to E and are removed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 3.27: Exit sequence for PM with two neighbors with exit subcell marked E.
A group of four modules that reaches E can traverse the perimeter to the target cell
and are removed from the figure for clarity. Annotated arrows indicate the motion
primitive used in the special sequence ((h) through (o)) to reconfigure to the next
frame. The first seven steps and last five steps use traversing primitives to reach E.
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from the figure for clarity. The dashed box subcells indicate that the conditions for
the traversing primitives (e.g. “flat traversal” in Figure 3.27a and “diagonal traversal” in Figure 3.27c) are satisfied. Notice that it does not matter whether or not any
of the four cells diagonally adjacent to the exiting gray PM are occupied in order
for a collision free path to exist. A special reconfiguration sequence uses some of the
eight motion primitives (Figures 3.27h through 3.27o) to move the last two groups of
four XBots to a state where the traversing primitives (Figures 3.27p through 3.27s)
can be used to move them to E. The annotated arrows in Figure 3.27 indicate the
motion primitive used to reconfigure to the next state.
Because in either case all groups of four XBots of the PM can reach the exit
subcell, the PM is mobile.
Thus, a necessary and sufficient condition for a PM to be mobile is that it be not
landlocked. A mobile cell is an unoccupied cell that would contain a mobile PM if
it were occupied. Since all module motions are physically reversible, a mobile cell is
one in which a PM can exit. By the same reversibility property, an unoccupied cell
between two opposing modules (e.g. a cell where a landlock would form if it were
filled) is not mobile.
Another property that is useful to analyze the mobility of PMs is the external
angle θE . Consider the vertices of the perimeter to be the nodes of a directed graph
with a counterclockwise cycle. The external angle of a vertex is defined as the angle
between an extension of an edge directed into the vertex and the edge directed away
from the vertex with right handed sign convention. In Figure 3.22a, the upper left
vertex for the gray PM has θE = +90◦ and in Figure 3.22d θE = −90◦ . The gray
PM has a chamfer with a pair of +45◦ vertices in Figure 3.22c.
Theorem 3.5.3. If a lattice cell has at least one vertex with external angle θE ≥
+45◦ , it is mobile.
Proof. The external angles θE of a lattice cell’s perimeter vertices determines its
adjacent neighbor state. If a PM has a perimeter vertex with θE = +90◦ or a pair
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Figure 3.28: Sample PM configuration (a) with darkened fixed PM at origin and
external perimeter PE . Dots indicate the relocation path for PM A to target cell B.
(b) depicts the graph G formed by dividing the configuration at the x-axis creating
seven nodes. Adjacent nodes are connected with a dashed line. (c) shows the result
of combining nodes of G so that every node has an external corner PM on PE .
of +45◦ chamfer vertices, the two adjacent neighbor cells that share those vertices
are unoccupied. For example, the external angle θE of PM A in Figure 3.28a is
+90◦ indicating it’s mobile because the cell below and the cell to the left are empty.
Therefore, any PM with at least one vertex with θE ≥ +45◦ is not landlocked and
is therefore mobile. A PM which satisfies the conditions of this theorem is called an
external corner PM.

Relocating
PM relocation moves all 20 XBots in a PM to a new cell in groups of four XBots.
Each group of four (1) exits its cell, (2) traverses the perimeter, and (3) fills the
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target cell. Using the methods of Theorem 3.5.2 each group of four XBots moves to
an exit subcell E of an adjacent PM and then traverses the perimeter to the fill site
F using the traversing primitives. Each group of four XBots then fills the mobile
target cell by forming the PM shape in the cell using the methods of Theorem 3.5.2
in reverse.
The previous section shows that a mobile PM can exit a mobile cell. By the
reversibility property, a PM can also enter a mobile cell and reform a PM. This shows
that the first and last step of relocation will work. The second step of traversing
the perimeter can be shown to be valid by using the traversing primitives shown in
Figure 3.23. The shape of the PM was chosen such that a group of four XBots can
traverse through any unoccupied cell bordering a perimeter.
Figure 3.28a gives an example of how a PM relocates to a target cell. Each group
of four XBots in PM A exits the cell to the exit subcell E. Then it follows the dotted
path using the traversing primitives to reach the fill subcell F . Each group of four
XBots then moves from F to reform a PM shape in the target cell B.

Reconfiguring to a line
A naive approach to forming a line might form a line extending in the +y direction
from the fixed PM. Because the configuration may be non-convex or have holes, it
is possible that as the line grows, an unoccupied landlocked cell may appear which
cannot be filled. The following two step process ensures no such gaps are created
when forming the line: reconfigure the configuration C such that all PMs are below
the x-axis and then relocate each PM to the end of the line extending in the +y
direction from the fixed PM. The first step is required to ensure there always exists
a mobile target cell at the end of the line.
In order to organize the reconfiguration sequence, the configuration is subdivided
into connected groups of PMs using Algorithm 1. The algorithm first divides the
configuration at the x-axis forming groups of connected PMs which are either above
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Algorithm 1 Graph of Groups of PMs
1:

G = (NG , EG ) ⇐ graph from x-axis split(C)

2:

Label each v ∈ NG with a unique label l ∈ Z+

3:

for all v ∈ NG do

4:

if v has no external corner PM on PE then

5:

find min label among v and all u such that (u,v)∈ EG

6:

relabel v and all u such that (u,v)∈ EG with min label

7:

end if

8:

end for

9:

Combine nodes of G with the same label

or below the x-axis (line 1). This forms a graph G with groups of PMs as nodes and
two groups of PMs share an edge if one group has a PM which is adjacent to a PM
in the other group. For example, Figure 3.28b depicts the graph formed by dividing
the configuration in Figure 3.28a at the x-axis. There are seven groups of PMs and
groups which border one another are linked by an edge (dashed line.)
To ensure that each group of PMs in the graph has at least one mobile PM on
the external perimeter, each group of PMs in the graph must have an external corner
PM (a PM with θE ≥ +45◦ ) on the external perimeter. Line 2 gives each node in G
a unique label. Lines 3-8 of Algorithm 1 finds all nodes in G which do not contain
an external corner PM and relabels that node and its neighbors with the minimum
label among them. For instance, neither node 3 nor 6 in Figure 3.28b contains an
external corner PM. Finally, we combine nodes with the same label on line 9. Figure
3.28c shows the result of combining nodes 3 and 6 with their neighbors.
To determine which nodes of G can be removed from the configuration and maintain one connected component, we form a spanning tree from G. We form the spanning tree T from G using a breadth first traversal beginning with the group of PMs
which contains the fixed PM as the root (e.g. node 4 in Figure 3.28c.) A leaf in
the spanning tree has the property that the entire group of PMs in the leaf can be
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Figure 3.29: The PM P is critical because removing it would disconnect the PMs
within C1 from those in C2 . Dashed boxes indicate cells 3, 4 and 5 are empty.
removed from the configuration and the system maintains one connected component.
Thus, determining whether or not a PM in the leaf is critical requires checking that
removing the PM does not disconnect any PMs in the leaf.
Theorem 3.5.4. An external corner PM is critical if and only if it has one vertex
on PE with θE = −90◦ and another vertex on PE diagonally opposite which is either
a chamfer or has θE = 90◦ .
Proof. Assume there exists a PM P shown in Figure 3.29 which has a vertex B on
PE with θE = −90◦ and a vertex D on PE diagonally opposite B with θE = 90◦ .
No generality is lost by assuming the case in Figure 3.29 since the other cases are
symmetric to this case.
Because B has θE = −90◦ , cells 1 and 2 are occupied and because it is on PE
cell 5 is unoccupied and part of the exterior. Because D is on PE and has θE = 90◦ ,
cells 3 and 4 are unoccupied and part of the exterior. The portion of PE from A
clockwise to B together with segment BA encloses the subset C1 of PMs in the
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configuration. Likewise, the portion of PE from B clockwise to C together with
segment CB encloses C2 . Because P is the only PM which connects the PMs in C1
to those in C2 , it is critical.
Assume there exists an external corner PM P which is critical. Because it is an
external corner PM, cells 1 and 2 are occupied and cells 3 and 4 are unoccupied.
Because P is critical, the PMs in cells 1 and 2 must belong to two subsets of the
configuration C1 and C2 respectively which are only connected via P . C1 must be
enclosed by a portion of PE and the line segment between P and the PM in 1. C2
is likewise enclosed by a portion of PE and the line segment between P and the PM
in 2. Thus, there exists a vertex B which lies on PE and has θE = −90◦ and there
exists a vertex D diagonally opposite B which lies on PE and is either a chamfer or
has θE = 90◦ .
Theorem 3.5.5. Every leaf L in the spanning tree T has at least one free PM on
the external perimeter PE .
Proof. By construction, L has at least one external corner PM. This implies the leaf
is bounded by a portion of the external perimeter denoted PEL which has at least
two external corners since PEL must intersect the x-axis twice. In general, the sum
of the external angles of the vertices along PEL must be 180◦ . By Theorem 3.5.4,
every external corner PM which is critical has one vertex on PE with θE = 90◦ or a
chamfer pair of vertices with θE = 45◦ and one vertex on PE with θE = −90◦ . Thus,
the net contribution to the sum of the external angles of the vertices on PEL is zero
and there still must be two external corners. Each such external corner belongs to a
PM which is both mobile and non-critical and thus free.
Algorithm 2 combines the leaves of T one by one until there exists one leaf below
the x-axis guaranteeing a clear path for a line to form above the fixed PM. The
node Nh ∈ T contains the “highest rightmost” PM ch satisfying yh ≥ yi ∀ci ∈ C
and xh ≥ xj ∀cj such that yj = yh . Likewise, the node Nl ∈ T contains the “lowest
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Algorithm 2 Leaf Amalgamation
1: while T has more than one node do
2:

Select leaf L ∈ T

3:

if L = Nh then

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Move L to form line below cl ∈ Nl
else if L = Nl then
Move L to form line above ch ∈ Nh
else
Move L to form line below cl ∈ Nl

9:

end if

10:

end while

rightmost” PM cl satisfying yl ≤ yi ∀ci ∈ C and xl ≥ xj ∀cj such that yj = yl .
Because ch and cl are at the extremes of the configuration, there exists a mobile cell
above ch and below cl .
By Theorem 3.5.5, every leaf has a free PM. A leaf moves above or below a node
by relocating each PM to form a vertical line above or below the node respectively.
When a leaf moves above node Nh , each PM in the leaf relocates to the target cell
above ch and becomes the new “highest rightmost” PM ch . A leaf moves below node
Nl in a similar manner. When a PM in a leaf relocates, it may split the leaf into
two leaves. A move is completed after all PMs in the original leaf have relocated.
Algorithm 2 continues moving leaves until all PMs form one node below the x-axis.
Theorem 3.5.6. Any PM configuration with all PMs below the x-axis can reconfigure
to a line.
Proof. Because all PMs are below the x-axis, the cell above the fixed PM is unoccupied and mobile. By Theorem 3.5.5, there exists at least one free PM below the
x-axis which can relocate above the fixed PM becoming the “highest rightmost” PM
ch . As each PM below the x-axis moves to the target cell at the end of the growing
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Figure 3.30: Reconfiguration of 1335 PMs from a hex nut to a wrench.
line, it becomes ch . Since there is no possibility of landlocked cells above ch there is
always a mobile target cell at the end of the line. The process of relocating a free
PM from below the x-axis to the target cell at the end of the line continues until the
configuration forms a line.
Therefore, all PM lattice configurations of XBots are reachable by first reconfiguring C1 to a line then to C2 . The second reconfiguration sequence is simply the
reverse sequence that reconfigures C2 to a line.

3.5.3

Simulation

Simulations demonstrate the validity of the algorithm and the flexibility afforded
by the PM structure. A Matlab simulator uses the algorithms of Section 3.5.2
to determine the sequence of PM relocations that reconfigures a configuration to a
line. We define a configuration by a boolean matrix where True indicates the cell
is occupied by a PM. The simulator employs Matlab’s bwlabel function to label
connected components above and below the x-axis and determine if an unoccupied
cell is part of the exterior. At each step of the simulation, the simulator chooses
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.31: The above shapes are configurations of 30, 000 PMs with the fixed PM
encircled: (a) 200 PM × 150 PM rectangle, (b) a comb, and (c) a coil.

a free PM and relocates all of its 20 XBots to a target cell using the traversing
primitives.
The current implementation has O(n2 ) space complexity (where n is the number
of PMs in the configuration) because the algorithm maintains a global image of the
configuration. The time complexity scales as O(n2 ) because the algorithm searches
the n × n boolean configuration matrix to find a free PM. Initial analysis of the
algorithm shows an improvement in the time complexity to O(n) is achievable at a
cost of a constant factor increase in space.
In simulation, a configuration of 1335 PMs (26,700 XBots) in the form of a hex
nut reconfigures to a wrench as shown in Figure 3.30. Reconfiguring the hex nut and
the wrench configurations to a line each requires approximately 2000 PM relocations
and 4 seconds on a Mac Pro with Intel Xeon 3.2GHz quadcore with 4GB of RAM.
First, the simulator computes the reconfiguration sequences for a hex nut to reach a
line and for a wrench to reach a line. Beginning with the hex nut (Figure 3.30a), PMs
relocate below the x-axis (midline of image) and then form a line (Figure 3.30c) above
the dark fixed PM in the center of the image. All images in Figure 3.30 are zoomed
in to the extents of the initial and final configuration; during reconfiguration, the
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Initial
Configuration

Computation

Number of

Initial

Time [s]

PM

Number

Relocations

of Nodes

Rectangle (200 × 150)

418

44,849

2

Comb

461

58,481

10

Coil

2497

183,935

10

Table 3.2: Comparison of statistics for reconfiguring configurations of 30, 000 PMs
to a line.

configuration extends out of the image frame (e.g. the line extends up 1335 PMs high
in Figure 3.30c.) Then the line uses the wrench to a line reconfiguration sequence in
reverse to reconfigure the line to a wrench (Figure 3.30e.)
Figure 3.31 shows three different configurations of 30, 000 PMs with varying morphologies: (a) 200 PM × 150 PM rectangle, (b) a comb, and (c) a coil. In each case,
the fixed PM is located at the “center” of the configuration (encircled in Figure 3.31)
and it remains fixed throughout the reconfiguration. Table 3.2 reports the computation time and number of relocations required to reconfigure the shape to a line. It
also shows the initial number of nodes in the spanning tree. The rectangle begins
with two nodes and the comb begins with ten, yet the computation time and number
of PM relocations are not significantly affected.
However, the comb and the coil both have the same initial number of nodes in
their spanning trees but the coil requires five times as much computation time and
three times as many PM relocations. For the comb, the fixed PM is in the third tooth
from the right and thus it generates a spanning tree with eight leaves. However, the
spanning tree of the coil configuration is a chain. Thus, the coil requires more PM
relocations because as each node combines with the next, the number of PMs in
each successive node increases. In contrast, the comb maintains several leaves as it
combines nodes and is not limited as the serial coil case.
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The fixed PM for the configurations in Figure 3.31 is located in the center of the
configuration for generality. If the fixed PM is located at the highest rightmost PM,
the computation time and number of PM relocations drop because all PMs begin
below the x-axis.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter presents the study of inertia based external actuation to reconfigure a
modular robot configuration. We present module design analysis and implementation
of two generations of XBot modules. Experiments validate that inertia based external actuation can indeed reconfigure a modular robot both reliably and in known
time. Additionally, we present a proof that configurations of XBot meta-modules
can reconfigure to any other configuration using experimentally validated motion
primitives.
Experimental observations bring to light several key aspects of external actuation.
First, the basic XBot motion primitive of swinging a single module about another
while simple greatly complicates reconfiguration planning. As the proof discussion
(Section 3.5.2) points out, full reachability requires more complex module motion
primitives due to the checkerboard and collision free motion constraints. We also
observed both in simulation and experiments that modules relocations are sensitive
to friction particularly in the case of the double pendulum motion primitive.
One avenue of future work could examine how the location of the fixed PM
affects the total number of relocations. The current simulation chooses leaves of the
spanning tree randomly; using a heuristic, the number of relocations may be further
reduced by clever choice of leaf. For example, choosing the leaf with the smallest
number of PMs may decrease the total number of PM relocations.
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Chapter 4
External Actuation by Gravity:
RATChET System
4.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the use of gravity as the source of the external actuation. We
begin by describing the design of two generations of progressively smaller modules
with 42mm and 14mm distances between module centroids, respectively. Experiments with the first generation system demonstrate the feasibility of gravity as the
external actuation force to cause self-assembly. Experiments with the second generation system demonstrate the use of external actuation for all required module

Figure 4.1: A wrench voxelated by over 400 hexahedrons. Six right angle tetrahedrons make up each hexahedron.
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actuation and demonstrate self-assembly and self-reconfiguration. In this second
generation, we use gravity to both position and latch modules and heat to unlatch
modules. Both generations of modules exist as an unbroken chain that is folded to
a desired configuration.
Griffith [48] studied folding unbroken chains of shapes into lattice configurations.
First, he proved and experimentally demonstrated that a chain of vertex connected
square tiles can fold into arbitrary shapes. For three dimensional shape formation, he
proved that a chain of right angle tetrahedrons can fold to arbitrary shapes voxelated
by hexahedrons. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a wrench formation comprising 400
hexahedrons. Section 6.2 discusses the algorithm used to find the folding pattern to
realize a desired shape.
In addition to experimentally implementing the right angle tetrahedron chain
approach proposed by Griffith, the systems presented in this chapter demonstrate
another innovation: reprogrammability. In Griffith’s work, he assumes different
module types (four in the square tile case and two in the right angle tetrahedron
case). The order in which the module types exist in the chain uniquely determines the
shape the chain folds to. In contrast, the first generation modules presented here can
be programmed to form a shape and then reprogrammed to form a different shape.
Thus, a single chain can form arbitrary shapes. Likewise, the second generation
system can fold to arbitrary shapes based on the motion of the external actuator.

4.2

Module Design

4.2.1

First Generation

The goal of the first generation system [163] is to implement the right angle tetrahedron chain proposed theoretically by Griffith. The first generation module has several
design requirements. The module weight should be minimal in order to have large
configurations given the finite strength of the inter-module bonds and the external
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actuator. The bonding mechanism should be strong to support large cantilevered
structures. The bond should also be switchable so that unintended bonds are not
made during the self-assembly process. The joint between each module in the chain
should not require an actuator in keeping with the goal of using external actuation
to move modules during self-assembly.

Structure
Figure 4.2 shows a pair modules of the Right Angle Tetrahedron Chain Experimental
Testbed (RATChET) system. Each module consists of two half module subassemblies (Figure 4.5) fastened together with machine screws. The shell of the RATChET
module is lightweight and as small as possible while allowing room for the bonding
mechanism. The largest dimension of the module is 85mm and a fully assembled
module weighs 50g. Adding curvature to the basic tetrahedron eliminates local collision constraints [49].
Modules join with a two-axis hinge. Wires for power and communication route
through the steel tubes of each joint axis, minimizing interference during folding.
The hinge assembly shown in Figure 4.2 consists of two halves that clamp to the
steel hinge tubes, which are free to rotate in the hinge mounts on the shell.

Bonding Mechanism
Modules bond using permanent magnets (Neodymium Iron Boron, K&J Magnetics,
Inc.). Each module has two passive and two active faces. Each module in the chain
is rotated 90◦ with respect the one before it to allow active faces to bond with
passive faces. Figure 4.2 shows two modules joined by a hinge. The active faces of a
module have spring-loaded magnets while the passive faces have a fixed magnet with
opposite polarity. Figure 4.3 shows a cross section view of the bonding mechanism
assembly. Before the chain is folded to the desired shape, all spring-loaded magnets
are manually retracted (Figure 4.3a) and held back by a fork shaped latch (discussed
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Spring
loaded
magnet
(N)

Passive
Magnet
(S)
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Assembly
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Passive
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Figure 4.2: Two RATChET Modules. A module determines which active face will
bond with a neighbor’s passive face by releasing a spring loaded magnet.

below) so that bonding does not occur. A module can choose to bond in one of two
directions. When a module wants to bond on a specific side, it actuates the latch
on the active face and releases the magnet (Figure 4.3b) so that it is capable of
bonding. The external actuation manipulator then moves the chain so the module’s
active face comes in contact with its neighbor’s passive face and the magnets bond.

Compliant Return Spring Mechanism
The selection of spring-loaded magnetic latching requires the development of a mechanism to release the magnet on command. The mechanism’s design and construction
should be consistent with the overall vision of this work to explore strategies and
design paradigms that are capable of being manufactured at MEMs scale. To this
end, the design has features specific to the centimeter scale while adhering to many
design principles that apply at smaller scales.
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Spring

Shuttle

Shuttle Tube

Magnet
Fork

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: The fork attached to the Compliant Return Spring holds the spring
loaded magnet (a). Actuating the SMA retracts the fork and releases the magnet
(b).

In the case of the RATChET system, effective operation depends on the mechanism’s ability to hold and release the magnet as illustrated in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b.
To perform these tasks and to ensure robust operation, the mechanism must provide
a method for blocking the shuttle, simplify manual resetting of the latch by the operator, and avoid unintentional release of the magnet due to external disturbances.
It should also satisfy several system-wide criteria such as having low weight to allow more modules to be cantilevered during reconfiguration and taking advantage
of compliance to accommodate misalignment. Ideally, these mechanisms should be
replaceable subassemblies so design modifications are easy to incorporate.
The Compliant Return Spring Mechanism (CRSM) meets the design goals discussed above by being planar, compliant, and manufacturable as a single monolithic
part. These attributes facilitate the reproduction of similar designs at smaller scales.
The mechanism consists of four layers: the actuation layer, an upper lamina, the
compliant return spring layer, and a lower lamina.
A Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) wire actuates a forked end-effector and is fastened
to the CRSM assembly with steel staples as shown in Figure 4.5. Being a solid state
actuator, it does not present a barrier to miniaturization. For reliable actuation,
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Shuttle Tube
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Fork

Figure 4.4: Fork and shuttle cross section.

the SMA wire requires bias force to return to its unactuated length. The CRSM is
designed such that in the unactuated state, the compliant spring provides sufficient
bias force.
A serpentine compliant spring design connects the fork to the base of the mechanism and applies the necessary return force required by SMA actuation. The selection of a serpentine spring not only satisfies the tolerance to misalignment goals, but
also allows the spring layer to be fabricated from a single planar sheet of material.
The SMA wire satisfies more of the design criteria than other actuator technologies
considered because it is small and lightweight. The SMA wire’s midpoint is attached
to the fork, creating a triangle that converts the SMA wire’s linear strain of 3% to
a 14% deflection of the fork. The necessary increase in deflection reduces actuation force, however, experiments verify that the actuation force remains adequate to
release the shuttle assembly.
Figure 4.5 shows the mechanism assembled in a module half shell. In the nominal
configuration, the fork straddles the shuttle tube with its ends blocking the path of
the shuttle arms. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate a cross section of the tube and fork.
When the shuttle is loaded, the coil spring pushes its arms against the underside of
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Compliant Return Spring

Magnet
Shuttle

Magnet

Printed Circuit Board

SMA Wire

Figure 4.5: RATChET modules are assembled from two half module subassemblies.
Each half contains a Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuated magnet release assembly.
the fork, preventing it from traveling to the surface. When the SMA wire activates, it
pulls against the compliant return spring and retracts the fork, releasing the springloaded shuttle.
We considered several designs for the CRSM and prototyped two. The second
prototype better meets the goals of robustness and scalability of module quantity
that the RATChET system demands. To increase robustness, friction within both
prototypes is reduced in two key areas: shim washers provide a 0.005 inch gap
between the spring and laminae layers and the contact edges between the shuttle
and the fork are rounded. The overlap distance between the fork and the shuttle
arms directly affects the repeatability of the latching system and is fine tuned through
experimentation. We designed the stiffness of the compliant return spring to be low
to minimize the SMA wire activation energy yet high enough to provide the necessary
return force.
We fabricate the CRSM using a laser cutter because this method satisfies the goals
of prototyping large quantities quickly and reliably with planar stock. This choice,
however, imposes several constraints on the mechanism’s design. Depending on the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: (a) Compliant return spring prototype 1. (b) Compliant return spring
prototype 1 finite element results. (c) Compliant return spring prototype 2. (d)
Compliant return spring prototype 2 finite element results.

material, edge quality can suffer during laser cutting due to localized melting near the
cutting point. This fact limits the materials that can be used for the compliant return
spring to those that provide a minimum repeatable feature size within the scale of
interest. We considered three materials: nylon, acetal and Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS). All have comparable strength-to-modulus ratios, but, ultimately,
ABS produces the best edge quality and allows for a minimum feature size of 0.7
mm.

Prototype 1 The first prototype meets the majority of the criteria discussed above
while minimizing complexity. It consists of a simple serpentine spring that is cantilevered from one side of the base. The other end of the spring forms the fork and is
free to move in the plane of the mechanism. The design is shown in Figure 4.6a. The
total displacement of the fork is approximately 3 mm. This configuration creates a
nearly linear spring with a constant that can be tuned by modifying the two beam
lengths and thicknesses. Evaluations of this design in a module demonstrated a lack
of robustness by inconsistently releasing the magnets during actuation. The inconsistency stems from the slight rotation the fork undergoes during actuation caused
by the asymmetry of the serpentine spring. Figure 4.6b shows the small rotation of
the fork when the spring deflects.
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Figure 4.7: CRSM full assembly.

Prototype 2 At the expense of design complexity, the second prototype eliminates
the fork rotation by using two symmetric serpentine springs which are shown in
Figure 4.6c. This proves to be a much more challenging design problem. Each of the
two springs must have a length less than half the width of the mechanism and keep
the stiffness low without violating the minimum manufacturable feature size. Unlike
the first prototype, the maximum stress plays an important role in designing this
double serpentine geometry. Since the length is roughly cut in half, the thickness of
the beam needs to be reduced by a factor of four to keep the maximum stress the
same. This degree of thickness reduction is prohibited by the minimum feature size
dictated by the manufacturing process. The required displacement, therefore, must
be distributed by filling the available space. The displaced shape of the spring is
shown in Figure 4.6d. Figure 4.7 shows the full CRSM assembly.

Electrical
The electrical subsystem has a few basic requirements: onboard processing, intermodule communication, and latch actuation. Each module uses a dsPIC30F4011
microprocessor to run the folding instruction set. Each module has a unique ID
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and communicates via a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. The SMA wire is
controlled by a 2kHz PWM signal sent to the gate of a FET. The SMA requires
80mA on average to actuate in roughly 2-3 seconds. Relatively slow actuation and
under 3-4% strain of the wire ensure the SMA can undergo greater than thousands
of cycles.
A six wire bus connects each module with separate power buses for logic and SMA
actuation and the two line CAN bus. These wires route between modules through
the steel tubes of the hinge assembly. Separate power buses are essential due to
the noise produced when the SMA is actuated. The power buses connect at a filter
block attached to the bracket that mounts the root module to the external actuation
system. A 1000µF capacitor mitigates voltage spikes at the PWM frequency.

4.2.2

Second Generation

The major goal of the second generation module design process is miniaturization
[161]. When assembled into a shape, the centroids of the modules presented here
are 14mm apart. This section presents the design of two generations of Right Angle
Tetrahedron Chain Externally-actuation Testbed (RATChET14mm) modules. The
design focuses on a critical aspect of all modular robots: the latching mechanism that
bonds modules together. The latch must be reversible so that a single chain can fold
to a desired shape and then reconfigure to another shape. The key principle is the
use of external energy to both move and actuate the bonding mechanisms. Figure
4.8 shows the first (Figure 4.8a) and second (Figure 4.8b) version RATChET14mm
modules. Each module consists of 1.5mm thick laser cut acrylic components and
modules join with two axis hinges.
Latch
Modules bond to each other using a mechanical latch. Each module has two active
faces with latches and two passive faces with notches to receive the latch. As the
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Figure 4.8: Chain of two RATChET14mm modules (first (a) and second (b) generation.) Each module is shown inside a full curved right angle tetrahedron.

top module in Figure 4.8 rotates beyond 90◦ about the hinge axis, the latch gets
pushed up and engages with the passive face of module below. The curvature of the
latch brace is used to push up a latch when a module rotates into a tightly packed
portion of the configuration. The first generation module uses a compliant passive
latch holder to maintain a latch connection after it has engaged.
A module unlatches using a Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) coil spring (BMX150,
Toki Corp.) The 0.15mm wire diameter SMA coil spring provides approximately
0.3N which is sufficient to overcome friction and the force of the return spring [158].
The SMA coil spring requires a return spring to stretch it back to its relaxed length.
A first generation module (Figures 4.8a and 4.9, top) utilizes a 250 µm thick compliant return spring. While providing sufficient return force, they are susceptible to
breaking when handled and to deforming when the SMA springs are heated. A second generation module (Figures 4.8b and 4.9b) utilizes stainless steel torsion springs
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: First (a) and second (b) generation RATChET14mm modules.
(Century Spring Corp.)

4.2.3

Downscaling

To theoretically determine if the gravity based external actuation method will continue work with smaller length scale modules, consider the conditions required for
reconfiguration. To fold a module, the weight of the chain must be sufficiently
large so as to overcome friction in the joint and, in the case of mechanical latch
bonding mechanism, overcome the latch spring force. Assume that the force to overcome the latch spring dominates the joint friction which, for example, is true of the
RATChET14mm system. Assuming that the latch spring is a compliant mechanism,
we can approximate the force to engage the latch by considering the fixed-free elastic
beam case. In this case, the force to deflect the tip v laterally is given by F =

Ewt3 v
.
4l3

Assuming all dimensions have a nominal length on the order of s, the latch spring
force scales as s2 . A chain of RATChET14mm modules requires an additional mass
at the end because the weight of a single module is not sufficient to overcome the
latch spring force. By the scaling analysis, the required weight will scale down in
proportion to the latch spring force thus scaling as s2 .
As in the inertia based external actuation case, the strength of the joints and
bonds between modules must scale at a lower than or equal rate as the external
actuation force. However, unlike the inertia case where only the connection between
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the reconfiguring module and its neighbor must be considered, all bonds and joints
between neighbors in a RATChET system must be considered. Consider a cantilever
beam of RATChET modules where the latch between the module at the wall and its
neighbor sees the maximum load. As the module length scale decreases, the force
at the latch due to the mass at the end of the chain will dominate the weight of
the modules. Because the shear force V in the latch catch scales with the weight
at the end of the chain, the shear stress τ =

V
A

(with cross sectional area A that

scales as s2 ) will scale as s0 . Thus, the stress in the latch remains unchanged upon
downscaling and we expect the design presented here to continue to work at smaller
scales.
In addition, the stress in the return spring, approximated as a fixed-free elastic
beam, must be considered as the length scale reduces. Assume the maximum stress
in the beam is due to bending. The maximum stress σ =

Mc
I

=

12F lc
.
wt3

As the force

F scales as s2 , the maximum stress scales as s0 . And again the maximum stress
remains unchanged upon downscaling and we expect the design to work at smaller
scales.

4.3

External Actuator

The external actuation system uses gravity to fold the chain to the desired shape. We
chose gravity forces over inertial forces as used in Chapter 3 to simplify the motion
planning and to limit unnecessary collisions. For the first generation RATChET
system, the external actuation system consists of a CKBot module and a CKBot
motor module [111, 131] shown in Figure 4.10a. The root module attaches rigidly
to the CKBot and they rotate together between 0 and −180◦ . The CKBot module
mounts via an extension truss to a pulley that is driven by the CKBot motor module
to positions between −180◦ and 180◦ . In Figure 4.10a, θP ulley and θCKBot are both
at 0◦ . The second generation RATChET system external actuator shown in Figure
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: The external actuation system consists of a CKBot module and a CKBot
motor module. In the depicted configuration in (a), θP ulley = 0◦ and θCKBot = 0◦ .
(b) depicts the external actuation setup for the second generation of the RATChET
system.

4.10b replaces the CKBot module with a CKBot motor module. Section 4.4 discusses
the CKBot joint space planning problem and proves by construction the system in
Figure 4.10 can achieve all possible folds.

4.4

Reconfiguration Planning

Given a desired shape, a folding planner determines the fold sequence that assigns
each module one of its two active faces to bond with passive face of its neighbor.
Several planners exist which solve the configuration planning problem for modular
robotic systems [109, 128, 138, 152]. This section presents an external actuation
motion planner which given a fold sequence, finds the trajectory for the external
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manipulator to fold the chain. The planner described here refers the 42mm length
scale RATChET system; with minor modifications the algorithm could be applied
to the RATChET14mm system.
To form a desired shape, the CKBot modules move the root RATChET module
such that the rest of the chain of modules move under gravity so that desired module
joint folds. To simplify the planning, the CKBot and the CKBot motor module move
one at a time in 90◦ increments. Shapes form by sequentially folding each module
beginning at the root in one of two directions. In order to fold module i + 1, it is
necessary to move module i in a specific path. This is equivalent to finding a path
for the root module since modules which have folded (i.e. 1 to i) form a rigid body
with the root.
Figure 4.11 shows the joint space of the external actuation system pictured in
Figure 4.10a and example paths through the space. The CKBot axis only shows
0◦ to −180◦ due the CKBot’s joint limits. The Pulley axis shows −180◦ to +180◦
inclusive. Even though −180◦ and +180◦ are identical positions, the joint limits
are reached and so those points are significant to the path planning. With the 90◦
increments, there are thus 3 × 5 positions in Figure 4.11 and so 15 possible positions
in the joint space.
Combining this with the two possible orientations of module i and two possible
fold directions there are 60 cases to examine. The two general types of orientations
for module i correspond to whether the hinge axis between i and i + 1 is parallel
or normal to the CKBot pulley axis. Many of these cases have similar joint space
trajectories due to symmetry. Finding a path for all possible initial conditions proves
by construction that the external actuation system has sufficient range of motion to
achieve any fold type.
Algorithm 3 outlines the fold planning approach. The goal is to find the shortest
path in joint space that puts the module to bond, i + 1, in the proper orientation
with respect to module i while adhering to constraints. For a given initial joint
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Four possible fold cases for θ0=(0,−180)
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(a)
Four possible fold cases for θ =(180,−90)
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Figure 4.11: This figure depicts the paths in CKBot joint space for the four possible cases for initial condition (a) θP ulley = 0◦ , θCKBot = −180◦ and (b) θP ulley =
180◦ , θCKBot = −90◦
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Algorithm 3 Fold Planning
1:

Given Θ0 = (θP ulley0 , θCKBot0 )

2:

D=2

3:

loop

4:

Find all paths of depth D from Θ0

5:

for each path πi do

6:

path good = T RU E

7:

for each edge (Θk , Θk+1 ) in πi do

8:

if !is transition valid(Θk , Θk+1 ) then
path good = F ALSE

9:

break

10:
11:

end if

12:

end for

13:

if path good and is bonded() then

14:
15:

return πi
end if

16:

end for

17:

D++

18:

end loop

position Θ0 = (θP ulley0 , θCKBot0 ), the algorithm first finds all paths of depth D in the
discrete joint space. A single path may visit a joint position more than once since the
RATChET modules may change state between visits. It then determines if moving
the CKBots along the path (1) adheres to artificial and physical constraints and (2)
bonds module i + 1 to module i. It returns the path if it satisfies these conditions
and otherwise increments the search depth and continues. In this way, the algorithm
finds the fewest number of CKBot and pulley 90◦ rotations to bond module i + 1 to
i.
The planner enforces constraints by checking if a transition from one state to the
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next violates certain rules:
1. Joint Limits: −180◦ ≤ θP ulley ≤ 180◦ and −180◦ ≤ θCKBot ≤ 0◦
2. Joint Control : One CKBot moves at a time ±90◦ .
3. Collision Free: Transitions are invalid if they require a module to pass through
another.
4. Determined : Transitions are invalid if the position of module i + 1 is undetermined because it moves to an unstable position (i.e. an inverted pendulum.)
5. Final Orientation: The orientation of module i + 1 at the end of the path must
be such that its hinge to module i + 2 is normal to gravity.
The is transition valid function in Algorithm 3 returns F ALSE if moving
from Θk to Θk+1 violates one of the above rules. Module i + 1 needs to be a certain
orientation with respect to module i to bond. The is bonded function returns T RU E
if the orientation of module i+1 with respect to i is such that active face of i contacts
the passive face of i + 1. The fold direction specifies which active face of i should
deploy its magnet to allow a bond to be created with i + 1.
A kinematic motion planning simulator written in Matlab verifies the existence
of motion paths for all possible fold types. Figure 4.11 gives examples of valid paths
for two sets of initial joint positions. For each case, there are two possible orientations
for module i due to the Final Orientation rule and two possible fold directions. In
Figure 4.11a, the paths for the last three orientation/fold direction combinations is
simply a 90◦ rotation of one of the CKBot modules. The first case however requires
a −90◦ rotation of the CKBot. Because θCKBot begins at its negative joint limit,
the algorithm needs to find a valid path within the workspace. Note the valid path
revisits the (−180◦ , −90◦ ) position to complete the fold. Likewise in Figure 4.11b,
the 90◦ orientation, −1 direction case requires a relatively complex path.
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Figure 4.12: Line folding sequence. A chain of five modules (a) folds to a line (j).

Note that in the case of the second generation, RATChET14mm, system the
planner requires some modifications. The planner described above allows for modules’ faces to come into contact that are not supposed to bond in route to the bonded
state of a given fold. Because modules in the RATChET14mm system bond if two
faces come completely into contact the number of discrete joint space poses would
have to be increased. That is, there would need to be joint states that are not
multiples of 90◦ in order to prevent unintentional bonding.

4.5
4.5.1

Experimental Results
First Generation

To demonstrate the validity of using gravity based external actuation to fold the
RATChET system, we performed several demonstrations with five modules. In each
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Line Fold Direction Sequence: [−1, 1, −1, 1]

4

fold

3
2
1
0
−90
θCKBot

−180

−180

−90

0

90

180

θPulley [Degrees]

[Degrees]

Figure 4.13: External actuation motion plan for forming a line.

demonstration, the root RATChET module coordinates the fold sequence. Using
the CAN bus, the root module commands a specific module to bond to the one
below it by actuating one of its two bonding mechanisms. This centralized approach
limits the amount of information transmitted to and stored on non-root modules.
When a module receives the command to bond, it actuates its SMA to retract
the CRSM and release the recessed magnet. The external actuation manipulator
executes a predefined motion path synchronized with the magnet release of each
bonding RATChET module. Both demonstrations form the desired shape in under
a minute.
Figure 4.12 depicts the motion sequence for folding a line from a chain of five
modules. Each frame in Figures 4.12b to 4.12j shows a change of ±90◦ in either
θP ulley or θCKBot from the previous frame. Figure 4.13 shows the motion plan. Each
fold level i corresponds to the joint space path to allow module i to bond to i + 1;
vertical arrows indicate transition in the fold sequence. In Figures 4.12a to 4.12c, a
simple 90◦ rotation about one of the CKBot joint axes is required to bond a module
to its neighbor. Note that the hinge to be folded in Figure 4.12c is normal to both
CKBot axes. It is positioned so that the hinge axis is parallel to the pulley axis
(4.12d) and then bonded (4.12e).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 4.14: Hexahedron folding sequence. A chain of five modules (a) folds to a
partial hexahedron (l).

Figures 4.12e to 4.12j show the motion path to bond the final module. Figure
4.12f illustrates the importance of having a selectable bonding mechanism. If the
modules simply had magnetic faces that could not be switched, the last module in
the chain would be stuck in the configuration shown in 4.12f. It is possible that as
θP ulley moved 90◦ from Figure 4.12g to 4.12h that the fifth module would remain
above the fourth. To ensure the fifth module bonds to the correct face, the planner
moves θCKBot 90◦ down (Figure 4.12i) and then −90◦ up (Figure 4.12j). This is
indicated by the double headed arrow in the fourth fold in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.14 shows the motion sequence for folding a partial hexahedron (with
five of the six right angle tetrahedrons which make up a hexahedron) from a chain of
five modules and Figure 4.15 shows the motion plan. The complexity of the CKBot
motion sequence for each fold follows a similar pattern as in the line demonstration.
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Hexahedron Fold Direction Sequence: [1, 1, −1, −1]

4

fold

3
2
1
0
−90
θCKBot

−180

−180

−90

0

90

180

θPulley [Degrees]

[Degrees]

Figure 4.15: External actuation motion plan for forming a hexahedron.
The first fold requires θCKBot to reach 90◦ which is beyond its joint limits. Initially,
θP ulley cannot move ±90◦ because the second module would move to an unstable
position. The valid path first moves θCKBot to −90◦ (Figures 4.14a to 4.14b). Then
θP ulley moves −180◦ causing the chain to swing dynamically down completing the
first fold (Figures 4.14b to 4.14e).

4.5.2

Second Generation

To demonstrate the capabilities of the RATChET14mm system, a module chain is
folded into a rigid bar configuration (Figure 4.16), heated to reconfigure back to the
chain, and folded into an arc configuration.
The external actuator motion planning is similar to the algorithm described in
Section 4.4 [163] however the workspace is less constrained (a CKBot motor module
replaces the CKBot module). Again to fold module i + 1 to module i above it, the
manipulator positions the root module such that the hinge axis between i and i + 1
is parallel to one of the motor modules axes which then rotates latching i to i + 1.
Note that the final rotation moves beyond 90◦ in order to engage the mechanical
latch and then moves back to the multiple of 90◦ in the discrete joint space.
A 24g weight attached to the end of the chain (Figure 4.16a) provides sufficient
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.16: Demonstration reconfiguration sequence for chain of seven modules
forming a rigid bar.
force to engage a latch. The weight and relative slow motor speed mitigates oscillations that could cause unintended latching. Assembly of a six module chain takes
approximately 100 seconds.
Figure 4.16 depicts the assembly sequence of first generation modules for a
rigid bar configuration. The first motor module (driving pulley) rotates the root
RATChET14mm module approximately 120◦ to engage the root module’s latch with
the module below (Figure 4.16b) and then back to 90◦ . This process continues (Figures 4.16c through 4.16g) until the line configuration is completely folded (Figure
4.16h.)
In order to fold the chain to a different configuration the line configuration must
first be disassembled. We manually wave a heat gun across the configuration to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.17: A heat gun actuates the SMA coil spring of each module to disassemble
the line.

actuate the SMA coil springs and retract the latches. Figure 4.17a shows the heat
gun being used to break the connection between the last two modules in the chain
(4.17b.) The process continues (Figures 4.17b-4.17d) until the configuration returns
to a chain (Figure 4.17e.) The disassembling process takes approximately 40 seconds.
The disassembled chain can now fold to another configuration. Figure 4.18 illustrates
the external manipulator folding a chain of second generation modules to an arc.

4.6

Conclusion

This chapter discusses the use of gravity as the force of external actuation to fold a
chain of right angle tetrahedron modules into a lattice configuration. We present the
design and implementation of two module generations, the first that uses magnetic
bonds and the second that uses mechanical latches. Experiments with the 42mm
length scale first generation demonstrate the feasibility of gravity based external actuation to achieve self-assembly. The second generation demonstrates that gravity
can both move modules and engage the latch while heat can disengage the latch enabling further miniaturization down to a 14mm length scale. Though the 14mm scale
demonstration uses a manually moved heat gun for disassembly, a next generation
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system could use an automated oven provided module materials can withstand the
SMA transition temperature. In addition, we present an external actuator motion
planner that is complete by construction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.18: Demonstration reconfiguration sequence of seven modules forming an
arc.
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Chapter 5
Dielectric Elastomer Actuated
Module
5.1

Introduction

Module miniaturization is limited by the extent to which the size of its components can be reduced. In addition to a reconfiguration actuator, a module requires
mechanical structure and bonding mechanisms, as well as electrical components for
actuation, communicating, sensing, and processing. From experience and a review of
the literature, it is clear that the reconfiguration actuator is one of the most difficult
components to miniaturize. Therefore, the focus of this chapter is the development
of a scalable actuator - the enabling technology for a miniature module of a field
modular robot.
This chapter begins by defining performance metrics for the reconfiguration actuator. We then discuss the expected change in those metrics upon downscaling
the module size. We also compare various actuator technologies and motivate the
study of dielectric elastomers as a promising candidate. The latter portion of this
chapter begins with a review of dielectric elastomer actuation literature: transduction physics, typical actuator morphologies, state of the art devices and robots, and
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design issues. We then present our fabrication and measurement methods and experimental results of several modular robot configurations with miniature dielectric
elastomer modules.

5.2

Reconfiguration Actuator Performance Metrics

As mobile modular robots promise versatile functionality, they require an actuator with good performance in a number of metrics including range of motion and
torque. As in all robotic applications, desirable actuation technologies also exhibit
high efficiency, reliability, high cycle life, and damage resilience. High bandwidth is
desirable for achieving dynamic behavior. As the focus of this thesis is miniaturization, the effect of downscaling the actuator geometry on its performance must
also be considered. Reconfiguration actuators can be prismatic or rotational; this
chapter focuses on rotational actuator characteristics. This section discusses three
performance areas: range of motion, static cases, and dynamic cases.

5.2.1

Range of Motion

The required range of motion depends on the self-reconfiguration style: chain or lattice/hybrid. A module in a lattice/hybrid style system that reconfigures by rotation
typically has an actuator capable of at least ±90◦ rotation [96, 15, 97, 77, 100, 152,
65, 130].
Chain style self-reconfiguration does not require ±90◦ rotation (e.g. Polypod [171]
has a range of ±45◦ ). However, decreasing maximum joint angle θmax increases the
number of modules in the kinematic chain to attain desired module relocation during
self-reconfiguration. Figure 5.1 illustrates the effect of θmax on the required number
of rotation units in a chain to place the dark end module at a position d to right.
To place a unit one unit length (d = L) away requires two units and θmax = 90◦
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...

...

d=L
L

d
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Required number of modules to place dark end module at a position d
to right depends on maximum joint angle θmax . For d = L (a), θmax must be 90◦ in
order to use only two modules; (b) depicts the general case.

(Figure 5.1a). This is the ability of a single M-TRAN [100] module which comprises
two rotation units. For θmax < 90◦ , N = 360/θmax units must form a loop (Figure
5.1b) to maintain d = L (e.g. N = 6 for θmax = 60◦ and N = 8 for θmax = 45◦ .)
Increasing d reduces number of modules for θmax < 90◦ (e.g. N = 3 for d = 2L and
√
θmax = 60◦ ; N = 4 for d = 2 2L and θmax = 45◦ ). Thus, rotational reconfiguration
actuators should be maximized up to ±90◦ to minimize reconfiguration complexity.
However, continuous rotation actuators (e.g. used by ATRON [65]) provide even
more self-reconfiguration and robot action flexibility.

5.2.2

Static

The actuator stall torque limits the tasks the modular robot can achieve. As a
typical modular robot actuator performance metric, consider the maximum number
of modules a single module can statically cantilever [178, 176, 139]. For a cantilever
of N + 1 modules as shown in Figure 5.2, each having mass m and characteristic
length L, the torque τg against gravity required by the module at the fixed end is
given by
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g

y

(N+1/2)L
...

x
i=1

L
i=N

Figure 5.2: Cantilever of N + 1 one degree-of-freedom cube modules each having side
length L and mass m.

mgL
τg =
2


2
1
N+
2

(5.1)

Solving the static moment balance given an actuator stall torque τa , shows how
nondimensional actuator torque τ¯a scales with N:
1
τa
=
τ¯a =
mgL
2



1
N+
2

2
(5.2)

Equation 5.1 gives the maximum number of statically cantilevered modules the
module at the wall can support:
r
Ns =

1
2τa
−
mgL 2

(5.3)

The above analysis shows the consequence of the nondimensional actuator torque
τa /mgL. To maximize performance, the actuator stall torque should be much greater
than the effective torque due to the module’s weight and length scale (i.e. τa /mgL >>
1). As shown in Table 5.1, state of the art modular robots have actuators with
τa /mgL on the order of 3 to 37 corresponding to Ns ranging from 1 to 8. Note,
with the exception of M-TRAN and SuperBot, each module has a single degree-offreedom. We compute values for M-TRAN and SuperBot by treating half of the
module as a module in itself. Also, the actuator in Molecube acts along the [1 1 1]T
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Modular Robot

Ref.

System

m

L

τa (θ̇ = 0)

τa /mgL

[g]

[mm]

[Nm]

[·]

Ns

ATRON1

[16]

850

114

4.5

4.73

2.58

CKBot2

[131, 111]

150

60

2.94

33.30

7.66

Conro

[14]

114

108

0.362

3.00

1.95

JHU

[81]

800

127

4.6

4.62

2.54

Molecube

[192]

200

66

4.85

37.45

8.15

M-TRAN I3

[98]

220

66

2.3

16.15

5.18

M-TRAN II3

[79]

200

60

1.9

16.14

5.18

PolyBot G1V4

[174]

124

58

0.775

10.98

4.19

PolyBot G2

[173]

416

50

4.5

22.05

6.14

PolyBot G3

[175]

200

50

1.5

15.29

5.03

SuperBot3

[130]

250

84

6.38

31.0

7.37

Table 5.1: Theoretical maximum number of modules Ns in a static cantilever
configuration for typical hybrid and chain style systems.
1

L is diameter.

2

Current generation uses Hitec HSR-5990TG Servo.

3

m and L are for a half unit; Ns is number of half units.

direction in a cubic lattice. However, τa /mgL for Molecube is simply computed using
the module maximum length and the actuator stall torque τa about [1 1 1]T .

5.2.3

Dynamic

Power
For general dynamic performance, specific module power (power per module mass) is
an important metric. Moreover, in choosing an actuator, maximizing specific actuator power is key, as desired torque/speed performance can be set by the mechanical
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transmission. The modular robot literature does not report specific module power.
Experiments typically demonstrate statically stable behavior. Two examples of dynamic modular robot behavior are the Layered Heterogeneous quadruped [82] and
the CKBot rolling loop [131]. Each reports specific resistance (ratio of energy consumed to mechanical work output or ratio of power consumed to mechanical power
output) as a metric of locomotion efficiency. The values 9.65 (quadruped) and 1.3
(rolling loop) illustrate the higher efficiency of the loop on a flat surface while the
quadruped may be able to handle more uneven terrain. Specific actuator power
is only one of many factors in system level performance. However, maximizing it
broadens the configurations that can act (e.g. locomote, manipulate, reconfigure)
successfully.
Acceleration
To use reported nondimensional module torque τa /mgL to estimate dynamic performance, we can compute the maximum number of modules in a cantilever (Figure
5.2) that can achieve a desired vertical acceleration (ÿ) at the cantilever tip. Approximating the cantilever (N + 1/2 modules) as a uniform density beam, the moment
of inertia about the rotational degree-of-freedom of the module at the fixed end:

2

Izz = mL



1 3 1 2 1
1
N − N + N−
3
2
3
12


(5.4)

For dynamic behavior, τa − τg = Izz θ̈ and with Equation 5.1 and assuming small θ
as the cantilever accelerates from horizontal gives

2

τa = mL θ̈



1
1 3 1 2 1
N − N + N−
3
2
3
12



mgL
+
2



1
N+
2

2
(5.5)

For comparison upon dimension scaling (Section 5.3), assume the linear acceleration
at the end of the cantilever Lθ̈ = g. With this assumption, we can rearrange Equation
5.5 to an expression for the maximum number of modules Nd in the cantilever that
can achieve this acceleration:
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Nd (θ̈ =

8

g
L)

N
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20
τ¯a
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40

Figure 5.3: Maximum number of modules in a cantilever of modules that the fixed
module can hold statically against gravity (Ns ) or move the tip vertically at the
acceleration of gravity (Nd )

τ¯a =

τa
1
5
1
= Nd3 + Nd +
mgL
3
6
24

(5.6)

Figure 5.3 plots the maximum number of modules in the cantilever for the static
(Ns , Equation 5.2) and dynamic (Nd , solution of Equation 5.6) cases as a function of
the nondimensional actuator torque τ¯a . Note that in the limit where the acceleration
approaches zero, the solution to Equation 5.6 approaches the static solution. Conversely, as the desired acceleration increases, the Nd curve decreases and an increase
in τ¯a has less of an effect on Nd .

5.3

Downscaling

Scaling laws enable comparison of the relative magnitude of a phenomenon as the
length scale s changes. They provide a method for estimating the relative performance of a module as its length scale reduces. For example, given a nominal length
s = 1 and a performance metric that scales as s2 , reducing s tenfold reduces the
metric a hundredfold. The utility of scaling laws in the early design stages has been
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considered for modular robots [167] and actuators [150]. This section reviews the
effect of scaling the module geometry and the actuator geometry on performance. As
conclusions drawn from scaling laws may break down when comparing two specific
systems, Section 5.4 compares the laws with physical actuators.

5.3.1

Module Geometry

Consider a module with characteristic length s and uniform density ρ. The module
mass (m = ρV ) scales with its volume V = s3 . The moment of inertia of a module
R
about one of its principle axes (I = s2 ρdV ) scales as s5 . As the performance of a
modular robot also depend on τa /mgL, we now review scaling laws for the actuator
torque τa .

5.3.2

Actuator Geometry

This section relates the performance metrics of a module to attributes of electromagnetic and solid state actuators. The following list relates four important module
metrics (with example use cases in parentheses) to actuator attributes:
• Range of Motion (self-reconfiguration, manipulation) - Maximum Displacement
• Nondimensional Module Torque (stiff static structure) - Stall Torque/Blocked
Force
• Arbitrary Motion (self-reconfiguration, manipulation) - Low Frequency Specific
Power
• Dynamic Motion (locomotion) - High Frequency/Resonant Specific Power
For each case, the mechanical transmission, often used in module design, is a
key system component. The transmission geometry allows for a trade off between
range of motion and stall torque, and its efficiency determines the amount actuator
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power transmitted to the environment. Thus, below we briefly discuss displacement,
stall torque/blocked force, and power scaling laws noting the importance of the
transmission. Note that actuators not requiring transmissions (e.g. those having
sufficient torque-displacement behavior) allow for a simpler module.

Displacement
The available displacement depends on the load and frequency; we consider the
maximum no load, steady state displacement. The maximum actuation displacement
d = s of a solid state actuator scales as s given its intrinsic actuation strain . For
linear electromagnetic actuators (e.g. solenoids), the maximum  = 100% and thus
scales as s. For rotational electromagnetic actuators, the maximum  = ∞ and is
thus scale invariant (s0 ).

Force and Torque
The scaling laws for a an actuator’s force/torque output depends on the technology
(e.g. solid state, electromagnetic). Solid state actuators deform (e.g. translate, bend)
in response to stimulus. The available actuation force of an actuator depends on
frequency, displacement and deformation mode; blocked force is specified at zero
displacement. For solid state actuators that deform uniaxially (e.g. piezoelectric
stacks, shape memory alloy wires), the blocked actuation force Fb = σb s2 scales with
its area s2 given its intrinsic zero displacement actuation pressure σb . The force
of an electromagnetic device scales according to the limiting boundary conditions.
Trimmer [149] considers three limiting cases: constant current density, constant heat
flux, and constant temperature rise. The magnetic force between a current carrying
wire and a permanent magnet scales as s3 , s2.5 , and s2 respectively.
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Power
For dynamic applications (e.g. dynamic locomotion), the available actuation power
limits performance. As actuator power per module mass (i.e. τa θ̇/m) is an important
metric, we consider the specific power (mechanical output power per actuator mass)
of an actuator. Many actuators require additional electrical components having considerable mass thus reducing specific power. Here we consider only the actuator mass
(including mechanical housing) and note a modular system may comprise centralized
or semi-distributed electrical support modules in addition to actuation modules.
For solid state actuators specific power depends on the specific work per cycle,
the cycle frequency f , and the failure modes of the physical device [60]. Work density
is an intrinsic property of the actuator material1 and work density per mass density
gives the intrinsic specific work W/ρV .
The frequency scaling [124] depends on the dominant time scale τ as f = 1/τ . For
actuators based on transport phenomena such as heat flux (Shape Memory Alloy2 )
or species flux (Ionic Electroactive Polymers3 ) f scales as s−2 . For actuators based
on field phenomena such as electric field (Piezoelectrics4 , Dielectric Elastomers5 ) f
scales as s−1 . At low frequencies the specific power scales linearly with frequency
and specific work and at high frequencies it is limited by failures modes such as
mechanical resonance or overheating [60].
H
H
H
W/V = V1 F · dx = V1 σA · Ld = σ · d for AL = V .
ρcp V
2
Assumes convective heat transport during cooling dominates time response τ = hA
. At small
3
s
2
scales, h ∝ 1/s [116] and therefore τ ∝ s−1 s2 ∝ s assuming scale invariant density ρ and specific
heat cp .
3
By Fick’s Law, ions diffuse a length L in characteristic time tD = L2 /D given diffusion coefficient D [27]. Setting L = s and assuming diffusion dominates the time response yields τ ∝ s2
4
Resonant piezoelectrics are driven at resonance; non-resonant piezeoelectrics are limited by their
q
1

resonance frequency. The resonance frequency of a linear elastic beam is given by fn =

1
2π

k
m

where k ∝ s, m ∝ s3 , and thus f scales as s−1 .
5
For acrylic based dielectric elastomers, step response exhibits critically damped to overdamped
behavior. Assuming
critically damped behavior and linear elasticity (valid for strains less than
q
30%), fn =

1
2π

k
m

where k ∝ s, m ∝ s3 , and thus f scales as s−1 . Silicone based dielectric

elastomers can undergo resonance. Again assuming a linear elastic beam model, f scales as s−1 .
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5.3.3

Discussion

From the scaling law analysis, we can expect several benefits due to miniaturization
(i.e. decreasing s.) For solid state actuators acting in compression/tension, actuation
force scales with s2 . Assuming it acts on a moment arm d that scales as s, τa /mgL =
Fb d/mgL ∝ (s2 )(s)/s4 ) ∝ 1/s. Thus, referring to Equation 5.3, we expect the
p
maximum number of cantilevered modules to scale with 1/s. For example, a
factor of four decrease in length scale (s = 0.25) yields a factor of two increase in
the maximum number of statically cantilevered modules. Likewise, module inertia
scales by s5 whereas torque scales as s3 thus we expect higher achievable angular
accelerations. As specific work is scale invariant, the absolute work a single module
can output scales with volume. However, as frequency increases with decreasing
length scale (as s−1 or s−2 ), so to will specific power increase. Note that transmission
efficiency and electrical component mass will affect specific power.

5.4

Actuators

Given the expected benefits of module miniaturization, this section relates the attributes of specific actuation technologies to module performance metrics. Table 5.2
lists properties and figures of merit for several candidate actuators. Several other
actuation technologies exist that are not considered here. Hydraulic and pneumatic
actuators are used extensively in macroscale robots because of their high torque and
power per mass. However, due to potential inefficiencies at detachable module interfaces and within the module and the need for a pressure source, we choose to
study electronic, rather the fluidic, power transfer. We target dry applications and
thus do not consider ionic based electroactive polymers, which require an aqueous
environment or careful packaging. Magnetostrictive actuation is capable of high
power to mass, but requires a system to generate the magnetic field thus reducing
its performance.
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As noted in Section 5.2, specific stall torque is a critical metric for determining
the static and dynamic behavior of a module. Since many active materials behave
as linear actuators, we need a method for determining the equivalent specific stall
torque of each. To compute the specific stall torque, we assume a desired angular
displacement θ = π/2. For a given θ, the maximum actuation strain max of the
active material determines the transmission ratio r =

max l
θ

where l is the actuator

length. The stall torque is given by τ = Fb r. Fb = σb A is the blocked force of the
actuator given its blocked actuation stress σb and cross sectional area A. Thus, the
equivalent specific stall torque is

τ
ρAl

=

σb max
ρθ

where ρ is the actuator density. For

a bender actuator τ = Fb r = Fb δ/θ given reported blocked force Fb and load free
transverse tip displacement δ.
Note that due to its low density and high maximum observed strain, acrylic
dielectric elastomers exhibit the highest specific stall torque (see Table 5.2). In
practice, however, the strain for all linear actuators listed will be smaller to achieve
high cycle life. Also, the specific stall torque for solid state actuators is calculated
using the active material mass while the electromagnetic values use device mass. The
solid state actuators will require some mechanical structure that will also decrease
the specific stall torque.
Specific work is another important actuator metric that is an estimate of the
maximum work output per actuation cycle per actuator mass. The specific work
values reported in Table 5.2 depend on the actuation technology. An estimate of the
maximum work per cycle for an electromagnetic motor is W = 2πτstall and specific
work per cycle is W/(ρV ). The maximum work per stroke for a solid state linear
actuator with Young’s modulus E and maximum strain max is estimated as the
maximum stored elastic energy per unit mass uE =

1
E2max .
2ρ

In case of dielectric

elastomers, work density is the electromechanical energy density [117]. In general,
the available work output is a function of frequency, load, and physical limitations.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of actuator technologies
Specific
Specific

Stall

E

ρ

max

σ

Work

Torque5

Actuator

Ref.

[MPa]

[kg/m3 ]

[%]

[MPa]

[J/kg]

[Nm/kg]

Shape Memory Alloy

[24]

41000

6500

8

100

20000

780

(NiTi wire)
Shape Memory Alloy

[148]

10.2

6

(NiTi sheet)
Dielectric Elastomer

[117, 74]

2

1000

215

2.4

1360

3300

[117, 74]

1

1000

63

0.8

200

320

[4]

1100

1800

4.5

45

611

720

[25, 63]

64000

7600

0.2

30

17

5

[170]

62000

7800

0.3

2.73

3.5

[34]

58002

∞

1

0.1

[187]

53002

(Acrylic)
Dielectric Elastomer
(Silicone)
Relaxor Ferroelectric
Polymers (P(VDF-TrFE))
Piezoelectric Stack
(PZT)
Piezoelectric Bender
(PZT-5H)
Brushless DC Motor
(Faulhaber 0206)
Voice Coil
1

31

Estimated maximum work density is stored elastic energy ( 12 E2max ) at maximum strain unless
noted. Specific work is

1
2
2ρ Emax

unless noted.

2

Derived from device mass and volume.

3

Work per cycle estimated as 2πτstall and specific work uses device mass

4

Derived from reported specific work and device properties.

5

See text.

6

Achieves 90◦ rotation. Reported specific torque is computed using the sum of the shape
memory alloy mass and actuator structure mass.
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For low frequency applications with negligible inertial and damping effects, specific power is simply the product of frequency and specific work. Thus, for low
frequency arbitrary motion tasks (e.g. manipulation and self-reconfiguration), specific work is an appropriate metric. Shape memory alloys exhibit the highest specific
work by an order-of-magnitude. However, shape memory alloys are inherently inefficient and are difficult to position control. Relaxor ferroelectric polymer actuators
require a hazardous irradiation process to achieve reported performance. While research samples are available, we avoid this technology in favor of those commercially
available or manufacturable within our facilities. Compared to the remaining technologies, dielectric elastomers exhibit superior specific work due to their high energy
density and light weight.
High frequency specific work depends on the stiffness, mass, and damping properties of the actuator and the loading conditions. Shape memory alloy wires limited by
ambient cooling can achieve cycle frequencies up 10Hz [61]. Piezoelectric devices can
be classified as either resonant or nonresonant displacement devices [151]. Resonant
type piezoelectrics exhibit high bandwidths and are typically driven near resonance
to maximize power output. Nonresonant behavior depends on actuator morphology: stacks exhibit large output force and small displacement; benders exhibit large
displacement and small force; and inchworm actuators having small force but giant
displacement in stepper motor form [124].
The frequency response of dielectric elastomers depends on the elastomer material. Kornbluh and Pelrine [13] measured the normalized strain of stretched circle
actuators for both acrylic and silicone based elastomers. Acrylic based dielectric
elastomers exhibit strain attenuation down to 20% of 1Hz amplitude at 100Hz. Silicone elastomers, however, exhibit flat frequency response up to resonance behavior
near 1kHz. Considering acrylic based actuators have larger specific work, there is a
design tradeoff based on application frequency.
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5.4.1

Selection

We choose to work with dielectric elastomers for a number of reasons. They have
potential for realizing modules with high specific stall torque. Large actuation strain
makes direct drive actuation possible, eliminating the need for a transmission thus
simplifying the module. Dielectric elastomers have other secondary qualities making
them an attractive option: high flexibility (e.g. for resilience), expected low cost,
freedom to select actuator morphology, and planar fabrication.
We utilize acrylic based elastomers because they are commercially available (e.g.
VHB4910, 3M Corp.) and possess superior specific work. Because of their nonresonant behavior, we target manipulation, statically stable locomotion, and selfreconfiguration modular robot applications. The following section reviews the physical mechanism of dielectric elastomers and presents current challenges in achieving
theoretical performance maximums.
Dielectric elastomer actuators are often referred to as “artificial muscles”. Indeed,
many robotic applications, using such artificial muscle, are bioinspired. Likewise,
from the beginning, modular robotics has been inspired by nature to create versatile,
highly functional robots [39]. Currently, there is a trend that views a modular robot
as a hierarchy of anatomical parts (e.g. bone and muscle) [16, 137]. Christensen et
al. [16] conclude that current ATRON modules do not have sufficient power/strength
per unit mass, sufficiently small modules, nor scalable actuation behavior to achieve
the performance of biological systems. They conjecture module heterogeneity [82]
(i.e. bone modules, muscle modules, etc.) may improve performance. Dielectric
elastomer actuators together with a rigid component, may enable modular robot
performance closer to that of biological creatures.
As noted in Section 2.2.3, weak modules acting together can increase the total output force. In many systems with electromagnetic motors that use closed
loop position control [173, 167], parallel actuation does not work well. The natural
compliance of dielectric elastomers may facilitate parallel actuation. The ability to
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Figure 5.4: Principle of dielectric elastomer actuation.

achieve large arbitrary deformation may increase a module’s range of motion (i.e.
achieving extension and rotation).

5.5

Dielectric Elastomer Actuation Review

This section reviews the physical mechanism of the dielectric elastomer actuation
principle, design issues, and state of the art devices and robots.

5.5.1

Actuation Principles

A dielectric elastomer actuator consists of a soft elastomer film sandwiched between
two compliant electrodes. Applying a voltage across the electrodes causes electrostatic forces that decrease the film thickness and expand its area. Figure 5.4 shows
the actuation principle: opposite charges attract through the thickness and like
charges repel in plane. Due to the presence of the nearly incompressible elastomer,
these effects couple into an effective Maxwell pressure acting in the thickness direction [119]. Pelrine et al. [119] demonstrated the Maxwell pressure p is proportional
to the square of the electric field:
 2
V
p = 0 E = 0 
z
2
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(5.7)

given permittivity of free space 0 and the relative permittivity  of the elastomer.
The electric field E is generated by an applied voltage V across the elastomer thickness z.
Strain
Polymers used in dielectric elastomer actuators can undergo large strains during
actuation. Thus, a general model must account for finite deformations. However,
a linear model does provide intuition of the relationship between strain and the
Maxwell pressure. For small strains assuming an elastomer modulus Y , the thickness
strain Sz is given by:
 
 
p
0
0
2
Sz = − = −
E =−
Y
Y
Y

 2
V
z

(5.8)

Thus, decreasing the elastomer modulus increases the strain for a given pressure.
Sensing
A dielectric elastomer can operate as a sensor. For an elastomer with planar area A,
the capacitance is

C=

0 A
0 A2
=
z
V ol

(5.9)

where second equality uses the constant volume assumption (V ol = Az) for an
incompressible elastomer. Thus, measuring the capacitance enables measuring the
strain of the actuator.

5.5.2

Design Issues

Materials
A dielectric elastomer actuator comprises two components: a polymer film and a
compliant electrode material.
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An elastomer is a polymer with a low elastic modulus that can achieve large
deformations without rupturing [67], and a dielectric is nonconducting material that
increases the dielectric breakdown strength and capacitance of a capacitor [184].
Kornbluh and Pelrine of SRI International experimentally measured the strain response to an electric field of many polymers [74]. In 2000, Pelrine et al. reported that
acrylic and silicone materials can achieve strains greater than 100% [117]. Specifically, acrylic adhesives6 (VHB series, 3M Corp.) and silicones have shown the best
performance.
Prestretching the elastomer enables higher actuation pressure and strain [117] as
it increases the dielectric breakdown strength. High dielectric breakdown strength
is critical to high performance as actuation pressure is proportional to square of
electric field (Equation 5.7). Also, prestretching an elastomer in one planar direction
stiffens it in that direction. When actuated, the elastomer will prefer to deform
in the other planar direction. Maintaining prestretch requires some method for
maintaining planar tension. Common methods include using a compliant or rigid
frame or inflating an elastomer volume.
Polymerizing another polymer within prestretched VHB acrylic removes the need
for a prestretching frame [13]. By adding another polymerizable material to a prestretched elastomer and curing it, an interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) is
formed. After releasing the elastomer from prestretching frame, the IPN goes into
compression resisting the tension of the prestretch. Up to 275% biaxial prestretch
has been shown in VHB acrylic elastomers. And actuation strains up to 300% with
dielectric strength of 420MV/m have been achieved.
There are several methods for realizing compliant electrodes. High compliance
is necessary so as not to stiffen the overall actuator and reduce actuation strain.
Carbon grease (e.g. Conductive Carbon Grease, MG Chemicals) or powder can be
applied using a brush, creating a sufficiently conductive electrode. Carbon particles
6

available in 0.05, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mm thicknesses
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can also be mixed with silicone suspended in heptane or toluene and sprayed onto a
stretched elastomer [71, 83]. After releasing the stretch, the sprayed layer buckles,
and there is negligible effect on the total stiffness [13].
Metal electrodes have several design tradeoffs [13]. The metal (e.g. gold, silver)
films with thickness on the order of 10-100nm can be applied using evaporation,
sputtering, plating, and painting. Corrugating the metal film by buckling allows
for only a few percent increase to the effective modulus of the elastomer. In addition, corrugating the metal in one planar direction stiffens it in the other direction.
This is preferrable in applications requiring linear actuation. Metal electrodes also
offer a ‘self-healing’ property where upon dielectric breakdown a short between the
electrodes does not occur. Yuan et al. [185] demonstrated this principle using singlewalled carbon nanotube electrodes. When they introduced a local failure, a spark
occurred and the area became nonconductive rather than shorting causing failure.

Electrical
As seen in Equation 5.7, the actuation pressure is proportional to the square of the
electric field. Thus, increasing the electric field has a significant effect on performance. Dielectric elastomers operate with electric fields on the order 100MV/m.
For elastomers of thickness 10-100µm, this requires voltages on the order of 1-10kV.
Large voltages can be achieved using small commercially available DC-DC converters. For example, EMCO High Voltage produces a small (2cm3 , 4.25g) DC-DC
capable of outputting 10kV. As 2cm3 would consume a large portion of a mesoscale
module, one possible solution would use a special DC-DC converter module that
switches the output of the DC-DC converter, distributing the power to the desired
module. Commercially available MOSFETs exist that have 4000V maximum operating voltage (e.g. IXTV03N400S, IXYS Corp.). In his thesis, Kofod notes that
small (2.5mm × 2.5mm × 2.5mm) switch-mode amplifiers exist that are capable of
converting 10V to 1000V [71].
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Several factors affect the efficiency of the actuator. In constant voltage operation,
half of the electrical input energy in a half cycle gets stored in the electric field. If
that energy is not recovered on the second half of the cycle, the maximum efficiency
is 50%. Though the ideal dielectric elastomer model is a capacitor, some current will
leak through the device, also reducing efficiency.
Failure Modes
Recently, Kornbluh et al. published lifetime data showing that several acrylic devices achieved 40% actuation strain over 1 million cycles [75]. However, dielectric
elastomers have several failure modes that must be considered:
• Dielectric Breakdown Dielectric breakdown occurs when a local defect in the
elastomer allows a spark to pass from one electrode to the other. For VHB 4910
acrylic elastomers, the maximum electric field the elastomer can sustain before
breakdown increases with prestretch [71]. Kofod [71] measured an increase in
breakdown field from 17MV/m to 270MV/m upon increasing biaxial prestrain
from 0%x0% to 500%x500%.
• Pull-in instability During actuation, the Maxwell pressure caused by the electric field E = V /z is opposed by the elastic force in the elastomer film. As
the voltage V increases, the electric field will increase both due to the increasing V and decreasing thickness z. Pull-in instability occurs when the elastic
stress can no longer balance with the Maxwell pressure. At this point, positive
feedback causes the film to collapse.
• Loss of Tension Thin, low modulus elastomers cannot support in-plane compressive loads. As such, typical devices maintain tension within the elastomer
throughout actuation. However, due to the boundary conditions, the elastomer
may lose tension and wrinkle. These wrinkles are typically seen before pull-in
failure [123].
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• Mechanical Failure A small crack in highly prestretched elastomer can propagate and tear the film. Also, there is a limit to the amount of prestretching
a VHB acrylic elastomer can sustain. A common practical limit is that the
product of the planar principle stretches should not exceed 36 [123].

5.5.3

Actuator Morphologies

Because of the extreme flexibility of the elastomer, a dielectric elastomer actuator
can be formed into numerous types of actuator morphologies [118]. In addition to
typical linear or bending type actuators, it can also be formed into a sphere that
expands upon actuation. During actuation, the film thickness reduces and its planar
area increases; either deformation can be used for actuation. The majority of devices
use some rigid or compliant frame to maintain tension in the elastomer, improving
performance (Section 5.5.2). Another method uses two antagonistically opposed elastomers in combination with rigid components. In addition to maintaining tension,
the frame provides an effective method for coupling the actuator to the load.
Force output can be increased by layering alternating layers of elastomer and
compliant electrode. For planar devices, this is achieved by stacking several layers
and attaching to a rigid or compliant frame. Thickness can also be increased by
rolling the elastomer into a tube or about an elastic core.
Rotational actuation can be achieved by several methods. Bending actuators can
be achieved using bimorph and unimorph configurations. Due to the large actuation strains achievable, dielectric elastomer unimorph/bimorph actuators can achieve
significantly tighter curvature compared to a piezoelectric unimorph/bimorph. Roll
actuators can also achieve bending by partitioning the electrode pattern. In addition,
a pair of linear actuators on either side of a rotating linkage can form an antagonistic
pair similar to muscle and bone in an animal’s limb capable of rotating.
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Figure 5.5: (a) bowtie actuator concept (after [118]), (b) shell like actuator with
agonist-antagonist segments [83], (c) spring roll actuator [188], and (d) two degreeof-freedom spring roll [115].

5.5.4

State of the Art Devices and Robots

Devices
Figure 5.5a pictures the bowtie configuration concept: a six bar mechanism surrounding the elastomer (5.5a, left) converts the planar expansion to linear motion
when a voltage is applied across the electrodes (5.5a, right). Pelrine et al. [118] developed a double bowtie configuration where two double layer bowtie actuators are
connected in series. Such acrylic elastomer based devices can achieve a 1cm stroke
with 3cm maximum length and can produce a maximum force output of 2N with
1.5g actuator mass [4]. A silicone elastomer bowtie device can achieve a 5mm stroke
with 3cm length and produce a maximum force of 1N with a 1g device mass [118, 4].
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In his thesis, Vogan [157] showed that the diamond configuration can achieve more
displacement than a hexagonal configuration. Moreover, the diamond configuration
has merit because it maintains the elastomer in a uniform state of stress throughout
the actuation stroke because all four boundaries move during actuation. This theoretically eliminates the occurrence of mechanical or electrical stress concentrations
that lead to localized failure. Vertechy et al. [155] present a method for optimizing
the parameters of a diamond actuator with respect to desired force/displacement
profile and preventing failure modes such as rupture and buckling.
Kofod et al. [72] introduced a novel actuation concept that uses a deformable
frame to maintain the prestretch. A stretched elastomer is placed on a thin plastic
frame. Upon release, the actuator relaxes to a configuration where the elastomer
strain energy balances with the deformed frame energy. These devices are termed
Dielectric Elastomer Minimum Energy Structure (DEMES). The portion of the elastomer within the frame is greased on either side creating a pair of compliant electrodes. When this active area is actuated, the elastomer thins and expands in area
and the device moves to a new equilibrium form. Kofod et al. [72] demonstrated a
unimorph actuator that can undergo nearly 180◦ deflection.
Figure 5.5b shows a shell like actuator developed by Lochmatter [86]. The seven
segmented actuator can undergo a total angular displacement of ±90◦ . Each segment
is an agonist-antagonist actuator scheme. A pair of biaxially prestretched elastomers
are held in tension by a rigid arm between them. The height of each segment is much
larger than the length (in the axial direction) in order to maintain approximately
constant strain in the height direction. Lochmatter et al. [84] studied several actively
deforming shell methods including various agonist-antagonist configurations as well
as layered film methods. The authors concluded that all methods had design tradeoffs
but noted that the agonist-antagonist configuration seemed promising for deformable
shell actuators. This is due to the fact that the configuration maintains tension in
the film and the displacement and output can be adjusted by changing the geometry.
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Figure 5.5c shows an example of a spring roll actuator [188]: a prestretched
elastomer patterned with a compliant electrode on either side is rolled around a coil
spring core. Pei et al. [113] demonstrated a 9.6g rolled actuator with strains up to
26% and forces up to 15N. Kovacs et al. [13] demonstrated a robot arm consisting of
256 spring roll actuators capable of strains up to 35%. And in another example, a
15g rolled actuator can produce a maximum force of 5N and is capable of 25% strain
[4]. One of the smallest reported spring roll actuator measures 45mm in length and
12mm in diameter and is capable of a 5mm stroke and 7.2N maximum force [189].
The two degree-of-freedom spring roll [115] shown in Figure 5.5d can achieve 90◦
of bending in addition to extension. It weighs 11g and has an axial blocked force
of 15N and a lateral blocked force of 0.7N. The top right of Figure 5.5d depicts
the manufacturing process. The researchers pattern electrodes periodically on a
stretched VHB 4910 acrylic elastomer. The patterned elastomer is then rolled as
shown in the bottom right of Figure 5.5d.

Robots
Researchers have developed many types of mobile robots using dielectric elastomer
actuation. Eckerle et al. [30] developed Flex, a battery powered, self-contained hexapod robot using 12 bowtie actuators. Pei et al. [114] developed a six legged robot
using spring roll actuators capable of moving 69mm/s. Jung et al. [66] developed an
inchworm-like robot that does not use prestretched elastomer and is capable of moving 2.5mm/s. Multi-degree-of-freedom spring roll actuators can be used to achieve
various robot types including a six legged walking robot, a snake-like robot, and a
fish robot [13]. In his thesis, Plante [122] describes the development of the diamond
shaped actuator and demonstrates several robotic systems including a seven degreeof-freedom manipulator and a hopping robot. Recently, Petralia et al. [120] used the
DEMES principle to demonstrate a snake-like robot composed of DEMES unit cells.
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5.6

Linear Actuator Morphology Selection

The goal of our work is to develop a miniature module. While the main module
actuator can be rotational or prismatic, we choose to develop a rotational actuator
based module based on the capabilities of state of the art chain and hybrid style
modular robots. This section considers possible rotational dielectric elastomer actuator morphologies and supports the selection of the most promising. Consider
the possible methods: unimorph, bimorph, agonist-antagonist, and multi-degree-offreedom spring roll. There are design tradeoffs for all actuator morphologies with
respect to range of motion and static/dynamic torque output. Design goals include
achieving at least ±45◦ bending (for potential for PolyPod-like self-reconfiguration)
and ability to cantilever at least one other module (the minimum state of the art).
In addition, we choose to employ a direct drive solution to avoid the complexity of
a transmission.

• Unimorph actuators are simple to fabricate as exemplified by the DEMES actuator developed by Kofod et al. [72]. However, they achieve only one direction
of bending. As hybrid and chain style modules typically employ bidirectional
rotation, we choose to focus on actuators with this capability.
• Bimorph devices can achieve two directions of rotation (up to 180◦ , [119]) and
can be fabricated with 2D manufacturing processes at the microscale.

• Multi-degree-of-freedom rolls can achieve large force to weight ratio and are
capable of 90◦ bending. However, these devices have a somewhat complex
assembly process as electrodes must properly align about the circumference.

• An agonist-antagonist configuration can be formed by placing two dielectric
elastomer linear actuators antagonistically opposed to achieve rotation. Any
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form of dielectric elastomer linear actuator can be used. In his thesis, Lochmatter [83] showed that an individual segment can achieve 30◦ . However the specific torque of this configuration is rather low (0.08Nm/kg for total device
mass).

We choose to study the agonist-antagonist configuration for several reasons.
First, the pair of elastomers in tension and the rigid arm in compression are similar to muscles and bone respectively. Thus, it is possible that composing modules
containing both a soft actuator and a rigid arm can form a sufficiently rigid yet
articulated robot. The agonist-antagonist configuration has other practical merits
as well. The rigid arm provides space within the module for electrical components.
The agonist-antagonist configuration packs well in a cubic lattice cell. Such an
agonist-antagonist module could form a chain style modular robot. While bimorphs
are capable of the ±90◦ rotation used by hybrid style modules, we choose to focus
on the agonist-antagonist configuration due to its combination of compressive and
tensile components.
Specifically, we choose to study methods for miniaturizing and improving the
basic agonist-antagonist configuration proposed by Lochmatter [83]. First, the length
scale of each segment of Lochmatter’s active shell is over 200mm. Second, there is
room to improve the low specific torque (0.08Nm/kg) of the active hinge segment.
The remainder of this chapter describes an improvement over Lochmatter’s design. Specifically, we study methods for miniaturizing the concept utilizing planar
fabrication techniques. The methodology takes advantage of a recent method for simple fabrication of dielectric elastomer actuators. The improvement utilizes a batch
fabrication technique suitable for fabricating the components of many modules simultaneously. In addition, this fabrication method along with the module design
improves the specific torque tenfold compared to Lochmatter’s design. We refer to
our module as an antagonistic bender module.
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(a)
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Figure 5.6: The 80/20 stretching device. (a) shows first stretch and (b) shows second
direction stretch with two laser cut diamond actuators

5.7
5.7.1

Methods and Materials
Materials

All devices consist of a prestretched elastomer, carbon grease electrodes, and a plastic frame. We choose to use VHB acrylic elastomer (3M Corp.) due to its potential
for high specific work compared to silicone elastomers. We apply carbon conductive
grease (MG Chemicals) using a fine bristle brush. While there are methods (see
Section 5.5.2) for batch application of compliant electrodes, we use manual application. We fabricate the frame from plastic. Initial experiments use laser cut (X-660,
Universal Laser Systems) acetal to realize a compliant mechanism frame. The next
generation method uses laser cut polyester to realize a deformable frame.

5.7.2

Methods

Stretching Device
As noted in Section 5.5.2, prestretching the elastomer greatly improves actuation
performance. As such, we utilize the stretching device shown in Figure 5.6 in order
to biaxially prestretch the elastomer. We construct the stretching device, motivated
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Figure 5.7: (a) template of different shapes under biaxially stretched VHB; (b)
weight to press VHB to polyester frame; and (c) released devices. Note in (c) the
Polycarbonate stiffeners (yellowish pieces) to affect the deformed minimum energy
state.

by that of Plante [122], from 80/20 components (McMaster-Carr).
Figure 5.6 shows the biaxial prestretching steps. First, we clamp a rectangular
piece of VHB at two opposite edges and stretch in the first direction as shown Figure
5.6a. Next, we use a pair of 80/20 assemblies to clamp to the other pair of elastomer
edges and stretch vertically as show in Figure 5.6b. We compute the dimensions of
the unstretched elastomer using the method introduced by Plante [122]. We verify
the biaxial stretch values by marking the elastomer and measuring the distance
between markers before and after stretching.

Batch Fabrication
Batch fabrication of many devices facilitates rapid empirical exploration of the design space. In addition, as we test devices to failure, having a batch of the same
device allows repeated testing of a particular design. The batch fabrication method
enables testing of many different geometries as exemplified in Figures 5.7a and 5.7c.
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Ultimately batch fabrication will enable development of many modules simultaneously.
The batch fabrication method begins by biaxially prestretching the elastomer
using the stretching device. Next, we attach the plastic frame that will maintain
the prestretch after the device is released. The first generation of devices use a
compliant mechanism acetal frame (two shown in Figure 5.6b) glued (Loctite 411,
McMaster-Carr) to the VHB.
The second generation of devices uses thin, compliant frames after the DEMES
method [72, 73]. Rather than glue, the thin polyester frames adhere to the elastomer
due to the natural adhesive property of VHB. First, we laser cut templates containing
several devices (e.g. Figure 5.7a). One template layer rests below the prestretched
elastomer and another is aligned on top of the elastomer forming a sandwich. The
top polyester layer is 12.7µm thick and the bottom is adjusted (25.4µm, 50.8µm,
or 101.6µm) to affect the final relaxed form upon release. The sandwich is then
pressed into the VHB using a large weight (Figure 5.7b). After pressing, we release
the devices using a razor blade (Figure 5.7c).
Several details of the manufacturing apparatus improve the final device quality.
Two methods prevent the VHB from adhering to the pressing components. First, an
approximately 2.5mm thick ABS component with the same template shape as the
polyester layers is placed between the pressing plate and the polyester on each side.
Second, the polyester sandwich prevents the ABS components from adhering to the
devices. One polyester layer is kept rather thin (12.7µm) so that the thickness of
the opposite polyester primarily determines the equilibrium form.
We experimentally determined the minimum wall width of a polyester frame.
It depends on both the degree of misalignment when pressing the templates to either side of the elastomer and the minimum feature the laser cutter can achieve.
Precision dowel pins and drilled holes in the pressing plates minimize misalignment
error when pressing the two polyester sides together. Typical misalignments were
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Figure 5.8: (a) Batch fabricated devices including a stiffness layer (white) along
desired portions of device. (b) section with stiffener (top) and without stiffener
(bottom). (c) A bowtie with stiffeners along vertical portions at left and right ends.
less than 0.5mm. In addition, adding sprues between devices on the template and
clamping the template on all four sides also mitigated misalignment. We found that
cutting the thin polyester film on medium-density fiberboard minimized the degree
the polyester would stick to the cutting surface. Through experiment, we observed
that the minimum polyester wall width we can reliably cut is 1mm; thin polyester
film templates with thinner features tend to tear when removed from the cutting
surface.
Realizing an individual actuator device requires releasing it from the template
and applying the necessary electrical components. First, we press a razor blade onto
each sprue holding the device in the template. Next, we clamp the device in a frame
to maintain its flat form and apply carbon grease to either side of the elastomer
area within the polyester frame. We then install the device into a test apparatus or
module.

Stiffeners Stiffening pieces can affect the relaxed form [72] as shown on some of
the devices in Figure 5.7c. We developed a method to add stiffeners in a batch
fabrication manner using an additive and subtractive process during the frame laser
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cutting operation. For example, in addition to the nominal polyester layers (12.7µm
top and 50.8µm bottom shown in bottom cross section in Figure 5.8b), the vertical
edges of the rectangular devices in Figure 5.8a have thicker (101.6µm) polyester
adhered to them with double sided tape shown in the top cross section in Figure
5.8b. Before cutting the bottom layer, we overlay it with a mask that allows the
101.6µm thick double sided tape to adhere only to the edges to be stiffened. We
finally cut the stiffening (101.6µm) polyester layer and align the layers with fastening
screws and press the bottom layer to the stiffening layer.
The stiffeners promote deformation to occur along the frame edges without the
stiffener. Figure 5.8c shows a square frame relaxed and constrained in a bender
actuator. Note that only the top and bottom frame edges deform because the right
and left edges have stiffeners.
While the stiffener batch fabrication process did alleviate the need to tediously
add stiffeners manually, the device yield is low. The main device failure mode is
loss of adhesion between either the VHB or the double sided taped and one of the
polyester layers. One possible reason is uneven distribution of pressure from the
pressing plates. Also, double sided tape with higher adhesive strength and more
compliance may alleviate the issue.

Electronics
As dielectric elastomer actuators require voltages on the order of 1000s of volts,
we utilize a DC-DC converter to amplify the voltage output of the benchtop power
supply. We drive a regulated DC-DC converter (H101P, EMCO Corp.) with the data
acquisition (DAQ) device (USB-1208FS, MCC) controlled by Matlab. Antagonistic
benders connect electrically to the DC-DC converter output with 30 gauge solid-core
wire.
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Figure 5.9: (a) an applied mass shown at 0V balances the elastomer elastic force;
increasing the voltage lowers the mass. Upon removing the voltage the elastomer
does work against gravity. (b) The antagonistic bender experiment apparatus enables
measurement of angular position as a function of applied moment and voltage over
time.

Measurement
We measure performance of linear dielectric elastomer actuators (e.g. diamond and
bowtie configurations) by applying a constant load and measuring the actuation
displacement using a camera and ruler. Figure 5.9a shows a typical setup. Applying
a voltage across the elastomer lowers the mass (mL ) a stroke distance s; setting the
voltage to zero raises the mass mL back up a doing work (W = mL gs). We determine
the specific work of the actuator by computing work done and the measuring the
mass of the actuator (frame plastic, elastomer, and carbon grease.)
To measure the performance of an antagonistic bender, we use the apparatus
shown in Figure 5.9b. It consists of an antagonistic pair of dielectric elastomer linear actuators each attached at one end to the fixed base and at the other to adjustable
mount. The adjustable mount attaches to an arm that rotates about bearings in the
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Figure 5.10: (a) and (b) show and active and passive antagonistic pair of VHB 4905
bowties at 0 and 3000V.

fixed base. We verify that the torque to overcome friction in the bearing (50nNm) is
orders of magnitude smaller than measured torques of typical benders. An angular
encoder with 0.3◦ resolution measures the angular displacement of the bender arm.
The apparatus enables measurement of angular position θ(M, V (t)) as a function of
external moment M and voltage V (t) over time in order to characterize the performance. The experiments presented in Section 5.8 measure θ as a function of M for
a constant V .
Figure 5.10 shows an example actuation case. This setup depicts one active
bowtie (with carbon grease in foreground) and one passive bowtie (clear in background). Conductive grease applied to only one bowtie linear actuator minimizes
fabrication time and still enables performance characterization and proof of principle
demonstrations. Increasing the voltage across the carbon grease electrodes on the
active bowtie from 0V (Figure 5.10a) to 3000V (Figure 5.10b) causes it to expand
and allows the passive bowtie to contract, rotating the bender arm.
The performance characterization begins by recording the initial angle of the
bender; the angles reported in Figure 5.18a represent displacement from this initial
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angle. Next, we apply a maximum operating voltage to the active (greased) bowtie.
The maximum operating voltage is set just below the voltage that causes wrinkling
in the elastomer which can lead to failure. Applying this voltage causes the bender to
move to its maximum, moment free displacement. Next, we apply an incrementally
increasing external moment and measure the angular displacement. The external
moment is then decreased in the same increments in order to determine the level of
hysteresis.

5.8

Results

This section begins with the design and experimental results of various dielectric elastomer actuated linear actuators. These linear actuators exhibit high force to weight
ratio, moderate specific work and can be fabricated with an active area with a 10mm
length scale. This section continues with the design and empirical characterization
of an antagonistic bender actuator. We discuss the development of two antagonistic
bender modules and finally several demonstrations with multiple module modular
robots.

5.8.1

Linear Actuators

An antagonistic bender module requires a pair of linear actuators. Section 5.5.4
reviews several dielectric elastomer linear actuator morphologies including the spring
roll, diamond, and bowtie. We choose to study the diamond and bowtie morphologies
due to their relative ease of manufacturing and their potential for batch fabrication.
In addition, diamond and bowtie actuators can perhaps be more easily miniaturized
compared to a spring roll actuator (minimum length to date is 45mm [189]).
This section begins with the study of macroscale prototypes of diamond and
bowtie morphologies and then evaluates designs of both types of morphologies at a
miniature scale. We begin our study with diamond actuators because of Plante [122]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: Dielectric elastomer diamond configuration with 4×4 prestretch. At
0V (a) the 247g applied load balances with the elastic force of the elastomer and
the compliant frame. At maximum voltage before failure (b) it achieves a maximum
strain of 17% before the device failed due to dielectric breakdown. Notice the vertical
wrinkles that form as the elastomer buckles when it is constrained in the horizontal
direction.
and Vogan’s [157] analysis and demonstration of its superior performance over six
bar actuators such as bowties.

Compliant Mechanism Frame
As discussed in Section 5.5.4, the diamond actuator has several merits including
simple fabrication, uniform stress and large actuation strain. The compliant mechanism rigid frame diamond actuators presented here are similar to the design by
Plante [122]. However, the diamond actuators presented here do not use an elastic
band across the diamond width to create a push type linear actuator. Rather, the
diamond actuators presented here are intended to be held in tension in an antagonistic pair such that when one actuates it expands allowing the other to pull causing
bending. The goal of these initial experiments is to develop a manufacturing method
and observe failure modes.
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We fabricated and tested two design iterations each with different biaxial prestretches. Each device (e.g. Figure 5.12a) consists of an acetal frame with compliant
hinges forming a six bar mechanism surrounding prestretched VHB 4910. For each
experiment, we add mass that extends the actuator back to the laser cut form of the
acetal compliant hinge frame. We increase the voltage to lower mass until wrinkles
form which happens just before failure. It is known that the actuation performance
depends on the applied load [71]. For all linear actuator experiments, the goal is to
perform one experimental trial to get an order-of-magnitude of the performance.

Figure 5.11 shows a diamond configuration with 4×4 (horizontal × vertical)
prestretch. The device can lift and lower a 247g mass over a stroke of 3mm. The
active height, measured as the minor axis of the greased section is 17mm. Hence the
actuation strain is 17%. We use this strain measuring convention throughout the
discussion of experimental results.

In order to determine the failure mode, we actuate the device until the elastomer
fails. In this case, the elastomer fails due to dielectric breakdown near the compliant
frame boundary. It occurs after the elastomer begins to wrinkle due to the boundary
conditions. To fasten the frame to the elastomer (which itself is adhesive), we use
glue rather than pressing the frame to the elastomer. In doing so, we attempt to
avoid mechanical stress concentrations along the boundary, however, we still observed
dielectric breakdown near the boundary.

Figure 5.12 shows a second diamond iteration. In this case, the elastomer has
a 5×2.2 prestretch state and we observe no wrinkling. A larger prestretch in the
horizontal direction, stiffens the elastomer in that direction. Hence, during actuation
the elastomer prefers to actuate in the vertical direction. However, due to lower
prestretch in the vertical direction, the device supports only 51g.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Dielectric elastomer diamond configuration with 5×2.2 prestretch. At
0V (a) the 51g applied load balances with the elastic force of the elastomer and the
compliant frame. At maximum voltage before failure (b) it achieves a maximum
strain of 50% before the device failed due to dielectric breakdown.

Deformable Frame
To realize a lightweight linear actuator, we experiment with the novel minimum energy deformable frame method (DEMES) introduced by Kofod et al. [72]. Figure 5.13
shows three versions of diamond actuators realized using the DEMES method (top
row: unactuated; bottom row: actuated). Section 5.8.1 reports the actuation performance. Each device consists of 5×5 prestretched VHB 4905 sandwiched between
12.7µm and 101.6µm thick polyester frames. The large prestrain both increases the
dielectric strength [71] and increases the elastic energy stored in the elastomer. In
addition, it thins the elastomer decreasing the required voltage to achieve a given
electric field which causes the mechanical pressure. For each device, we hang a mass
that stretches the device approximately half way between its minimum energy state
and its flat state. Upon increasing the voltage until wrinkles appear the mass is
lowered; removing the voltage allows the elastic energy in the elastomer to do work
on the applied load.
In the case of the first two devices (Figures 5.13a and 5.13b), each actuator
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Figure 5.13: DEMES diamond actuators. (a)-(c) depicts devices with zero applied
voltage; (d)-(f) depicts devices at maximum voltage.
reaches its flat state (Figure 5.13d and 5.13e, respectively) at approximately the same
voltage as wrinkles begin to occur. The third diamond morphology (Figures 5.13c
and 5.13f) exhibits the best performance (discussed below). In order to maintain
approximately the same active area height, the degree of bending at the left and
right corners increases with increasing device width and this effect may contribute
to the difference in actuation performance.
Note there are differences between the compliant mechanism frame and deformable frame in actuation behavior. With both methods, nearly all points on
the boundary move during actuation. However, the deformable frame method provides a continuous boundary whereas the compliant mechanism boundary consists
of rigid portions and hinge flexure portions. Also, the occurrence of wrinkles differs.
In the compliant mechanism frame with 4×4 prestretch, wrinkles form uniformly
across the active area. In the deformable frame case, wrinkles tend to form near the
diamond corners. This suggests that the compliant mechanism actuator achieves
more uniform actuation pressure compared to the deformable actuator. Differences
in behavior may also be attributed to the fact that the entire frame of the deformable
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: First bowtie prototype with no voltage (a) and max voltage (b).
actuator deforms and deforms out of plane whereas the compliant mechanism edges
remain rigid. However, the deformable frame method does enable diamond-like actuation behavior with significantly less frame weight.

Bowtie
In addition to diamond morphology linear actuators, we also study methods for
achieving high performance, miniature bowtie actuators. Note that the linear actuator used in Lochmatter’s [83] antagonistic bender device (Figure 5.5b) is similar to a
bowtie actuator: the nearly rectangular active area has two opposite ends fixed and
two free ends that bow in. Reliable performance requires some method for preventing cracks at the edge from occurring and causing the elastomer to tear. Lochmatter
et al. found that cooling spray [85] hardened the free edge preventing cracks. As an
alternative, the free ends can be attached to movable linkages using the conventional
bowtie actuator method. This section discusses the development of a miniature, light
weight, easily batch manufactured bowtie actuator that uses the DEMES method to
bound the active area.
The bowtie development utilizes the deformable frame and stiffener method discussed in the previous section; Figure 5.14 shows the prototype. Fabricating the
bowtie begins by laser cutting a 20mm × 50mm frame with 5mm width walls from
12.7µm and 101.6µm thick polyester. We then press the frames on either side of 5×5
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(b)
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Figure 5.15: Antagonistic bender actuated to 16◦ . (b) and (e) show active bowtie
with no and applied voltage, respectively. (c) and (f) show passive bowtie with no
and applied voltage, respectively.

prestretched VHB 4905. Finally, we manually attached 0.5mm thick polycarbonate
stiffeners strips to the frame using double sided tape and grease either side of the
active elastomer area. When released, the bowtie actuator relaxes to the form shown
in Figure 5.14a. Upon increasing the voltage to the maximum level, the actuator
moves to the form shown in Figure 5.14b. At the maximum voltage, the elastomer
begins to buckle near the left and right edges due to the constraints imposed by those
edges and the moving edges reaching their joint limits. Note that the thin polyester
acts as a compliant joint material and forms effectively a spherical joint at each of
the four corners.
During the study of different DEMES morphologies, we observe that adding
stiffeners to opposite edges of a rectangular frame caused the other two edges to bow
in creating a bowtie-like device (Figure 5.7c, bottom middle). Experiments with
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various rectangular frame geometries (Figure 5.8a) leads to the successful bowtie
device shown in Figures 5.15b (with grease) and 5.15c (without grease). The bowtie
forms from a rectangular frame of 101.6µm thick polyester that has 15mm width,
20mm height, and 2mm wall width. In the antagonistic bender device shown in
Figure 5.15, the two stiffened edges of the bowtie remain parallel as the actuator
moves (from Figure 5.15a to 5.15d) due to the constraint of the bender device.
Without this constraint, the rectangular frame would not form a bowtie but rather
twist as shown in Figure 5.9a.
However, adding many stiffeners in a batch fabrication method may prove unreliable given our previous results. Therefore, we develop a method that does not require
stiffeners. Note that we do not need any stiffeners as the structure of the bender can
provide the edge constraints. However, the deformable frame method does provide a
reliable, light weight, easily batch fabricated method for realizing bowtie actuators.
Section 5.8.2 discusses further development of an antagonistic bender module using
a subsequent deformable bowtie morphology.

Miniaturization
As the goal of the project is to develop a miniature module, we push the limits of
miniaturization of the deformable frame method. We set a goal of developing a module that can fit within a 10mm cube yielding a maximum area for the linear actuator
of 10mm × 10mm. Using the deformable frame method, the limiting miniaturization
factor is the minimum wall width (1mm) of the polyester frame. With this limitation, we fabricate both a set of diamond and bowtie morphologies with 1mm wall
with that approximately fit within a 10mm × 10mm area. Note extension from with
mounting holes on the diamond/bowtie actuators provide a means of mounting the
device to a test fixture and applying a test load.
Manufacturing a batch (Figure 5.16a) of several device morphologies enables
comparison of the relaxed form of each device in order to choose one which has the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: (a) template of miniature bowtie and diamond frames under biaxially
stretched VHB and (b) released devices.

best potential for maximum actuation stroke and force. For the diamond actuator,
we chose the device that exhibits the largest degree of bending. Figure 5.16b shows
each of the six diamond morphologies released and relaxed to its equilibrium state.
In the bowtie case (bottom half of template in Figure 5.16a), the original intent was
to operate them in the length direction (vertical in 5.16a) similar to the actuation of
the bowtie prototype shown in Figure 5.14. Two tabs on either side of each device
increase the stiffness of the respective linkage of the bowtie. However, when mounted
to actuate in the length direction, the device does not deform to a bowtie shape as
intended and the VHB tends to bunch up and stick to itself. Therefore, we rotate
the device 90◦ and mount and test it in the width direction as shown in Figure 5.17b.
While the side walls with mounting circles attached do not tend to bow inward as a
conventional bowtie, the device does bend about those edges out of plane. During
actuation, the side walls tend to bend down until the actuator reaches its flat form.
Figure 5.17 shows actuation of miniature DEMES diamond and bowtie, respectively. In Figures 5.17a and 5.17b, there is no applied voltage; the elastic force of
each actuator balances with an applied load. Each actuator is driven to a maximum voltage (Figures 5.17c and 5.17d). In both cases, the maximum voltage is
determined by that which causes the actuator to reach the flat state where further
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.17: Miniature DEMES diamond actuators. (a) and (c) depict actuation
from zero to maximum voltage of a diamond DEMES with 12.5mm maximum length.
(b) and (d) depict actuation from zero to maximum voltage of a bowtie with maximum length of 23.5mm.

extension is no longer possible. In contrast to the mode of actuation deformation
of the aforementioned compliant mechanism and deformable frame devices, these
miniature devices tend to act as unimorph benders.

Performance
Table 5.3 summarizes the measured performance (force to weight ratio and specific
work) of the linear actuation devices. Specific work is defined by calculating the
work done against gravity W = mL gs lifting a mass mL over a stroke s and the total
mass of the actuator device mD (including frame, VHB, and carbon grease). The
applied weight is chosen such that L remains nearly constant for each device in the
group (three groups: rows 1 and 2; rows 3 to 5; and rows 6 and 7).
The acetal compliant mechanism frame devices (rows 1 and 2) have relatively
poor performance. This is due in part to the mass of the compliant mechanism
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Force to

Specific

L

s



mL

mD

Weight

Work

Device

Fig.

[mm]

[mm]

[%]

[g]

[g]

mL /mD

[J/kg]

Diamond 4×4

5.11

17

3

17

247

10

24.7

0.73

Diamond 5×2.2

5.12

18

9

50

51

10

5.1

0.45

Diamond 5×5

5.13a

12

6

50

3.0

0.06

50

2.9

Diamond 5×5

5.13b

11

6

55

11.8

0.13

91

5.3

Diamond 5×5

5.13c

15

5

33

26.1

0.12

218

10.7

Diamond 5×5

5.17a

3

1

33

0.36

0.005

72

0.7

Bowtie 5×5

5.17b

3

1

33

4.3

0.02

215

2.1

Table 5.3: Performance of prototypes. Biaxial prestretch is noted next to device
name. Abbreviations used: active area length in actuation direction with no voltage,
L; actuation stroke, s; actuation strain, ; device mass, mD ; and load mass, mL .
Device mass of rows 1 and 2 is estimated from material properties.
frame which makes up approximately 70% of the device mass. While both devices
have the same mass, the 4×4 diamond can lift nearly five times more than the 5×2.2
diamond, and thus the 4×4 diamond has force to weight ratio five times higher.
However, the 4×4 diamond achieves only 17% actuation strain compared to the 50%
of the 5×2.2 diamond. Hence, the disparity in specific work is less than that of the
force to weight ratio.
For DEMES diamond actuators (rows 3-5), the performance is significantly better
than acetal compliant mechanism devices and increases with increasing device size.
For rows 4 and 5, though L is not the same, the increase in performance appears
to correlate with the mass of the device. The larger device mass correlates with
large VHB volume and thus larger stored elastic energy and better performance.
The increased performance with increased device size may also be attributed to an
increase in the cross sectional area at the widest part of the diamond. However, this
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increase in width requires an increase in the size of the minimum square that can
encompass the actuator thus increasing the module size.
Note the force to weight ratio of the best DEMES diamond actuator (218) accounting for the entire device mass exceeds that (20) of Plante’s [122] diamond actuator. Likewise, the specific work output of the best DEMES diamond (10.7J/kg)
exceeds that (3J/kg) of Plante’s, though the difference is not an order-of-magnitude.
Rows 6 and 7 show that the miniature bowtie-like actuator outperforms the
miniature diamond actuator, though both have the same maximum active area maximum length (10mm). The bowtie performs better than the diamond because both
achieve the same strain while the bowtie is a factor 4 heavier yet can lift a load a
factor of 12 heavier. One explanation for the difference is that, the bowtie has more
active area which contributes to increasing actuation to larger degree than increasing
mass. Second, the bowtie is apparently stiffer per device mass while maintaining the
same actuation stroke and hence can do more work.
Given the performance values of the diamond and bowtie linear actuators, there is
a tradeoff. While the diamond actuator principle provides a near uniform stress field,
the bowtie can achieve a higher active area within a given square. DEMES diamond
actuators perform well with maximum dimension of 27mm to 49mm (Figures 5.13a 5.13c). However, results of the tests of the miniature bowtie and miniature diamond
actuators suggest that the bowtie morphology works better at this scale. Thus, we
choose to develop a bender using two antagonistically opposed bowties.

5.8.2

Antagonistic Bender

As discussed in Section 5.5.4, an antagonistic bender consists of a pair of linear
actuators antagonistically opposed on either side of a rigid rotatable arm. As the
focus of this chapter addresses miniaturization of the main module actuator, this
section discusses design and experimental characterization of a module comprising
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the actuator, the structure, and a manual reconfiguration component only. Development of a self-contained mechatronic module including the necessary electrical and
self-reconfiguration components is an area of future work.

Design
The actuator parameters that affect the antagonistic bender design goals (±45◦
bending and ability to cantilever at least one other module) include the antagonistic
bender geometry, the elastomer material, prestretch, and number of active layers,
and the total antagonistic bender mass. The design and mass of the antagonistic
bender module is discussed below. For the bender geometry and the elastomer parameters, we refer to the conclusions of Lochmatter’s modeling analysis [83]. While,
Lochmatter’s model does not directly apply as the bowtie presented here deforms
in all three dimensions while Lochmatter’s linear actuator primarily deforms in only
two dimensions, we utilize it as an approximation for design.
To maintain passive stability, the bender joint should be placed at one of the
ends of the rotatable arm. Given the distance between the linear actuators H and
their length along the rigid rotatable arm L, the ratio H/L = 0.5 provides a good
tradeoff between maximum actuated angle and blocked moment (i.e. for number
of cantilevered modules). Increasing the number of active dielectric elastomer layers increases the blocked moment while not affecting the angular displacement. In
addition, increasing the biaxial prestretch increases the blocked moment.
We use these guidelines as a starting point for experimental testing of prototype
antagonistic bender systems. We experiment with both VHB 4905 and 4910 and use
a 5×5 prestretch as it provides high stored elastic energy and increased dielectric
breakdown strength. We choose a 20mm × 20mm active area length scale as it is a
convenient size for component fabrication and assembly.
Based on experiments with different linear actuator morphologies, we use the
deformable frame bowtie configuration. With H/L = 0.5, each bowtie actuator
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must have an actuation strain of 18% to achieve ±45◦ of bending. Given the 20mm
× 20mm actuation area, we experimented with two rectangular polyester frame
geometries that could enable at least 18% actuation strain: 20mm × 25mm and
20mm × 30mm inner rectangle dimensions with 2mm wall width. Each consists of a
12.7µm thick top layer and a 50.8µm thick bottom layer. In each case, we constrain
the 20mm edges and allow the length to relax to 20mm. While the 20mm × 30mm
actuator provides more actuation strain margin, the 30mm edges bow in too far
causing the elastomer to stick to itself. This does not occur with the 20mm × 25mm
actuator which provides

25−20
20

= 25% elongation strain. We also experimentally

confirm that the 20mm × 25mm actuator can shorten in the actuation direction by
at least 25% strain. The bowtie linear actuators in this section comprise the 20mm
× 25mm frame described above and either VHB 4905 (0.5mm thick) or VHB 4910
(1.0mm thick) elastomer with 5×5 biaxial prestretch.
Due to the complexity in modeling the deformation of the DEMES bowtie actuators presented here, this section reports empirically determined maximum actuated
angle and blocked moment. In addition, an equally important goal of this section is
demonstration of modular robots with dielectric elastomer actuated modules; Section
5.8.3 reports these results.

Characterization
We utilize two experimental setups to characterize the performance of both the
deformable frame bowtie linear actuator and the antagonistic bender actuator. First,
using the bender experiment apparatus described in Section 5.7.2, we characterize
the applied moment versus displacement behavior of the bender by setting the active
bowtie to its maximum operating voltage. Second, we use the same experimental
apparatus with a single passive bowtie on one side of the bender arm. This enables
measurement of the torque/angular displacement profile (and force/displacement
profile by geometry) of the passive bowtie alone.
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Figure 5.18: (a) The angle versus applied moment for two elastomer thicknesses
(VHB 4905 - 0.5mm and VHB 4910 - 1.0mm) for the antagonistic bender shown
in Figures 5.10a (off) and 5.10b (on, no applied moment). (b) The angle versus
applied moment for a bender with only one, passive bowtie (VHB 4905, 20 × 25mm
polyester frame).

Antagonistic Bender Performance Figure 5.18a compares the performance using the first experimental setup of antagonistic benders with VHB 4905 and VHB
4910 bowties. The arrows indicate the loading and unloading path. Note also that
neither profile exhibits significant hysteresis. The area under the curve represents
the possible operating points as the voltage can be decreased to reach points in that
region.
The relative performance of VHB 4910 compared to VHB 4905 is consistent with
theory. According to the antagonistic bender model developed by Lochmatter et al.
[85], the stall torque τ ∝ V 2 /t. Thus, we expect a twofold increase in the stall torque
by increasing both the voltage and the thickness twofold in going from VHB 4905
to VHB 4910. Indeed, we observe approximately a twofold increase in stall torque
(measured at θ = 0◦ ): τ ≈ 1.2Nmm for VHB 4905 and τ ≈ 2.4Nmm for VHB 4910.
The maximum moment free displacement for both actuators is approximately
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the same which is also consistent with theory. For strains below 30%, the actuation

 2
strain in the elastomer thickness direction [13] Sz = − Yp = − Y0 E 2 = − Y0 Vt .
This actuation strain in turn determines the angular displacement of the bender [85].
Because in both experiments plotted in Figure 5.18a the initial electric field E = V /t
remains constant we expect and indeed observe no significant change in the maximum
moment free angular displacement.
The specific stall torque of a module depends on the module (discussed below)
mass and length and dielectric elastomer actuator parameters. Both generations
of modules (Figures 5.19a and 5.19b) have mass m = 3.2g and length L = 30mm.
The first module generation uses VHB 4910 which has maximum stall torque of
τa = 2.4Nmm yielding a maximum number of cantilevered modules, Ns , of 1.8. The
second generation uses VHB 4905 which has a maximum stall torque of τa = 1.2Nmm
yielding an Ns of 1.1. Thus, we expect the module can cantilever one other module.
The specific module torques for the first and second generations are 0.75Nm/kg
and 0.38Nm/kg, respectively. In the case of the first generation, this represents an
order-of-magnitude improvement over the design of Lochmatter et al. [86].
We compute the specific work of a module using its mass and the area under
the applied moment-angular displacement curve in Figure 5.18a. We compute the
specific work for the antagonistic bender that uses VHB 4905 since both the module
and the experimental apparatus bender can achieve 12◦ maximum displacement.
Fitting a line to the return curve of the VHB 4905 bender from 0◦ to 12◦ , the area
under the line yields a specific work of 0.036J/kg given a 3.2g antagonistic bender
mass.

Bowtie Performance The results of both experimental setups enables determination of the maximum actuation strain, the force to weight ratio, and the specific
work of the active bowtie linear actuator. Here we use data from both the first experimental setup with the active antagonistic bender (Figure 5.18a) and the second
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experimental setup with the only one passive bowtie (Figure 5.18b). All performance
metrics reported here refer to bowties with VHB 4905. Note that actuation strain
and force to weight ratio cannot be directly compared to results in Section 5.8.1
because here the load is elastic not constant. However, we can directly compare the
specific work.

Figure 5.18a shows an antagonistic bender with a VHB 4905 bowtie actuator has
a maximum actuation angle of 12◦ . Given H/L = 0.5, this corresponds to a linear
actuation strain of 5.2%.

The maximum force in the active bowtie in the first experimental setup can be
determined by finding the moment required to maintain a bender with only one,
passive bowtie (i.e. the second experimental setup) at θ = 0◦ . Figure 5.18b plots the
angular displacement of a bender arm with one passive VHB 4905 bowtie actuator
versus the applied moment. Given the bender moment arm, 5mm, and applied
moment at θ = 0◦ of 2.3Nmm, and the active bowtie mass, 150mg, the maximum
force to weight ratio is 313.

To compute the specific work of an active 20mm × 25mm VHB 4905 bowtie
actuator, consider the work it does on the inactive bowtie as it moves from maximum actuation displacement θmax to θ = 0◦ . For a pair of bowtie actuators in
the antagonistic bender measurement apparatus, the maximum moment free displacement (shown in Figure 5.10b) is θmax = 12◦ (0.21 radians) according to Figure
5.18a. The moment due to the active bowtie to cause the bender to move to θ = 0
is Mb =2.3Nmm according to Figure 5.18b. We approximate the work the active
bowtie does on the inactive bowtie as 12 Mb θmax (with θmax in radians). This gives a
specific work of 3.2J/kg with 150mg active bowtie mass. Thus, the specific work is
of the same order of the results reported in Section 5.8.1.
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Figure 5.19: First (a) and second (b) generation antagonistic bender modules and
(c) top view of active bowtie actuator.

Module
Figures 5.19a and 5.19b depict two module design generations. A module comprises
two DEMES bowtie linear actuators each fixed at either end to the bender frame with
ABS clamps and 0-80 socket cap screws. To realize the bowtie linear actuators, we
use the DEMES batch fabrication process described in Section 5.7.2. We sandwich
the prestretched VHB 4905 elastomer between polyester rectangular annulus frames;
the top layer is 12.7µm thick and the bottom layer is 51µm thick. Upon releasing
the polyester-elastomer sandwich and constraining it to the bender, the polyester
frame and elastomer deform to the bowtie shape shown in Figure 5.19c. We grease
either side of one bowtie elastomer and wire each side to the DC-DC converter; the
other bowtie remains passive.
The first module generation (Figure 5.19a) uses a polypropylene arm with a
living hinge. While this method simplifies the module, the torque required to bend
the living hinge exceeds the capacity of the bowtie actuators. The second generation
(Figure 5.19b) bender frame consists of an ABS central arm with a dowel pin hinge
at one end. Dual Lock Reversible Fasteners (3M Corp.) at each end of the bender
module allow it to bond to other modules.
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The maximum degree of actuation bending of a single module setup as shown in
Figures 5.19a and 5.19b depends on both the module generation and the elastomer.
With the first generation module using VHB 4910, we achieve a maximum actuation
angle of 5◦ at 6000V. Using the second generation module with VHB 4910 we achieve
8◦ at 6500V. And using the second generation module with VHB 4905 we achieve
12◦ with 3500V and 16◦ with 4000V.

Discussion
The performance of both the linear actuators and the antagonistic bender depends
on the failure modes of the dielectric elastomer actuators and the physical implementation.

Failure Modes We observe several failure modes that limit the actuation performance of the linear actuator including: intermittent shorts, dielectric breakdown,
and arcing.
In some cases, such as the miniature bowtie, a intermittent shorts through the
elastomer occur, lowering the electric field. We observe this effect to occur at a corner
of the active area. This effect lowers the pressure on the active elastomer area thus
reducing the actuation displacement; however, it does not cause permanent damage
to the actuator.
In other cases, dielectric breakdown occurs, creating a hole in the device typically
leading to a large tear due to the high level of prestretch. Again we observe these
failures to occur near a corner of the active area as in the case of both compliant
hinge diamond actuators and the second DEMES diamond (Figure 5.13b). For the
deformable bowties for the antagonistic bender, we observe this failure mode to occur near the clamped boundary and less often near the boundary of the deformable
polyester frame. We avoid the former failure mode by not greasing near the clamped
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boundary. Dielectric breakdown at the boundary is a well known phenomenon attributed to a local increase in the electric field due to a charge concentration [157]
or cracks [122]. In all cases, wrinkling occurs prior to the localized dielectric breakdown. Hence, we use the occurrence of wrinkles to determine the maximum tolerable
voltage.
Arcing through the air also limits the maximum voltage. Above a certain threshold voltage, arcing occurs between two grease points that reach a sufficiently large
electric field. To achieve the same degree of bending as a VHB 4905 bowtie at 3000V,
a VHB 4910 bowtie requires 6000V. We observed arcing through the air for several
VHB 4910 devices likely due to dabs of grease on the 6000V side that did not electrically conduct to the main greased area. While VHB 4910 provides twice the force
as VHB 4905, we use VHB 4905 for the bender module to avoid this failure mode.

Physical Implementation The antagonistic bender modules presented here do
not achieve 45◦ of bending because the bowtie linear actuators can only achieve 5%
strain rather than the necessary 18%. The lower linear actuator strain is in part due
to the change in the type of loading: from constant load in Section 5.8.1 to elastic
load for the antagonistic benders. In contrast to the linear actuator experiments in
Section 5.8.1, the load (elastic force in passive bowtie) decreases as the active bowtie
expands and this leads to low actuation strain. In addition, failure modes (discussed
above) limit the actuation angular displacement. Also, not applying grease near the
fixed edges lowers the active area that deforms the elastomer.
There are several possible design changes that can potentially increase the actuation angular displacement towards 45◦ . First, lowering the H/L ratio increases the
angular displacement though it decreases the blocked moment. As seen with the second compliant diamond actuator (Section 5.8.1), asymmetric biaxial prestretch can
mitigate wrinkling, a precursor to failure. For example, the we could use a 4×6.25
biaxial prestretch rather than 5×5 and achieve the same initial elastomer thickness
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20: Two module configuration each with rotation axis perpendicular to
gravity at 0V (a) and 3500V (b).

while stiffening the elastomer in the direction wrinkles form.
In addition, there are a few design improvements that can increase the specific
torque and specific work of the antagonistic bender. Since each active layer (0.15g)
is less than 5% of the total bender mass (3.2g), adding more actuation layers will
increase the torque/work output while having a lesser affect on the total bender
mass. Also, the bender frame mass can possibly be reduced by using glue and smart
composite microstructures [169].

5.8.3

Demonstrations

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of dielectric elastomer actuators for modular
robotics, we perform two sets of experiments with a several bender modules. In the
first experiment, we demonstrate actuation of four modular robot configurations. In
the second experiment, we demonstrate that two modules acting in parallel can lift a
larger load compared to one module. We perform both sets of experiments with both
first and second generation modules. While both experiments demonstrate various
modular robot configurations comprising dielectric elastomer actuated modules, we
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.21: Two module configuration: one with rotation axis perpendicular to
gravity and the other with rotation axis parallel to gravity at 0V (a) and 3500V (b).

present results of the second generation experiments here as the modules exhibit
larger actuation angles.
In all demonstrations with a modules(s) with rotation axis perpendicular to gravity, the module bends down upon actuation. The weight of the module itself and in
some cases others cantilevered off it adds a constant load that increases the bowtie
actuation strain. A module bending up against gravity exhibits less angular displacement; an experiment with a single module showed it could bend up against
gravity 7◦ .
Figure 5.20 shows the first modular robot arm configuration. Each module has
its rotation axis perpendicular to gravity. We wire each module to the same DC-DC
converter’s output leads. For each bender module, increasing the voltage from 0V
to 3500V causes the active bowtie to expand allowing the passive bowtie to relax.
This combination causes each module to bend from the 0V state (Figure 5.20a) to
the 3500V state (Figure 5.20b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.22: Experiments with three module configurations. Chain of three modules
with joint axes parallel to gravity move from 0V (a) to 3500V (b) state. Alternate
three module configuration with two modules acting in parallel in the 0V (c) and
3500V (d) states.

To demonstrate the modular nature of the system, we manually reconfigure the
two degree-of-freedom modular robot arm in Figure 5.20 to realize the configuration
in Figure 5.21. Again we apply 3500V across the active bowtie of each bender and
the robot arm moves from the 0V (Figure 5.21a) to the 3500V (Figure 5.21b) state.
We also perform two demonstrations with three modules as shown in Figure
5.22. Figure 5.22a depicts a chain of three modules each with its joint axis parallel
to gravity moving to the actuated state (Figure 5.22b). Note that the modules
nearer to the fixed end move less than the module at the free end. This is due to the
fact that the moment at the dowel pin joint increases the effect of the joint friction.
Figure 5.22c depicts and alternate configuration with two modules acting in parallel
lower the free end to the actuated state (Figure 5.22d).
Next, we demonstrate parallel actuation by showing that two modules acting in
parallel can lift a larger load than a single module. We perform two experiments
depicted in Figure 5.23. In the first experiment, one module lifts 4.2g from the 3500V
state (Figure 5.23a) to the 0V state (Figure 5.23b). In the second experiment, two
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.23: Alone one module lifts 4.2g from the 3500V state (a) to the 0V state
(b). Together, two modules lift 8.9g from the 3500V state (c) to the 0V state (d).

modules acting in parallel lift 8.9g from the 3500V state (Figure 5.23c) to the 0V
state (Figure 5.23d). Using a side view video of each experiment, we verify that in
both cases the module(s) move from the same starting angle to ending angle. It is
important to note that the natural compliance of the bender modules (a property of
most dielectric elastomer actuators) helps them cooperate to lift larger loads. Thus,
doubling the number of modules doubles the load the robot can lift through the same
angular region.

5.9

Conclusion

This chapter begins with theoretical support of our hypothesis that dielectric elastomer actuators are a promising technology for realizing a miniature module. First,
we introduce performance metrics for a module of self-reconfigurable modular robot.
Next, we consider the effect of downscaling on actuator performance. We compare
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dielectric elastomers to other actuator technologies, and conclude that the large specific work, large specific stall torque, and large actuation strain are key merits over
other technologies.
Experimental results ultimately verify that dielectric elastomers can be used to
realize a miniature module. Initial experiments with linear actuators demonstrate
high force to weight ratio and moderate specific work with devices with active area
length scales as small as 10mm. Demonstrations with a 30mm length scale antagonistic bender modules prove by existence the ability to achieve a modular robot
with dielectric elastomer actuators. The antagonistic bender module has sufficient
stall torque to cantilever one other module. In addition, the specific stall torque is
an order-of-magnitude larger than Lochmatter’s antagonistic bender [83]. However,
the module can only achieve 12◦ of moment free bending.
Demonstrations with multiple modules show several actuating modular robot arm
configurations including one that uses two modules in parallel to lift a load double the
amount that a single module can. While several state of the art dielectric elastomer
robots are modular in nature, we believe the work we present here to be the first
case of a reconfigurable dielectric elastomer actuated modular robot demonstrating
various robot morphologies.
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Chapter 6
A General Stiffness Model for
Programmable Matter and
Modular Robotic Structures
6.1

Introduction

While Chapters 3 and 4 focus on self-reconfigurable shape, this chapter [162] focuses on how the module arrangement affects the structural stiffness. A fast method
to evaluate the structural stiffness aides the search for an arrangement of modules
achieving a desired stiffness as the space of possible configurations grows combinatorially. We present a fast approximate method where the bonds between modules
are represented with stiffness matrices that are general enough to represent a wide
variety of systems and follows the natural modular decomposition of the system.
The method includes non-linear modeling such as anisotropic bonds and properties
that vary as components flex. We show that the arrangement of two types of bonds
within a programmable matter systems enables programming the apparent elasticity
of the structure. We also present a method to experimentally determine the stiffness
matrix for chain style reconfigurable robots. The efficacy of applying the method
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is demonstrated on the CKBot modular robot and two programmable matter systems: the Rubik’s snake folding chain toy and a right angle tetrahedron chain called
RATChET7mm.

6.1.1

Structural Stiffness

While current programmable matter and modular robotic research focuses on hardware and shape formation planning, little research has studied the analysis of mechanical properties of the formed structures. Depending on the application, structures formed from these systems must satisfy stiffness requirements for a given loading.
For example, research in programmable matter looks beyond the active shape
representation to develop systems with programmable intrinsic properties such as
elasticity. A programmable matter system comprising small units each capable of
changing the stiffness of its bond to a neighbor could form a wrench with soft conforming interfaces for human hands and a rigid core to resist bending moments.
Programmable matter could conform to a victim’s injured limb as a temporary cast,
while programmable stiffness could create flexible joints where needed while remaining rigid in critical areas to protect broken bones.
Unlike custom designed robots, a modular robot is not designed to optimally
bear mechanical loads for a specific set of tasks. Different configurations of the
same set of robot modules may differ substantially in their load bearing ability. An
analysis method is necessary to evaluate candidate configurations or reconfiguration
sequences of a modular robot bearing a load. For example, in an urban search and
rescue operation, the system could squeeze into a cluttered rubble pile to find a victim
in a configuration optimized for locomotion. Then a planner could determine the
configuration that best supports the unstable structure while resisting compressive
buckling loads and preventing collapse.
Designers and planners require a modeling and analysis methodology to find
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hardware solutions and configurations for these systems that suit the task. However,
algorithmically determining the configuration that optimally satisfies stiffness requirements is challenging. The stiffness of a structure depends not only on the global
shape but also on the internal arrangement of modules and bonds as the modules
and bonds often exhibit anisotropic stiffness characteristics. As in the shape formation problem, the configuration search space grows exponentially in the number of
modules. Thus, as the cost function routine of a configuration optimizer, a static
solver must be able to quickly approximate the deformation of a configuration under
load.
Additionally, the analysis method should be sufficiently expressive in order to
model various current systems and to aid design of new systems that use different
connection mechanisms. While numerous connection methods have been explored
including magnetic [96, 140], electrostatic [68], and pressure [159], many systems
[153, 76, 129, 65, 80] choose mechanical connections for high rigidity. The mechanics of the connection between units and a unit’s structural stiffness determine the
stiffness of the overall structure which can vary widely and typically form non-linear
relationships between displacement and applied loads.
Finite element analysis (FEA) [92] is a standard technique for analyzing the stiffness of a given structure and would seem to fit well with this problem as it has an
inherent discretized modular approach. In contrast, the simulator presented here
does not require expertise with or ownership of a FEA software package. Using
the simulator developed in Matlab, one can easily express different configurations
and incorporate planning and optimization routines. This chapter presents a parameterized model that does not require an explicit definition of module geometry
useful early in the design stage. A parametric model provides an intuitive design
tool enabling users to quickly evaluate possible solutions. In addition, it allows the
experimental roboticist to characterize a system by fitting data to a model with a
minimal number of parameters. While FEA can achieve a desired accuracy given
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a fine enough mesh and sufficient run time, the computational complexity of programmable matter or modular robot stiffness optimization requires the use of a
computationally efficient approximation with less focus on accuracy.

6.1.2

Methodology

In this chapter, we introduce a structural stiffness analysis method capable of modeling programmable matter and modular robotic systems composed of mechanically
connected units. The method can express arbitrary elastic connections within and
between modules to first order, providing a model for approximating structure displacements under load. The model handles nonlinearities such as collision and gaps
between connection components. Using a new prototype programmable matter system, RATChET7mm described in Section 6.2 as an example, Section 6.3 presents
the modeling method.
The simulator takes advantage of properties exhibited by modular systems: (1)
lumped compliance within bonds and/or modules and (2) repetition of a finite set
of module/connector types. Because self-reconfiguration requires a module capable
of attaching and detaching, the bonding method is reversible and its significantly
greater compliance typically dominates the system’s behavior under static load.
Other classes of modular systems such as the CKBot system [131, 111], exhibit
compliance within the module. Lumping the compliance into the connector and
module reduces the number of modeled degrees of freedom while maintaining the
ability to predict displacements. The stiffness of the modules and the bonds can be
precomputed to a desired level of detail through approximate or thorough mechanical analysis [6], finite element analysis, or experimentation. Once determined, the
simulator can readily generate arbitrary configurations comprising copies of modules
and bond types and simulate the behavior. In addition, having a reduced parameter
set provides design intuition and enables experimental determination of stiffness.
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We demonstrate the process and efficacy of the methodology through simulation (Section 6.4) and experimentation (Section 6.5) with three systems. Using the
Rubik’s Snake, a toy that has inspired several programmable matter systems, we
demonstrate how to quickly approximate stiffness by mechanical analysis. With the
CKBot system [131, 111] we present a method for experimentally determining the
stiffness parameters of a modular robot and validate the model’s ability to predict
displacement under load (Section 6.5.3).
As discussed in Chapter 4, Griffith demonstrated that a chain of right angle
tetrahedrons can be folded into arbitrary shapes superimposed on a dodecahedron
lattice [48]. The chain is never broken (consisting of permanent hinges) and, when
folded, the faces of neighboring modules are reversibly bonded (crosslinked) to retain
a shape. Thus, an important question is: how can one exploit this bond type heterogeneity to design a structure with a desired stiffness? Using the RATChET7mm
system that forms shapes from a folded right angle tetrahedron chain, we show that a
system with two types of bond methods can exhibit programmable elasticity (Section
6.4.1).

6.2

RATChET7mm

To demonstrate the validity of the modeling method and provide illustrative examples, we present a prototype programmable matter system. The Right Angle Tetrahedron Chain Externally-actuated Testbed (RATChET) is a programmable matter
system composed of identical truncated right angle tetrahedrons (referred to in this
chapter as right angle tetrahedrons or simply tetrahedrons) that are permanently
hinged together and connected with reversible bonds to hold a folded shape.
The RATChET7mm extends work on externally-actuated chains of right angle
tetrahedrons presented in Chapter 4. When configured into a lattice structure, the
distance between the centroids of neighboring RACThET7mm modules is 7mm.
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Cable

(a)

Latch

(b)

Figure 6.1: Rendering of a single truncated right angle tetrahedron shaped
RATChET7mm module (a) and two modules connected by an I-beam shaped latch
and threaded with a pair of cables (b).

While the modules in Chapter 4 are larger and have automatically programmed external actuation and latching states, the RATChET7mm’s main purpose is to provide
an analogous passive system to study the stiffness of assembled structures and so is
made to be manually reconfigurable to simplify construction. It is sufficiently simple
to allow derivation and verification of an analytical model of the stiffness of a module
connection.
Figure 6.1a shows a rendering of a single truncated right angle tetrahedron module. Figure 6.1b depicts two connected RATChET7mm modules. Neighboring modules in a configuration (e.g. Figure 6.2c) connect with an I-beam shaped latch that
is press fit into the ‘T’ shaped slot on the truncated face.
Two circular holes through the module allow steel cables to route through. A
chain is composed of a set of these tetrahedrons strung along the cable as shown
in Figure 6.2b. The cable acts as the hinge and facilitates the folding process by
allowing the modules to sequentially slide into place during the folding process.
One hundred modules were manufactured from a stereolithography (SLA) process
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2: (a) Single RATChET7mm module. (b) Unfolded chain of
RATChET7mm modules and (c) 54 RATChET7mm modules folded and latched to
form a 3/8” socket wrench.

using polycarbonate-like material. The latches are manufactured from laser cut
polycarbonate and the cable is steel rope.
The system begins as a chain such as the one in Figure 6.2b. Each tetrahedron
is attached to a neighboring tetrahedron by a one degree of freedom hinge and the
adjacent hinges are perpendicular. A fold is defined as bending at this hinge until
two tetrahedrons make contact and can latch. The geometry of the tetrahedron
is such that when it is folded, six tetrahedrons form a hexahedron, and four of
those hexahedrons form a rhombic dodecahedron. Figure 6.3a shows an example
of a beam that is composed of 60 tetrahedrons and Figure 6.3b shows groupings of
six tetrahedrons into hexahedrons. The rhombic dodecahedron is well known as a
zonohedron that can tile 3D space. It can be considered the Voronoi tessellation of
a face-centered cubic lattice [26].
Configurations are formed by manually folding the chain. As each module is
folded to its neighbor, latches are pressed into place connecting the folded module
to neighboring modules in the structure.
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Figure 6.3: (a) shows a beam approximated by 60 tetrahedrons. (b) shows the
hexahedrons for each group of six tetrahedrons; lines and circular nodes indicate
hexahedron spanning tree graph. Lines and square nodes in (c) show the Hamiltonian
path graph defined by the hexahedron graph in (b).

A routine written in Matlab automatically voxelates the desired shape and
generates the folding plan [161] using an algorithm by Griffith et al. [48, 49]. The
algorithm constructs a Hamiltonian path (i.e. chain path) EC ⊂ ET as a subset of
the tetrahedron graph edge set ET by first subdividing the volume into hexahedrons,
then constructing a spanning tree of the hexahedral lattice, and finally wrapping EC
around the spanning tree. Though we are not aware of a proof that this method
can generate all Hamiltonian paths for a shape voxelated by hexahedrons, we use
foldings generated by this algorithm in our study of RATChET7mm structures.
Figure 6.3b, shows a spanning tree for a hexahedron graph. This uniquely defines the Hamiltonian path shown in Figure 6.3c. The module configuration starts
as a chain and each module folds in one of two directions according to the Hamiltonian path. The Hamiltonian path effectively defines the path the cable makes
through the configuration. Figure 6.2c depicts an example folded configuration of
54 RATChET7mm modules.
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6.3
6.3.1

Model
Six degree-of-freedom Stiffness Matrix K

We seek to model structures comprising modules interconnected by arbitrary mechanical links. From a strictly mathematical standpoint, the configuration of one
rigid body in space relative to another is a six dimensional quantity consisting of
both translation and rotation. Thus, to first order, any forces tying two rigid bodies
together can be modeled by a linear function of these six configuration variables.
Being linear, such a function can be represented by a matrix, referred to as the stiffness matrix that provides (generalized) forces, known as wrenches, as a function of
(generalized) positions, known as twists [101]. A wrench is a generalized force that
combines the three force components with the three torque components in a single
six dimensional vector. Likewise, the twist is a six dimensional vector combining
the three linear and three rotational displacement components. The inverse of the
stiffness matrix expresses the twist as a function of applied wrench, and is known
as the compliance matrix. For brevity we will refer to rigid bodies connected by a
linear stiffness as being connected by a six degree-of-freedom spring, which is a generalization of both linear and torsional springs. While a six degree-of-freedom stiffness
matrix can be composed from conventional linear and torsional springs, Huang and
Schimmels [59] showed that they cannot model an arbitrary six degree-of-freedom
spring.
A six degree-of-freedom spring can model arbitrary connection methods to first
order. Fasse et al. [33, 190] furthered the methods of Caccavale et al. [11, 10] to
model elastically coupled rigid bodies. The model presented in this section uses the
quaternion-based potential function of Zhang et al. [190].
We use the notation of Fasse et al. [32] where pab is the displacement of frame
b relative to frame a written in the coordinates of a. Frames a and b are rigidly
attached to bodies A and B, respectively. The columns of Rba are the basis vectors
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of frame b written in the coordinates of a. If no superscript is given, frame a is
the global frame. The configuration of frame b relative to frame a is given by the
homogeneous transformation matrix:

a
a
p
R
 b b 
Hba = 

0 1


(6.1)

The skew symmetric cross product matrix of p is written as p̃ and satisfies p̃v = p×v.
The six degree-of-freedom spring defined by a 6 × 6 stiffness matrix K maps
the change in configuration of frame b relative to frame a to a wrench that acts
equally and oppositely on bodies B and A. An infinitesimal configuration change
can be represented by an infinitesimal twist displacement δTba = [(δpab )T (δθba )T ]T
comprising translational (δpab ) and rotational (δθba ) three dimensional displacement
vectors. For an infinitesimal twist displacement, the wrench wba that body B applies
to the elastic connection between A and B is given to the first order by:


wba ≈ KδTba → 

fba







δpab




  Kt Kc  


≈
δθba
KcT Ko
τba

(6.2)

where Kt is the translational stiffness matrix, Ko is the rotational stiffness matrix
and Kc is the coupling stiffness matrix.
To determine the wrench for small, finite displacements, Zhang and Fasse [190]
define potential functions based on the relative translational and rotational displacements of the two bodies. For the rotational potential energy, they extend the work
of Caccavale et al. [10] by developing a quaternion based potential function. The
relative orientation of frame b with respect to frame a is expressed by a quaternion
qba = [ηba (eab )T ]T with scalar part ηba and vector part eab . Using the principle of virtual
work, they compute the wrench body B applies to the elastic connection with respect
to the global frame as:
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1
1
fb = Ra Kt pab − Rb Kt pba + ηab (Ra + Rb )Kc eab
2
2
1
1
τb = p̃b Ra Kt pab − p̃a Rb Kt pba + 2Rb (Eab )T Ko eab
2
2
ηab (p̃b Ra + p̃a Rb )Kc eab +

(6.3a)

(6.3b)

1
Rb (ηab (Eab )T − eab (eab )T )Kc (I + Rab )pab
2
where Eab = ηab I − ẽba .
Fasse et al. [32] prove several useful properties of their potential function. It
is sufficiently diverse and therefore can model any arbitrary local stiffness. The
potential functions are frame indifferent (i.e. equal and opposite wrenches are applied
to the elastically connected bodies.) They are also port indifferent meaning the choice
of body A and B does not matter. The expression requires only algebraic operations
and remains non-singular for arbitrary displacements away from equilibrium. The
method is valid for small displacements between the frames. In programmable matter
and modular robot systems designed to be stiff in use, this assumption is valid as
relative displacements between modules remain small.
In the case of the RATChET7mm system, each module is considered a rigid body
that elastically connects to one or more neighboring modules. Using Equation 6.3,
we can compute the sum of forces and moments acting on each module due to its
relative displacement from its neighbors. Given the stiffness matrix between each
connected RATChET7mm module and external loading and fixed module boundary
conditions, we can determine the static equilibrium of the entire structure.
We seek a means for determining the stiffness matrix K for the various links
found in the systems we examine. Several approaches suggest themselves: (1) analytic derivation based on the theory of beam elasticity; (2) experimental derivation
through loading a link with a known wrench and measuring the resultant twist; (3)
use of approximations for rapid analysis. The following section presents the analytical method. Section 6.4.2 presents an approximation method and Section 6.5.3
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Figure 6.4: Model of two connected tetrahedron modules, A and B. Modules can
either be connected by (a) a latch and a hinge or (b) a latch only. Latch l and hinge
h1 , h2 frames are labeled in (a).

presents an experimental method.

6.3.2

Analytical Method to Determine K

The stiffness matrix between two modules in a RATChET7mm configuration is a
function of the mechanisms that connect them. There are three types of inter-module
connections. Each pair of adjacent modules in a RATChET7mm configuration is
connected by a plastic latch. A pair of chain neighbor modules is connected by a
pair of cables running through them. When two modules are loaded such that they
tend to collide, they are also connected by a mechanism that resists compression.
In a RATChET7mm configuration, modules are connected in one of two ways (as
shown in Figure 6.4): (a) by a latch and a pair of cables or (b) by a latch only. These
connections are defined by corresponding stiffness matrices Klh and Kl , respectively.
When two modules collide, the stiffness matrix of their connection incorporates the
collision stiffness as discussed in Section 6.3.3.
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For the RATChET7mm system, connections between modules are modeled as
elastic beams [6]. The stiffness matrices for each connection type are derived by
considering a fixed-free beam using the theory of elasticity. Appendix A presents
the analytical models for the (1) latch stiffness Kl , (2) cable (hinge) stiffness Kh ,
and (3) face collision stiffness Kf . Analytical models provide a parameterization of
the stiffness of the connection method. Section 6.5 validates the model experimentally. For complex connection methods, FEA [191] or experiment can determine the
stiffness matrix.

The stiffness matrix K between two modules must be defined with respect to
a unique coordinate system. For a pair of elastically coupled bodies, the center
of stiffness is a unique point which maximally decouples K [32]. Kt and Ko are
symmetric and thus have principal stiffness axes. A displacement along a principal
translational stiffness axis applies a pure force to the elastically coupled bodies.
Likewise, a displacement about a principal rotational stiffness axis causes a pure
moment. There may not exist a point between elastically coupled bodies where the
coupling Kc vanishes. However, Lončarić [87] showed that the center of stiffness is
located at the unique point that makes the coupling stiffness Kc symmetric provided
tr(Kt ) is not an eigenvalue of Kt .
The location of the center of stiffness between neighboring RATChET7mm modules depends on whether they connect with a latch only or a latch and a pair of
cables. Adjacent modules that are not chain neighbors connect with a latch only
and have stiffness matrix Kl and center of stiffness at the centroid of the latch as
shown in Figure 6.4b.

The stiffness between modules connected by a latch and a hinge Klh is given by
the sum of the stiffnesses of each beam shown in Figure 6.4a. In order to sum the
stiffnesses, they are transformed [32] to the center of stiffness frame a using
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Figure 6.5: Collision sigmoid switch function.

Klh = AdTHal Kl AdHal + AdTHah1 Kh1 AdHah1 +
AdTHah2 Kh2 AdHah2

(6.4)

where the superscript in each transformation H of each adjoint Ad represents the
center of stiffness frame of the corresponding beam. The center of stiffness between
modules connected by a latch and a hinge is the position of the frame a that makes
the coupling stiffness of Klh symmetric [191].

6.3.3

Collision

The nonlinear equation solver used in the simulation requires the function it solves to
be continuous. We approximate the transition in stiffness components from collision
free value to collision value using a continuous analytical function that smoothly
transitions between stiffnesses over a small distance. Using a sigmoid function of the
form:
1

(6.5)
em(d−x) + 1
the parameters m and d can be tuned to capture the effect of a gap between the
y(x) =

modules. Figure 6.5 plots the sigmoid curve used in the RATChET7mm model.
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The parameter x is defined by the penetration depth. The coefficient d shifts the
curve along x to define the gap length and m defines the slope of the curve as it
passes through y(x) = 0.5. The values used to tune the simulation to experiment
are d = 0.5mm and m = 8000. Notice that the sigmoid in Figure 6.5 completely
switches to collision stiffness after the penetration depth x reaches 1mm which is
consistent with the approximate gap between two modules. In the simulator, when
a collision is detected between two modules, the face collision stiffness Kf (defined
in Appendix A, Section A.3) is added to the nominal collision stiffness (Kl or Klh )
using the sigmoid function:

Klwc = Kl + Kf y(x)

(6.6a)

Klhwc = Klh + Kf y(x)

(6.6b)

where Klwc and Klhwc are the with collision (wc) modified stiffness matrices for latch
only and latch and hinge connection types, respectively.

6.4

Simulation

Using the stiffness model described in the previous section, a mechanical simulator for
a modular lattice structure should be able to determine its behavior given specified
boundary conditions. This simulator, written in Matlab, finds the equilibrium
position of a statically loaded modular robot or programmable matter structure
loaded with arbitrary constant wrenches. The rigid bodies can be either modules or
components of modules.
The model of a modular system is represented as a graph with modules or module
components as nodes. Each edge of the graph links physically connected modules
and has an associated stiffness matrix defined by the type of bond between the
modules. For example, for each pair of adjacent tetrahedron modules defined by
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Figure 6.6: Deformation for two types of Hamiltonian paths in a beam (indicated by
wireframe rectangle) approximated with 42 tetrahedrons. Black triangles indicate
fixed modules; arrows indicate applied load. In (a) the cable passes through the
lower portion of the structure under compression and allows 8.6% larger deflection
at the free end than (b) where the cable passes through the portion under tension.

edge eTi = {xi , xj } (eTi ∈ ET ), the stiffness matrix between xi and xj is Klh if
eTi ∈ EC (i.e. if xi and xj are chain neighbors), otherwise the stiffness is Kl .
Our algorithm, outlined in Algorithm 4, uses Matlab’s nonlinear equation solver
fsolve to determine the equilibrium position and orientation of each tetrahedron
given loading and fixed boundary conditions. We must use a nonlinear solver due to
the finite rotations found in Equation 6.3. Each iteration of the solver computes the
force and moment equilibrium for each module according to Equation 6.3. For each
fixed module, the six equilibrium expressions are replaced by six constraint equations
on the module’s position and orientation.
Like all gradient search algorithms, fsolve is sensitive to the initial guess. To
minimize residual forces and moments, our simulator uses “load stepping” in cases
of large loads - it first solves for small loads, and uses the solutions as initial guesses
for larger loads. The simulator checks the residual and if it is too large it increases
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Algorithm 4 Static Equilibrium Solver
1: Given:
• Connectivity graph of N elements
• Stiffness matrix between each connected pair of elements
• Set of F ixed elements
• Applied wrench for each element in each column of the 6×N matrix Wapplied
• Initial twist for each element in each column of the 6 × N matrix T0
2:

for i = 1 to N umberOf LoadStepT ries do

3:

for j = 1 to N umberOf LoadSteps do

4:

Wloadstep ← (j/N umberOf LoadSteps) × Wapplied {Iteratively increase load}

5:

Use nonlinear equation solver (e.g. Matlab’s fsolve) to determine equilibrium twist of each element (in each column of 6 × N matrix T ) given F ixed,
T0 , and Wloadstep

6:

T0 ← T {Set solution as initial guess for next load step}

7:

end for

8:

if residual > M axError then

9:
10:
11:
12:

N umberOf LoadSteps ← N umberOf LoadSteps × F actor
else {Valid solution found}
break
end if

13:

end for

14:

Report equilibrium twist of all modules T
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the number load steps by some factor. This method reduces the residual for cases
with large displacements or large number of modules.
The simulator detects collisions using a triangle to triangle intersection routine
[93]. The sigmoid function described in Section 6.3.3 provides a continuous switch
function to approximate the change in stiffness matrices with and without collision.
Section 6.5 demonstrates how the parameters of the sigmoid function can be tuned
to characterize the transition in stiffness due to collision.

6.4.1

RATChET7mm Examples

Figures 6.6a and 6.6b show two chain paths (each indicated by Hamiltonian cycle
with square markers at module centroids) through a beam like structure. Each frame
shows the side view of a beam of 42 tetrahedron modules which appear as triangles
in this view. Black triangles indicate fixed modules and arrows indicate the 120N
applied load distributed over six modules.
Intuitively, Figure 6.6a will have larger displacement since the less stiff bonds
are under tension while Figure 6.6b has a configuration where the cables, which are
stiff in tension, will absorb most of the load. Under the loading conditions shown in
Figure 6.6, the method finds displacements of 11mm and 10mm, respectively.
We can consider the “apparent stiffness” of the full structure – the stiffness relationship experienced in the direction of loading. Consider a homogeneous rectangular cantilever beam of length L, area moment of inertia I and Young’s modulus
E under a transverse load at the free end. Such a beam, which may undergo large
deflections, can be analyzed using the Pseudo-Rigid-Body (PRB) Model [58]. This
model approximates the beam as a rigid link pinned to ground with a torsion spring.
The torsion spring models the beam’s stiffness in bending and has equivalent spring
constant (or apparent stiffness) given by:

K = γKΘ
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(6.7)
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Figure 6.7: Side view of configuration in Figure 6.3a showing deformation for two
types of Hamiltonian paths. Black triangles indicated fixed modules; arrows indicate
applied load.

where γ and KΘ are PRB model parameters that remain constant for constant load
direction. Therefore, a difference in apparent stiffness of two configurations with the
same shape (thus same L and I) and same loading condition (thus same γ and KΘ )
is due to a change in the apparent Young’s modulus. In the two cases in Figure 6.6,
we get a Young’s modulus of 75MPa and 82MPa, an 8.6% difference.
Figure 6.3a shows an example configuration of 60 RATChET7mm modules. From
Kirchhoff’s matrix tree theorem [54], there are 135 possible spanning trees and hence
135 Hamiltonian paths that can be generated using Griffith’s expansion of spanning
trees technique [48]. Exhaustively testing all of these 135 possibilities shows there
can be a variance in the apparent stiffness of the material if approximated as a
homogeneous material. The path shown in Figure 6.7a has a displacement of 12.9mm
which is the least displacement of any for the loading shown and Figure 6.7b has
displacement of 13.0mm which is the largest displacement. The apparent Young’s
modulus of the two paths would be 4.521MPa and 4.484MPa, a 0.8% change.
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Figure 6.8: Beam of 120 tetrahedrons with fixed modules (marked with black triangles), load applied to two tetrahedrons and Hamiltonian path shown.

Thus, the examples in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 demonstrate the ability to program
the apparent Young’s modulus of a programmable matter system with two types
of bonding stiffness (Kl and Klh ). Note a system with a greater disparity in the
stiffnesses of its two types of bonds would exhibit a greater range of programmable
stiffnesses.
The simulator allows for analysis of structures with a large number of modules.
Figure 6.8 depicts a beam of 120 modules under a transverse load of 20N. Note this
configuration has more than billions of possible spanning trees. Using heuristics to
determine a critical region of the structure and optimize folding within that region
is one possible method for handling the large search space.

6.4.2

Rubik’s Snake Example

The simulator allows quick formulation and simulation of many different forms of
programmable matter. To demonstrate, we model planar configurations of the Rubik’s Snake.
The Rubik’s Snake is a widely available toy with a chain of polyhedrons that can
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Figure 6.9: Experimental and simulated deformations of two Rubik’s Snake configurations each with 0.5N load at free end.

be twisted into a variety of shapes that has served as an inspiration for a variety of
programmable matter. The polyhedrons are right angle isosceles triangular prism
modules. When viewed as in Figure 6.9a we denote the three faces of a module
perpendicular to the page as the two leg faces and the one hypotenuse face. There
are three module to module connection mechanisms: spring bolts, face protrusions,
and face to face collision. Figure 6.9a shows a configuration of 24 Rubik’s Snake
modules. Each leg face of the module connects to a neighboring module with a
spring bolt which passes through the center of the face. There is no crosslinking
between hypotenuse faces. Thus, for some configurations under certain loadings
(e.g. Figure 6.9c) the hypotenuse faces along the top of the beam tend to separate
as the configuration elastically deforms. All faces resist collision and have small
interlocking protrusions and pockets which add rigidity in shear.
The center of stiffness is located in the geometric center of each face. The center
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of stiffness frame (such as the example frame shown in Figure 6.9b) is oriented such
that e1 is directed along the outward face normal of the module and e3 is directed
out of the page. To model the system, we need to determine the leg face stiffness
Kleg , hypotenuse face stiffness Khyp , and the face collision stiffness Kf .
In order to quickly model displacements under load of the Rubik’s Snake, we
define the stiffness components using rough order of magnitude approximations.
Module bonds are stiffest when modules are compressed together in collision. Thus,
we approximate the face normal stiffness Kf t11 to the order of magnitude of a beam
in uniaxial loading with characteristic module geometry and material properties.
This stiffness given by AE/L (assuming Young’s modulus E = 2 × 109 Pa, area
A = 400 × 10−6 m2 , and length L = 20 × 10−3 m) has order of magnitude 107 N/m.
We observe that 10N acting at characteristic length L = 20 × 10−3 m away from face
(giving 0.2Nm torque) rotates the module approximately 1◦ (0.017 radians) and thus
we model all rotational stiffness components as 10Nm.
The collision stiffness matrix is approximated by


7

10


Kf t =  0

0

0 0



0 0  N/m

0 0



Kf o



0 0 0


=  0 10 0

0 0 10

(6.8)




 Nm


(6.9)

We observe the spring bolt to be significantly less rigid than the face collision
stiffness and we therefore approximate its stiffness Klegt11 as a factor of 100 less than
Kf t11 . Stiffness along the leg face (Klegt22 and Klegt33 ) appears to be stiffer than the
spring bolt yet more compliant than face collision stiffness and we approximate it as
a factor of 10 less than Kf t11 . The stiffness matrix between the leg faces of Rubik’s
Snake modules ignoring collision is approximated by
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When two Rubik’s Snake modules collide in loading, the collision stiffness is
added to the nominal stiffness. Note that hypotenuse faces only connect when they
are in collision (i.e. compression.) Thus, in collision the hypotenuse face stiffness
Khyp = Kf .
Figure 6.9 shows experimental (6.9a and 6.9c) and simulated (6.9b and 6.9d)
deformations of two types of Rubik’s Snake configurations. A vice holds the five
modules shown with black triangles in Figures 6.9b and 6.9d fixed. A wire rope loop
supporting a mass applies a load to the configuration. In each case, the Rubik’s
Snake configuration has the same shape, fixed module (indicated by black triangle)
boundary conditions, and 0.5N load applied to the free end.
Note the rigidity of the configuration greatly depends on the folding pattern. In
the rigid case shown in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b, the modules are folded into a pattern
such that there is a direct path along the top of the configuration from the load
to the fixed boundary. In this configuration, the spring bolts of the modules near
the top are loaded in tension and the faces of the modules near the bottom are in
compression.
In contrast, the less rigid case shown in Figures 6.9c and 6.9d uses a fold pattern
with a circuitous path from load to fixed boundary. Vertical gaps form between modules near the top due to the lack of a crosslinking connection between the hypotenuse
faces which supports tension.
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Figures 6.9b and 6.9d demonstrate our method’s ability to characterize the relative stiffnesses of two configurations using a simple inter-module connection stiffness
estimation. The simulation reports deflections of 0.7mm and 3.4mm for the two case
Figures 6.9b and 6.9d, respectively which would correspond to Young’s modulus of
homogeneous materials of 3.2MPa and 0.7MPa. The simulation captures the heterogeneous and anisotropic nature of the connection methods. In the early design
stage or within a large search routine, such quick analysis could be used to quickly
cull poor configurations to allow focus on more promising ones.

6.5

Experiments

We experimentally validate the results of our simulations of all three modular structures. Keeping in mind that our goal is to develop a mechanical simulation that
converges rapidly enough to allow it to be used for optimizing designs by evaluating
many thousands of structures, we aimed for error on the order of 10%. Error results
reported here are valid within the range of the applied loads. As programmable
matter and modular robot systems are typically stiff, displacements will generally
be in the linear regime.

6.5.1

Rubik’s Snake

In the case of the Rubik’s Snake, a quick check on the validity of the simulation
is the estimated equivalent Young’s modulus, E, of homogeneous material. Figures
6.9a and 6.9c show the deflections (0.8mm and 2.9mm, respectively) of the physical
system under the same load and we can estimate E to be 2.7MPa and 0.8MPa,
respectively, which agrees with the simulated values with approximately 15% error.
This error seems reasonable as the stiffness components are quickly approximated
with a rough order of magnitude. While FEA can provide a solution with higher
accuracy, the simulator allows quick model development and comparison of apparent
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.10: Experimental setup for measuring angular displacement of connected
pair of RATChET7mm modules loaded by a moment about e1 . Each case shows
displacement with one module loaded with 50 grams on a 50mm moment arm. The
loaded module connected to fixed module with (a) latch and cable is noticeably
stiffer than with a (b) latch only. (c) shows a side view of unloaded pair of modules
connected by a latch only.

stiffness of different configurations.

6.5.2

RATChET7mm

We explore the stiffness of the RATChET7mm more deeply. Experimental measurements and analytical models of the rotational stiffnesses about the e1 and e3 axes
of the center of stiffness frames (Figure 6.4) are in agreement. We proceed to show
that the simulator accurately models a beam configuration of modules.
The first experiment verifies the rotational stiffness of a module loaded with a
moment about the e1 axis. Figure 6.10 depicts the experimental setup with two
modules. One module is fixed and the other is loaded with a moment by placing
a mass at the end of a moment arm. We measure the stiffness about e1 for each
connection type: latch and cable (Figure 6.10a) and latch only (Figure 6.10b). An
image processing routine written in Matlab determines the angular displacement.
Figure 6.11 shows good agreement between analytical and experimental stiffness
terms in both cases.
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Experimental Moment about e1 vs. Displacement
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0.08 Nm Analytical
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Figure 6.11: Experimental data and linear fits for an e1 moment applied to one
module connected to another. Data show a module pair connected with a cable and
latch is stiffer than one without a cable by an order of magnitude.

Note the cable (Figure 6.10a) increases the stiffness of a latch only connection
(Figure 6.10b) by an order of magnitude. The addition of the cable to the latch
connection method moves the center of stiffness from the latch centroid towards the
center of the module face as shown in Figure 6.4. The stiffness about e1 increases in
part due to the existence of a moment arm together with the Klt22 term of the latch
translational stiffness.
The e3 rotational stiffness experiment verifies the Klo33 stiffness term and demonstrates the simulator’s ability to capture the nonlinear effect of stiffness change due to
collision. Figure 6.12a depicts the experiment consisting of a fixed module, a loaded
module, and an extension arm used to apply moments about e3 . Figure 6.12b shows
a close up of the gap between the connected faces of the modules without load and
Figure 6.12c shows the modules in collision when a 30Nmm moment is applied to
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Loaded module

Fixed module
50g mass

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.12: (a) Experimental setup to measure Klo33 stiffness term. In (b), the
loaded module has no load and there is a visible gap between connected faces of the
modules. When a 30 Nmm moment is applied to the loaded module (c), the modules
collide.

the loaded module. For moments that do not cause collision, the rotational stiffness (0.11Nm) is due to the bending of the latch. As the loaded module begins to
collide with the fixed module, the stiffness increases to 1.35Nm which includes the
compression of the SLA polycarbonate-like material.
Figure 6.13 shows experimental and simulated angular displacement about the
e3 axis for a range of applied moments about e3 . The small gap between latched
modules (shown in Figure 6.12b) allows for some rotation without collision until θ
reaches 0.05 radians (2.9◦ ). Note that the simulation curve matches experimental
data well where modules are clearly free of collision or in collision. As described
in Section 6.3.3, we tune the sigmoid parameters such that the stiffness transitions
properly from without collision to with collision. The continuous approximation of
stiffness over-predicts in the region near collision. For example, at θ = 0.041 radians,
the approximated stiffness is four times the experimental collision free stiffness. Note
that this over-prediction does not exceed the collision stiffness and the continuous
approximation greatly increases the stability of the simulator.
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Experimental Moment about e3 vs. Displacement
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Figure 6.13: Experimental data and linear fits for an e3 moment applied to one
module connected to another. When angular displacement (θ) reaches 0.05 radians
(2.9◦ ), the face of the loaded module collides with the fixed module and the stiffness
increases by an order of magnitude. Simulation curve plots angular displacement of
module with tuned collision sigmoid.

Beam simulation
To demonstrate the accuracy of the model, we applied a transverse load to a beam
of six RATChET7mm modules. We considered two beam orientations in order apply
different loading conditions at each module to module connection.
Figure 6.14a shows the experimental setup for the first loading case. The simulation view shown in Figure 6.14b depicts the modeled boundary conditions. Two
modules (5 and 6) on the right end of the beam are held fixed by a clamp. We use
a set of masses to apply increasing transverse loads to module 2.
An image processing script written in Matlab determines the displacement of
module 1 at the free end. Figure 6.14c plots the vertical displacement of module 1 for
experimental and simulated data. The simulation data agrees well with experimental
data; the mean absolute error is 9%.
Using the same six module beam configuration, we measure its deflection under
load in a second orientation as shown in Figure 6.15a. In this experiment, module
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Figure 6.14: Beam configuration of six RATChET7mm modules under transverse
loading (a) and simulation model view (b). (c) Experimental and simulated displacement of module 1 in (b).

1, which is at the free end of the beam, is loaded in the direction shown in Figure
6.15b. We load module 1 by hanging increasing amounts of mass from the steel rope
loop shown in Figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15c compares simulation and experimental displacement of module 1.
Again the simulation matches the behavior of the observed data; the mean absolute
error is 13%.

6.5.3

Experimental Method to Determine K

This section describes a methodology for experimentally determining stiffness components. As an example, we consider the CKBot [111, 131] chain style modular
robot. The modeling and experimentation method can be extended to other lattice,
chain or hybrid modular robot systems.
The first modeling step is to determine how to lump the compliance. In Section
6.3.2, we assume RATChET7mm modules are significantly more rigid than the links.
CKBot modules, however, mate with machine screws and the observed rigidity of the
module and links is of the same order. To account for internal module compliance,
we model each module as four elastically connected faces. Figure 6.16b depicts the
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Figure 6.15: Second orientation of beam configuration of six RATChET7mm modules under transverse loading (a) and simulation model view (b). (c) Experimental
and simulated displacement of module 1 in (b)

ij
locations of the four internal stiffness matrices Kint
linking faces i and j of the same

module. Figure 6.16c shows the four external stiffness matrices Kext linking faces of
neighboring modules. To minimize the model parameters, we assume due to sym12
23
metry that (1) Kint
= Kint
and (2) all Kext are the same. Also, we assume diagonal

stiffness matrices yielding a total of 24 model parameters. Thus, a configuration
34
23
,
, Kint
of CKBot modules can be modeled knowing the four stiffness matrices: Kint
14
Kint
, and Kext . Limiting the stiffness matrices to diagonal ones ensures by construc-

tion that each stiffness matrix is symmetric positive-semidefinite, a requirement of
such matrices. We found through experiment that fitting data to a full 36 element
stiffness matrix often did not yield a symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix.
Determining the stiffness components requires subjecting CKBot modules to different loads and measuring the displacements. We use a motion capture system
(Vicon [156]) as it is a commonly available tool to roboticists and easily provides
translational and rotational displacement data. However, the resolution of the system is insufficient to directly measure translational stiffness components.
Therefore, to determine the stiffness components we load a chain of six CKBot
modules with a measurement frame at the end module that undergoes sufficient
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Figure 6.16: (a) CKBot module. Four face model with (b) faces and internal stiffness
matrix frames labeled and (c) external stiffness frames labeled. Superscripts denote
pair of faces linked at given stiffness frame.

displacement. Figure 6.17a shows an example configuration with a mass at one of
the loading points of the load mount. The load mount supports extensions with
Vicon markers used to define the measurement frame ei . We load the six CKBot
chain in several different joint angle configurations and partition the data into a
fitting set and a validation set.
We observed that the two twist components ∆p1 and ∆θ3 of the frame in Figure 6.17a exhibit sufficiently high signal to noise ratio to accurately measure. We
therefore use Matlab’s lsqcurvefit tool to determine the stiffness components
that best matches the simulated ∆p1 and ∆θ3 displacement of the load mount frame
to the data. As the convergence time of the fitting routine is sensitive to initial
guess, we set initial translational stiffness values to 106 N/m and rotational stiffness
values to 500 Nm. These values are based on analysis in the translation case and
preliminary experiments in the rotation case.
Table 6.1 reports the stiffness components determined by the fitting routine.
12
23
Note that the translation stiffness components (K11 − K33 ) for Kint
and Kint
are all
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.17: (a) shows experiment apparatus with markers for Vicon motion capture system. Two different CKBot configurations (b) and (c) (denoted C3 and C4 ,
respectively) that place load mount at same position and orientation.

approximately 2 × 107 . This is consistent with the fact that edges of the CKBot for
12
23
Kint
and Kint
are epoxied tightly together. Likewise, the translation components of

Kext , the stiffness between faces fastened with machine screws, has a relatively high
34
value of 6 × 107 to 8 × 107 . The translation components of stiffness matrices Kint
14
and Kint
have generally lower values because they represent the stiffness between

the joints connecting face 4 to faces 1 and 3 (Figure 6.16b).
Figure 6.18 compares experimental data with simulation results for the fitting
and validation data sets. Values in parentheses report the mean absolute value of
the relative error. Figures 6.18a and 6.18b present four typical loading conditions
used to determine the 24 stiffness parameters. It shows that the fitting routine
determines stiffness components that fit the simulation to the data with less than
14% error on average.
To validate the simulator predictions of ∆p1 and ∆θ3 displacements in other
joint angle configurations, we load the configurations shown in Figures 6.17b (C3 )
and 6.17c (C4 ) and compare measured displacement with simulation results. Figures
6.18c and 6.18d report the comparison. Note that with the exception of the C4 , τ3
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23
12
/Kint
Kint

34
Kint

14
Kint

Kext

K11

1.6E+7

4.9E+7

3.2E+4

6.1E+7

K22

2.4E+7

2.7E+5

3.1E+6

8.2E+7

K33

2.1E+7

1.0E+4

5.5E+7

6.6E+7

K44

4.0E+1

1.5E+3

2.9E+4

4.3E+2

K55

6.4E+4

1.7E+1

1.1E+2

3.5E+3

K66

4.4E+1

9.7E+1

3.2E+4

3.8E+4

units

N/m

Nm

Table 6.1: CKBot stiffness components of frames defined in Figures 6.16b and 6.16c

case, the simulator accurately predicts the displacement with 12% error or less on
average. It is important to note that though the accuracy of the simulator is approximately 15%, it correctly predicts the slope and relative magnitude of displacement
of the two configurations.
One application for the simulator is to determine the modular robot configuration
that displaces least while performing a desired task. As an example, consider the two
CKBot configurations C3 and C4 shown in Figures 6.17b and 6.17c. Both achieve
the same load mount position and orientation. However, given an applied torque
load about e3 (τ3 ) or e1 (τ1 ) the model predicts (Figure 6.18c) that configuration
C4 displaces (∆p1 ) less in translation relative to configuration C3 . And under the
same loads, Figure 6.18d shows that configuration C3 rotates less relative to configuration C4 . Thus, a chain style modular robot can exhibit programmable stiffness
by specifying the chain path.

6.6

Discussion

The primary goal for this work is to develop a fast and precise method for determining the impact of varying both bond stiffness characteristics and the bond and
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of experiment (Exp, lines with full markers) data with
simulation (Sim, empty markers). Values in parentheses report mean absolute value
of relative error. Legend entries indicate CKBot joint configuration Ci and applied
load τi . y axis indicates weight applied to achieve τi . Figures show simulator’s ability
to model ((a) and (b)) and predict ((c) and (d)) slopes and relative magnitudes of
displacements for CKBot configurations considered.
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module arrangement in a modular robot or programmable matter system. We discuss our method in terms of its programmability, expressibility, computational cost
and modeling error .

6.6.1

Programmability

Programmability is the degree with which a method enables one to design desired
properties into a system being constructed. Simulations of RATChET7mm show
how the choice of Hamiltonian path influences the stiffness of the configuration. In
particular, placing the cables in areas of high tension increases the apparent stiffness.
For applications where maximum stiffness under a specified load is a priority, the
path of the cable can be optimized to minimize the deflection of the configuration.
Note that using two types of connection methods provides the ability to tune
the apparent Young’s modulus. The placement of relatively compliant and rigid
bonds throughout the configuration controls the stiffness at the point of loading.
Though the number of modules in a configuration is finite, the number of possible
configurations is very large as it is exponential in the number of modules. This
allows for a broad range of achievable material properties from a system with only
two inherent stiffnesses.
In the CKBot case, the choice of path of a chain of modules (Figures 6.17b,
6.17c) results in different stiffness characteristics for the same end-point location
and orientation. Our simulator allows us to anticipate the tunable apparent stiffness
of the modular robot.

6.6.2

Expressibility

Expressibility is the degree to which a given model can be adapted to represent, or
express, a large variety of systems. Our simulator can model modular robot and programmable matter systems where edges of the module or module component connectivity graph are assigned 6×6 stiffness matrices. This chapter shows it applies with
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equal generality to a Rubik Snake’s triangular prisms linked only by the chain backbone, to faces of CKBot modules linked by either permanent intra-module structures
or module-to-module bonds, and to a folded chain of RATChET7mm tetrahedrons
threaded on a steel cable backbone and interlinked by inserted latches.
In each case, the key to successful modeling has been to identify the dominant compliances in the structure. For the Rubik Snake these compliances were
easy to identify – the only force between modules (other than the force preventing inter-penetration) is the force holding adjacent prism faces on the backbone
close to each other, while allowing for rotation around a face-centered axis. For the
RATChET7mm, compliances are found in backbone hinges and in module interlinks
created with inserts.
For CKBot modules, the dominant compliances were initially hard to identify, as
the “natural” choice of treating the modules themselves as rigid bodies turned out
to be unreasonable. Instead, module faces became the rigid bodies of the mechanical
simulation, and the dominant compliances are found between the faces that comprise
a single robot modules in addition to compliances between connected modules. The
CKBot system has an architecture that is similar to M-TRAN II, M-TRAN III,
Conro and Superbot as well as many other modular robot systems. Thus, a similar
modeling approach may work well for these systems.
The generalized stiffness matrix allows users to quickly express relative relationships in stiffness. For example, one could study the effect of a connection method
that is stiffer in shear (e2 -e3 plane) relative to axial (e1 ) loading. Such a connection
method can be approximated by
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The designer could test many different lattice configurations and later substitute a
more accurate stiffness matrix.

6.6.3

Computational cost

From its inception, our simulator was designed as a survey tool for automated assessment of modular configurations. Its computational cost is as low as we believe
one could reasonably expect a fully general mechanical model of modular structures
to have. A key benefit of the six degree-of-freedom stiffness model is that it lumps
together internal degrees of freedom without degrading its expressive ability. Its use
allows the model to reduce the system to the minimal degrees of freedom necessary
to predict its displacement under load.
The computational cost comes mostly from the Matlab fsolve which is affected
by several parameters of the configuration and the boundary conditions. The solution
time is directly related to the magnitude of the load and the number of modules.
For a given acceptable residual, increasing load magnitudes require an increasing
number of load steps; this suggests that improvements in the solver are the most
direct way to increase computation rates.
The computational cost is also a function of the number of modules. Figure
6.19 plots the computation time as a function of the number of modules in a beam
configuration in seven different loading cases. In each case, the free end of a fixedfree beam of modules is loaded with 1mN of force. Plotting the curves on a log-log
plot shows that the empirical computational cost is O(N 1.9 ) with collision detection
and O(N 1.4 ) without.
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Figure 6.19: Average computation time for fixed-free beam of N modules under six
free end load conditions.

6.6.4

Modeling Error

There are several possible sources of error between experimental data and simulation
results. In the RATChET7mm system, the linear elastic beam model approximates
the stiffness between modules. However, it does not fully model the complexity of the
module-to-module connections, e.g. a press fit I-beam latch may slip depending on
its orientation with respect to the load. The gap due to the cable slip fit through the
modules and imperfect tension in the cable may lead to some additional inaccuracies.

6.7

Conclusion

Programmable matter and modular robots can form structures to best suit a functional requirement given short notice. In many applications, mechanical stiffness is
a primary functional requirement and the system designers must provide a means
to realize the required structural stiffness by choosing the arrangement of modules
and the arrangement of bonds among them. One example is finding the stiffest configuration for building a wrench among the many suitable shapes or bonding paths
of a RATChET7mm chain. In modular robot structures with heterogeneous and
anisotropic bonding characteristics, the module configuration determines the stiffness of the structure and can be specified to tune the apparent stiffness to suit the
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task.
In this chapter, we show that using a generalized 6 × 6 stiffness matrix we can
express the stiffness behavior of arbitrary mechanical bonds and that this is an
effective method for analyzing the apparent stiffness of programmable matter and
modular robots. We offer enhancements to the 6 × 6 stiffness matrix model that
handle anisotropies and non-linearities such as increased stiffness when in collision.
We demonstrate the ability of the method to model both programmable matter
with the Rubik’s Snake and RATChET7mm systems and modular robots with the
CKBot system. Our experiments with these physical systems validate the model. In
the modular robot case, we present an experimental methodology for determining
stiffness components that may be useful to similar modular robots. In the case of
folded chain programmable matter, we demonstrate an ability to program apparent
elasticity of a constant shape by choice of folding.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1

Contributions

Modular robots have the potential to overcome the fixed morphology limitations of
conventional robots. Decreasing the module size has several potential benefits including higher resolution and dexterity, access to smaller environments, and a greater
number of modules per robot increasing versatility and fault tolerance. However, the
module’s main actuator limits the extent to which it can be miniaturized. The contributions of this thesis demonstrate two novel methods that enable module miniaturization. In addition, as structural stiffness of programmable matter formed from
mesoscale units is important in many applications, we develop a general stiffness
model capable of predicting the static load behavior of a modular structure.

7.1.1

External Actuation

Using two types of systems, we demonstrate that external actuation can successfully
cause reconfiguration of a modular robotic system and enable module miniaturization. With two generations of XBot modules, we show that inertial forces can be
used to cause reconfiguration in a two dimensional system. With two generations
of RATChET modules, we show that a two degree-of-freedom manipulator can fold
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a chain of right angle tetrahedron modules to a three dimensional shape. In both
cases, we demonstrate that deterministic external actuation can cause reconfiguration reliably and in known time. In addition, we can predict and experimentally
execute external actuator motion profiles that cause inertial forces or the force due
to gravity to move modules for reconfiguration.
Each successive external actuation project represents a progression towards further miniaturization. In the XBot case, we demonstrate reconfiguration with 100mm
scale modules. However, we show analytically that the principle of inertia based external actuation can potentially work at the mesoscale. The two RATChET systems
have smaller scales with 42mm and 14mm distance between centroids when bonded,
respectively. In the latter case, we demonstrate that using external actuation for
both module movement and bond actuation enables miniaturization. Furthermore,
we show that we can achieve programmable shape assembly without requiring a
module with onboard processing; a simple shape memory alloy driven mechanism is
sufficient to utilize external energy for making and breaking bonds. In addition, as
shown in both cases, external actuation and miniaturization lead to a module with
lower cost and complexity and high reliability.
For both the XBot and the RATChET systems, we prove that the external actuator can reconfigure the system from one arbitrary shape to any other shape. In
the XBot case, we show that forming lattice shapes from meta-modules of 20 XBots
allows the group of modules to cooperate to overcome the limited single degree-offreedom of one module. We show that using module motion primitives consisting of
one or two modules, experimentally verified to be reliable, enables a meta-module
to relocate to anywhere on the lattice structure surface. Using this property, we
show that any configuration can reconfigure to a line proving full reachability. In
the RATChET case, we assume we have a plan that folds the chain sequentially
from the root to a folded lattice shape. We present an algorithm that is complete by
construction that determines the path in the external actuator configuration space
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that completes the next fold in the sequence.
This thesis also focuses on the design aspects of the module and the external
actuator. Through analysis and experiment we show that maximizing module bond
strength and minimizing module mass and friction (in joints or to environment)
leads to faster reconfiguration and an increased number of modules. In addition,
the RATChET14mm module successfully achieves self-assembly and self-disassembly
using only mechanical components, enabling its mesoscale size. For the external
actuator, we show in the inertia based case that an insufficient number of external
actuator degrees-of-freedom allows for singularities in module motion, inhibiting reliable reconfiguration. In the gravity based case, we ensure the two degree-of-freedom
external manipulator has sufficient range of motion to cause all possible folds for
self-assembly.

7.1.2

Dielectric Elastomer Actuated Module

A mesoscale module that moves using an internal actuator should use an actuation
technology that performs well at the mesoscale. We first define important module
metrics (i.e. specific torque and specific work) and then compare numerous actuation
technologies using those metrics. Electromagnetic actuators perform poorly at the
mesoscale and while shape memory alloys have high specific work, they are slow,
inefficient and difficult to position control. Dielectric elastomers outperform all other
actuation technologies surveyed and thus we study the development of a module
actuated with this technology.
Our empirical investigation of dielectric elastomer actuation for a mesoscale module includes several contributions. First, we introduce a batch fabrication method for
realizing many Dielectric Elastomer Minimum Energy Structures (DEMES) devices
simultaneously. Next, we use this method to experimentally compare the performance of several DEMES linear actuator devices and conclude the bowtie morphology performs better than the diamond morphology. We then test an antagonistic
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bender morphology using two antagonistically opposed bowtie actuators to characterize its torque-displacement behavior. Using the antagonistic bender morphology,
we present a 30mm length scale module capable of bending approximately 12◦ . By
design, the module has low cost and complexity although reliability issues must be
further addressed. We demonstrate numerous modular robot arm configurations
comprising two or three antagonistic bender modules. In addition, we demonstrate
parallel actuation: a pair of modules acting in parallel can lift more load than a
single module.

7.1.3

A General Stiffness Model for Programmable Matter
and Modular Robotic Structures

Understanding the response to static load is an important component of the design
and control of programmable matter and modular robot structures. As such, we
extend a general stiffness modeling method to a simulator capable of modeling programmable matter and chain, lattice, or hybrid style modular robots. Because the
number of configurations is exponential in the number of modules the model should
provide a fast approximate static load displacement solution. Taking advantage of
the modular nature of these systems, we implement a lumped stiffness model based
on 6×6 stiffness matrices that provides an approximate solution by reducing the
modeled degrees-of-freedom. In the simulator, a graph represents the modular system: nodes represent modules and edges represent bonds between them defined by
a 6×6 stiffness matrix, sufficiently general to model arbitrary elastic bonds.
Simulation and experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of the method.
First, using three different modular systems we demonstrate three different methods
for determining the stiffness between modules: analytical, approximation, and experimental. For programmable matter formed from folded chains (e.g. RATChET), we
show that defining the folding path enables programmable elasticity. With a chain
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style modular robot, we show the model’s ability to both fit to and predict experimental data of displacement under load. Using the Rubik’s Snake toy, we show that
the approximation method for defining the stiffness matrices enables rapid model
development and predictions with approximately 15% error.

7.2
7.2.1

Future Work Directions
External Actuation

For the inertia based XBot system, there are several areas for extension including
the module design and the system control. First, each module carries its power
source on board, accounting for 25% of the module mass. Using distributed power
would remove the need for an onboard batteries, lowering the mass and thus required
bond force and external actautor power. While the XBot system presented in this
thesis operates in two dimensions, the principle can be extended to three dimensions
using cubes with a breakable joint at each edge and a three degree-of-freedom linear
stage. In addition, it may be possible to use gravity as the force of reconfiguration
though achieving complex motion primitives (i.e. double pendulums) may be difficult.
For the external actuator, we manually design the table motion profiles for each
module motion primitive by modeling the dynamics. These motion profiles could be
numerically optimized with respect to minimizing reconfiguration time or maximizing
reliability despite variations in the motion profile.
In addition, our experiments reconfigure one module at a time; a possible extension is to plan motion profiles and reconfiguration sequences that allow for multiple
reconfiguring modules. Adding sensors to each module may allow for less coordination between the motion controller and the reconfiguring modules. To realize this,
one possible method is to cyclically run a concatenation of all necessary motion
profiles and enable a module to sense the motion (e.g. using an accelerometer) and
decide when to release its bond. Such an ability may enable reconfiguration with
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distributed control and relocating many modules in parallel. Also, the meta-module
comprising 20 XBots used to prove reachability may not be minimal; there may
exist other meta-modules with fewer modules, perhaps using other module motion
primitives.
In the case of the gravity based RATChET system, there is possible future work in
the areas of module design and external actuator control. The systems presented in
this thesis utilize two types of bonding methods: permanent magnet and mechanical
latch. Both methods have limitations: the permanent magnet requires manual reset
and the mechanical latch protrudes from the face complicating fold planning. One
possible alternative is electro-permanent magnets which outperform electromagnets
by having higher bond force to weight ratio and by not requiring power to maintain the bond. Other methods such as fused material (e.g. wax, low melting point
alloy), electrostatics, or surface tension do not require face protrusions and scale favorably upon miniaturization. The folding method used for the experiments in this
thesis (folding the chain sequentially from the root modules) may limit the types of
shapes that can be formed. Using a more complex external actuation motion, one
could possibly achieve nonsequential folding by moving the manipulator such that
an arbitrary pair of modules bond, thus removing constraints on the fold planner.
In both the inertia and gravity cases, methods for further module miniaturization can be explored. For the XBot system, we showed theoretically that the
method can work at the mesoscale because the force of the magnet bond scales at
the same rate as the inertia forces. The miniaturization limit of the inertia method
can be experimentally investigated and will likely limited by surface forces that will
dominate the inertial force as the module downscales to the microscale. In developing a 14mm length scale RATChET module, we demonstrate that the gravity
based method works at the mesoscale. Further miniaturization of both methods will
require new manufacturing methods such as smart composite microstructures and
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).
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The gravity and inertia external actuation methods have limitations and many
other methods for transmitting external actuator force exist. One limitation of
the inertia and gravity methods is that the external actuation force acts on the
entire modular structure not just the module(s) that are reconfiguring. Thus, in
the inertia case, because only a single module remains fixed to the table, the bond
force between other modules must be sufficiently strong to withstand the inertia
force. In the gravity case, all modules feel the force of gravity and again the bond
force between modules must be sufficiently strong so that, for example, a cantilever
configuration does not fail due to the weight of the structure. In both cases, a
possible solution would be to enable more than a single module to clamp to the
external actuator (i.e. allowing arbitrary XBots to clamp to the table and allowing
the manipulator to clamp to multiple RATChET modules). Another limitation is
that in both cases, the external actuator must move the entire structure. For a
given module size, the external actuator strength (e.g. maximum continuous motor
torque) limits the number of modules in the structure. Other sources of force to move
a module constrained to another by a breakable joints (e.g. as XBots) or permanent
joints (e.g. as RATChET modules) exist. The limitation of the need to move the
entire structure can be overcome by using, for example, a magnetic or fluid flow field
generated by external coils or pumps, respectively. Note that in both of these cases,
all modules will still feel the external force; it is the breakable joint or controllable
bonding mechanism that enables desired local module relocation. Likewise, the heat
used to disassemble RATChET14mm configuration is felt by all modules; a possible
extension to this method would be to localize the heating (e.g. with a laser) to achieve
partial disassembly in route to a different configuration.

7.2.2

Dielectric Elastomer Actuated Module

The performance (e.g. specific torque) of the dielectric elastomer actuator bender
module can be increased by improving the linear actuator performance. The proof
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of principle system described in this thesis uses a single elastomer layer sandwiched
between compliant electrodes; the force output of the linear actuator can be improved by increasing the number of layers. Also, the proof of principle device uses
0.5mm thick elastomer and using more layers of thinner elastomer would reduce the
required voltage to achieve the same deformation while maintaining the force output.
The carbon grease electrodes make handling the modules messy; using conductive
polymer (e.g. carbon particles in cured silicone) would eliminate this drawback.
The acrylic based elastomer used has several durability and performance drawbacks. Its viscoelasticity reduces its electromechanical efficiency and limits actuation
speed. The high prestretch required to thin the material and increase its dielectric
breakdown strength, can cause small cracks to propagate more easily. And the actuator lifetime can also be affected by the long time constant creep that loaded acrylic
elastomers exhibit. Thus, advances in the material science will improve the actuation
performance.
Improvements in the module design can also increase its performance and several
modular robot demonstrations can be attempted. While the dielectric elastomer
module described in this thesis achieves a tenfold improvement in specific torque
over the state of the art, use of lighter materials such as with the smart composite
microstructures method will increase this metric. While the demonstrations reported
in this thesis use a large offboard DC-DC converter and power supply, a future
instance of the system could include battery and DC-DC converter modules to realize
self-contained demonstrations. Using two or three modules, we demonstrate various
modular robot arm configurations. Future demonstrations with dielectric elastomer
actuated modules could include manipulation, locomotion, and self-reconfiguration.
The large actuation strain may enable modules to work in parallel to increase
system level force output. Conventional modules can theoretically work in parallel
by connecting several along a rotation axis, as demonstrated by our parallel actuation experiment. This shows potential for collective actuation by scaling module
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number in one dimension. In order to scale collective actuation in the second dimension using rows of modules aligned along parallel axes, the system must have some
flexibility to extend (i.e. along the bender arm) in addition to the ability to rotate.
Highly deformable dielectric elastomer may have sufficient flexibility necessary for
scaling collective actuation in two dimensions. Future work could include the design
of modules that can extend as well as rotate in order to enable two dimensional
collective actuation.

7.2.3

Stiffness Model

There are several potential areas of investigation the stiffness model simulation
can enable. The simulator can potentially guide the self-repair process of selfreconfigurable modular robot. In situations where portions of the modular robot
have failed, the simulator can determine critical areas that should be repaired first
to maintain sufficient rigidity. As another possible application of the simulator,
one could study the effect of defects in a programmable matter configuration. The
graph of stiffness matrices can easily be modified to test the effects of poor or missing bonds between neighbors and to find configurations that are robust to localized
bond failure.
In general, a simulation of a modular structure may have many sources of nonlinearities such those that arise from anisotropic stiffness and nonlinear bond force
functions. The simulator can readily incorporate such arbitrary nonlinear effects.
Reversible module interlinking using magnets [70] or electrostatics [68] is one important class of such nonlinearities. Magnetic interlinking of CKBot module clusters
formed the basis of self-reassembly after explosion [177], and adding such links to
our simulation would allow us to anticipate the fracture loads for robots constructed
of multiple clusters.
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Appendix A
Analytical Stiffness Derivation of
RATChET7mm Connections
A.1

Latch

We model the latch as a linear elastic rectangular cross section beam. Figure A.2a
defines the latch dimensions and body frame that is located at the centroid and
aligned with the principal axes. It defines the height (1.6mm) and width (1.0mm)
and length (3.0mm).
The translational, rotational, and coupling stiffness matrices measured at the free
end of a fixed-free beam are respectively
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Figure A.1: Beam model with center of stiffness frame a and measured stiffness
frame at free end a0 . Frames a and a0 are attached to module A and frames b and b0
are attached to module B. At equilibrium, frames a and b coincide; likewise frames
a0 and b0 coincide.
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where Al is the cross sectional area of the latch, El is the latch elastic modulus and Ili
is the area moment of inertia about ei . The Klo0 11 is determined from the expression
for a fixed-free beam in torsion. The c2 = 0.2 term is the correction factor for a
rectangular beam in torsion [6].
The stiffnesses due to transverse loading (along e2 or e3 ) are determined using
the theory of elasticity [5]. Because the ratio of the length to the height of the beam
is small, the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation does not apply. The correction factors
Cli account for the effect of shear stress
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where dimensions are defined in Figure A.2a. Note in the limit where the length Ll
is much larger than the width Wl or height Hl , the correction factors approach unity
and stiffness terms are the solutions of the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation.
0

Fasse et al. [32] prove that the adjoint associated with the transformation Haa
given by
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transforms a stiffness in frame a0 to a by

K = AdTH a0 K 0 AdHaa0

(A.9)

a

Using Equation A.9 and requiring the coupling stiffness to be symmetric we
compute the position of the center of stiffness. Indeed, the position of the center of
stiffness is located at the centroid of the beam. Further, in the case where modules
are connected by a latch only, the coupling stiffness at the center of stiffness Klc is
zero.
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Figure A.2: Model of latch (a), cable (b) and face collision (c) connections with
dimensions and coordinate frame at beam centroid. Latch and cable frames are
located at their centroids; face collision frame is located at face centroid.
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Thus, the stiffness matrix of the latch at the center of stiffness is given by




 Klt 0 
Kl = 

0 Klo

A.2

(A.14)

Cable

Modeling the cable’s effect on the stiffness is difficult. The cable must have a loose
enough fit for manageable folding of a configuration. Because the cable is not press
fit into the module, there exists a small gap that can allow the cable to move radially.
The lack of a press fit implies that the cable can also slip axially with respect to the
module.
Therefore the cable is approximated by a long cylindrical beam as shown in
Figure A.2b. The length of the cable beam model is 19mm which is the total length
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Property

Latch

Cable

length

mm

3.0

19.0

width/diameter

mm

1.0

0.24

height

mm

1.6

E

GPa

2.3

200

0.35

0.30

ν

Table A.1: Geometric and material properties for latch and cable connection methods.

of cable from the point where it enters module A to the point where it exits module
B. The cable depicted in Figure 6.4 is not drawn to proportion; it defines the relative
location of the center of stiffness of the cable.
The derivation of the stiffness matrix of the cable is similar to that of the latch.
Because the length of the cable is much larger than its diameter, there is no need
for the correction factors. The cable stiffness matrices in its center of stiffness frame
are
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where for clarity we use the subscript h (for hinge) to denote the cable stiffness. The
complete stiffness matrix for each cable i is given by
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Face Collision

The possibility of collision of two modules under some loading directions introduces
an anisotropy into the system. The connection between modules is stiffer when modules are compressed together than when they are pulled apart. When two modules
collide, a face collision stiffness matrix Kf is added to the general stiffness matrix
(Kl or Klh ).
We measure the collision stiffness in the centroid frame (shown in Figure A.2c)
of the common face between connected modules. The collision stiffness matrix is
determined from FEA. The loaded module is assumed to make a point contact
with the fixed module at a point on the face furthest from axis of rotation. This
assumption is valid considering the small gap between modules allows some collision
free rotation until a point contact is made.
Considering small displacements from the center of stiffness frame, only displacements that cause a collision should be considered. Collision only affects the translational stiffness Kf t11 normal to the face (e1 ) and the rotational stiffnesses Kf o22
and Kf o33 about axes lying on the face (e2 and e3 ). The Kf t11 term is determined
by loading one module along (e1 ) and recording the displacement reported by FEA.
Kf o22 is determined by constraining the module to rotate about e2 and applying
a moment about this axis and recording the angular displacement. Note that in
the case of the latch the direction of rotation matters. The simulator handles this
asymmetry by the way it detects collision. Kf o33 is determined in a similar manner.
The measured stiffness is then transformed using Equation A.9 to the center of
stiffness frame between modules.
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